


INTRODUCTION 

It is my pleasure to welcome you, on behalf of the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and its Nuclear E:nergy Agency (NEA), to 
this OECD Speçialist Meeting on Operator Aids for Severe Accident Management 
and Training, organised in collaboration with the OECD Ralden Reactor Project. 

One of the recommendations of the OECD Speçüùist Meeting on Severe 
Accident Management Programme Development held in Rome, Italy, in September 
1991 was that a Specialist Meeting should be organised to discuss operator aids for 
severe accident management. At the Rome meeting it was not possible to reach a 
clear consensus on the extent to which operator aids could and should be used there 
appeared to be general agreement that simplified aids, such as graphs, precalculated 
parametric relationships, or simple analysis tools were useful. At the other extreme, 
the benefits of having sophistieated analysis tools on-line and running significantly 
faster than real time in order to predict possible outcomes of proposed accident 
management strategies were not yet clear; further investigation was recommended. 

More recently, the Senior Group of Experts on Severe Accident Management 
(SESAM) of NEA's Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) decided to 
include the topie of development and implementation of engineered methods 
(computational aids) in the scope of the Specialist Meeting. Engineered methods are 
being developed to assist in the implementation of sevl~re accident management 
strategies. Methods which include computational aids can be used to monitor the 
CUITent status of the plant and to project the progression of key phenomenologieal 
events. The Specialist Meeting will address the question of the identification of 
information needs not covered by the instrumentation, examine means ta perform 
phenomenologieal behaviour assessments needed to support station procedures, and 
discuss computational aids/methods for predicting accident progression and 
consequences. 

The scope of the Specialist Meeting has been lirrated to operator aids for 
accident management whieh are in operation or could be soon. Moreover, the meeting 
will concentrate on the management of accidents beyond the design basis, including 
tools which might be extended from the design basis range into the severe accident 
area. Relevant simulation tools for operator training are also part of the scope of the 
meeting. 

In general, the tone of the Meeting is to be rather practical, and foc us on results 
and applications. The objective is twofold: 

- exchange information on the current status of operator aids, opinions on how 
they could be used in severe accident situations, and possible developments in 
this area; 

- try and understand better the need for and the usefulness of operator aids. 

Proceedings of the Specialist Meeting will be published by the Ralden Reactor 
Project as soon as possible after the meeting. The Programme Committee and the 



Session Chainnen will prepare a Summary Report on the main results, conclusions 
and recommendations immediatcly after the close of the Specialist Mceting for 
presentation to SESAM and CSNI. 

Il is my pleasure to thank the Halden Reactor Project, on behalf of NEA, for the 
hospitality and support generously offered to this Specialist Meeting. We also would 
like to express our gratitude to the members of the Programme Committce and the 
Session Chainnen: Mr. L. Reynes (General Chairman of the meeting), Mr. F. 0wre 
(Technical Chairman), Mr. P. Bystedt, Dr. J.R. Lehner, Mr. A. Omoto, Mr. B. De 
Boeck, and Dr. H. Tuomisto. Their work and advice contributc strongly to the suceess 
of the Meeting. Last but not least, we would like to thank Mrs. G. Bjerkely who 
perfonned the numerous secretarial tasks related to the organisation of the meeting. 

J. Royen 

Nuc1ear Safety Division 
OECD(NEA) 
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ABSTRACT 

EPRI is currently developing computational aids for severe accident 
management. Computational aids here refer to simple nomographs or 
step-by-step instructions that can be used to estimate plant responses or 
conditions during severe accidents. The computational aids consist of 
engineering models and correlations as weIl a:; relevant experimental 
data. The main source of the information is an EPRI report, titled 
"Technical Basis for Severe Accident Management Guidance" [1]. 
Computational aids developed so far are: decay heat, water addition rate 
to reactor vessel, containment pressurization, and containment vent size. 
In this paper, we presented two computation al aids, water addition rate to 
reactor vessel and containment pressurization, as examples. Detailed 
descriptions of the computational aids are reported in Ref. [2]. 
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In trod uction 

During a severe accident, plant operators and technical support staff 
need to assess plant statu s, and monitor plant response to the actions 
taken. They also need to infer likely plant response to possible mitigative 
actions as weil as the near-term plant transient beb.avior in the absence of 
mitigative actions. These are very challenging tasks since a nuclear plant 
will be in the severe accident as a result of unexpected multiple failures. 
Furthermore, sorne plant instruments will be outside their 
design/qualification limits; thus, their performance may be degraded. 
Degraded performance will have an impact on the diagnosis effort of plant 
staffs. 

Several computerized operator aids are being developed. For 
example, J. Raines et al. have reported a MAAP-ba.sed software, MARS [3]. 
MARS (MAAP Accident Response System) has a capability of initializing 
MAAP with on-line data. Guarro S. et al. reported the development of an 
Accident Management Advisor System (AMAS) [4]. This system uses 
influence diagrams to help severe accident management decision making. 
Use of artificial neural networks has been pursued by Shaneyfelt et al. [5] 
and Xing and Okrent [6] for scenario identification as weIl as for prediction 
of key parameters. Severe Accident Management System On-line Network 
(SAMSON) reported by Shaneyfelt et al. [5] is a hybrid system consisting 
of an expert system and a neural network. The uaining of the network is 
based on MAAP results. 

Though we are encouraged by these developments, we also con si der 
that simple tools for estimating plant responsl~ are useful. With the 
current state of the development, computer software simulating severe 
accidents is limited in its usefulness to respond to the real accident 
situation, specially within several hours into the accident. Considering the 
defense-in-depth approach to safety, a severe accident is a relatively rare 
and unpredictable event. Unexpected multiple failures, such as a loss of 
power to computer and/or instrumentation loops, are also a concern. We 
envision that calculational tools can be collections of simple nomographs 
and/or step-by-step instructions which one can execute using hand-held 
calculators or using battery-powered personal computers. We view these 
as computational aids. 
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Computatïonal Aïds Development 

In the V.S., a severe accident management program is under 
development jointly by individual utilities, Nuclear Steam Supply System 
(NSSS) Owners Groups, EPRI, INPO and NUMARC (Nuclear Management and 
Resources Council) in anticipation of issuance of a Generic Letter by 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Coordination is being done by NUMARC. 
The four V.S. NSSS Owners Groups are developing severe accident 
management guidance (SAMG). As a part of their SAMG development, the 
Owners Groups are developing NSSS-specific computational aids (CA) to 
help plant staffs. These are to be used for inferring current plant status, 
and estimating the time required to achieve an anticipated plant 
condition. EPRI is developing generic computational aids that can he used 
as a basis material for NSSS-specific CA development. EPRI has worked 
with the Owners Groups in identifying the candidate CAs as weil as the 
desired content of the CAs. 

Computational aids being developed by EPRI consist of engineering 
models and correlations of rate processes as weil as relevant experimental 
data. The main information source used in the development for the 
computational aids is the "Severe Accident Management Guidance 
Technical Basis .. report [1]. This report was developed to provide .a 
comprehensive technical basis for the development of severe accident 
management guidance. 

Considering the degree of uncertainty in our understanding of 
severe accident phenomenology, it is intended that these computation al 
aids be simple, while providing a quantitative basis readily 
understandable by utility engineers. The computational aids are 
structured as a step-by-step instruction, and the resuIts are presented in 
nomograph formats. In addition, computational aids can be used to 
provide an assessment of phenomenological uncertainties and sensitivity 
to system parameters. 

Computation al aids that have already been developed are: decay 
heat (with and without volatile contribution), water addition rate to 
reactor vessel (to remove decay heat, to remove stored energy and to 
remove the oxidation energy), Containment pressurization (due to ex
vessel cooling, due to ex-vessel core, at RPV failure etc.), vent size to 
stabilize containment pressure. 
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In this paper, two CAs, water addition rate to the reactor vessel and 
containment pressurization, are presented as examples. 

Example CA: Water Addition Rate to ReactClr Vessel. 

This CA answers the question: How much water should be added to 
a reactor vessel to cool the core? The answer to this question might be 
useful for deciding how urgent it is to refitl storage tanks, or deciding 
whether it is more desirable to prepare for extemal cooling of the reactor 
vessel by sending water to containment in the case that there is not 
enough water addition capability to reactor vesse!. 

The objective is to develop simple expressions for the required 
water addition rate to the reactor core inlet sufficient to prevent core 
overheating. Three different water addition rate requirements are 
examined by assuming that the energy is rernoved by: sensible heat 
increase in the water only, steam generation, or steam generation plus 
superheat. As a source of energy to be removed, the following three 
energy sources are considered: decay heat, stored energy, and oxidation. 
(See Ref [1]) 

a) Water addition to remove decay heat 
The volumetrie flow to remove decay heat is obtained by 

dividing decay heat generation rate by injection flow density and the 
enthalpy change of the injection flow. Enthalpy changes considered are to 
saturation, to vaporization and to superheated steam. Parametric results 
are examined as a function of time since shutdown, pressure, and injection 
temperature. Figure 1 shows the parametric effects on required 
volumetrie injection rate. It is sensitive to injection temperature and time 
since shutdown. For the case of decay heat removal by saturation only, 
pressure is one of sensitive parameters. However, if one allows for 
vaporization, the sensitivity to pressure disappears as shown in Figure 2. 
This insensitivity can be used to further simplify the calculation of long
term injection requirements. 

b) Water addition to remove stored energy 
Once the core is uncovered, one has to consider addition al 

injection to remove sensible energy stored in the uncovered portion of the 
core. The stored energy can be estimated by corc~ internaI mass times core 
internaI specifie heat times the temperature difference between core 
internaI and saturation temperature. Core internaI temperature is 
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approximated conservatively by the core temperature at the top. The 
steam temperature at the top is estimated by quasi-steady state approach 
[1 J. Parametric results are examined as a function of the fraction of core 
uncovered, time since shutdown, pressure and injection temperature. As 
shown in Fig. 3, fraction of core uncovered is the most sensitive 
parameter. Figure 4 shows the results in a different but more useful 
format. It shows the time required to remove stored sensible energy. 
Using this figure, one can estimate how long it will take to remove the 
stored energy. 

c) Removal of oxidation energy 
Wh en the core bec ornes uncovered, the cladding will oxidize 

which adds the heat of oxidation to the stored energy. There will be 
substantial addition al oxidation energy added during the recovery process 
(eg, refill and reflooding). The contribution of oxidation energy during 
recovery is based on BWRCHUC calculations. Figure 5 shows the example 
case. Again the fraction of core uncovered is the most sensitive parameter. 

These three cases can be combined to estimate the required water 
addition rate to recover from a severe accident before core melt. 

Example CA: Containment Pressurization. 

This CA answers the question: when will the containment pressure 
reach the containment failure pressure? This information is useful to 
decide on containment venting as weil as possible containment heat 
removal system repair. The situations considered are pressurization due 
to external cooling of the RPV, pressurization of dry/wet 
cavity/containment with ex-vessel core, and pressure rise at RPV failure. 

In developing this CA, the following potential contributions are 
considered: 

Long-term steam addition corresponding to decay heat removal 
(for wet cavity/containment floor, RPV external cooling) 
Generation of decomposition gases and combustible gases from 
corium-concrete interactions 
Direct energy transfer from corium to containment gas/structure 
(dry cavity/containment floor) 
Rapid steam formation resulting from water addition to dry ex
vessel core debris 
Convective heat transfer and steam condensation to passive heat 
structure 
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- Fan coolers 
- Dynamic interactions are considered for the short-term 

containment response after RPV failure. . 

Compared to the water addition requirement CA. this CA is more 
complex and detailed. requiring numeriçal integrations to be performed. 
To aid this usage. a simple closed form solution is obtained and provided 
for various configurations. Figure 6, 7, and 8 shows the comparisons 
between PC-based integration resuIts and the closed form approximation. 
As shown in the figures, the closed form solution provides a good 
approximation for the cases examined. An insight gained from this CA 
development is that very different response signatures are expected 
depending on the containment states. For example,. figure 9 and JO shows 
the signatures for the case of water addition on dry ex-vessel debris, and 
the case of corium ejection to wet cavity due to RPV faHure. The 
differences in signature can be used as an alternative means 10 confirm 
the key events and containment states. 

Summary 

In this paper, we have presented an overview of the computation al 
aids under development at EPRI. The challenge of this work is not to 
develop a complex comprehensive severe accident model, but ta simplify 
white keeping the key phenomena so that it is easy to use, while 
providing a reasonable estimate for severe accident management use. For 
this purpose, key parameters are identified through parametric studies 
and used for simplifications. These simplifications as weil as modeling 
assumptions are clearly documented in the report [2]. The CAs reported in 
this paper are being used as a basis material for NSSS-specific CAs which 
are underdevelopment by owners groups. It is anticipated that these CAs 
will also be useful for the plant-specific computational aids. 

As a subset, EPRI is also sponsoring the deve)opment of 
computational aids that wou Id provide information redundant ta (and/or 
supplementary to) plant measured parameters. Thc~ intent is to infer local 
conditions from other indirect measurements and indicators. This will be 
usefui for the case where instrument sensors ma)' be degraded. The EPRI 
program in this area was presented at the CSNI Workshop in Koln, 
Germany [8]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Emergency Response Guidelines (ERG) applied to PWR plants in 
J apan pro vide control room operating crews (herein referred as operators) 
with technical guidance for response al emergency transients for reliable and 
safe operations. ERG consists of event-related (scenario-based) procedures 
and function-related (symptom-based) procedures, which are designed to 
main tain Critical Safety Functions (CSF). 

Furthermore, we find it important to devdop tools which support 
operators' s decision-making process and improve man-machine interface in 
order to reduce their workload and potential human errors at a time of 
accidents when they tend to be overloaded. 

The utilities and vendors of J apanese PWR, have cooperated for the 
development of Function-related Emergency Operator Support System (F
EOSS), which provide useful and pertinent information to operators when 
they are required to switch from event-related procedures to function-related 
ones. 

F-EOSS has been validated, and we studkd the plan to adopt the 
system for practical use. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since accidents occurred at Three Mile Island in 1979 and Chernobyl 
in 1986, there has been a better understanding of the importance of human 
factors in safety of nuclear power plants. The Nuclear Safety Commission of 
Japan pointed out the importance of improving man-machine interface in 
investigative reports on the accidents. 

To provide operators with a weil define framework for emergency 
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operation, the Emergency Response Guidelines has been developed for 
practical use. ERG consists of event-related procedures and function-related 
procedures. The schematic structure of Japanese ERG is shown in Figure 1. 

From a viewpoint of human engineering, the latest PWR control board 
instrumentation in J apan utilizes CRTs as main monitoring devices in order to 
present plant information in a way which fits operators' s recognition process 
[1]. In addition, an alarm handling system (Le., DPAS: Dynamic Priorities 
Alarm System) is introduced to facilitate the grasp of important alarms [2]. 

Furthermore, operators are expected to accomplish pertinent 
monitoring and control actions in eml'rgency to keep the plant safety, and as a 
result their workload increases. It is important to develop 100is which 
provides positive help for operators' s decision-making process and improve 
man-machine interface, thereby reducing the workload and the likelihood of 
potential human errors at a time of accidents. This motioned us to develop a 
computerized emergency operator support system [3][4]. 

This paper describes our development of Function-related Emergency 
Operator Support System (F-EOSS), which is designed to assist operators 
with effective aids for flexible and accurate recovery actions if CSF are 
challenged. 

SYSTEM FUNCTION 

F-EOSS, we have developed, suggests operators to lnIUate function
related procedures. It monitors CSF parameters continuously, and presents 
relevant information effectively and timely in order to reduce potential human 
errors. 

F-EOSS has the following functions to assist operators identify plant 
status and plan actions during the course of function-related recovery 
processes. 

a. Critical S afety Function Monitor 
Because the concept of Critical Safety Function is introduced 

recently as a result of the improvement of ERG, critical safety 
parameters and alarms which annuunciate challenged CSF were not 
integrated in the main control board or CRT displays. 

We have designed a summary display of CSF parameters to 
acknowledge conditions to switch from event-related procedures to 
function-related procedures. Figure 2 shows the display to be 
automatically called up by F-EOSS. It enables operators to confirm the 
conditions to initiate function-related procedures. 

b. Prioritization of Operating Procedures 
When one or more CSFs are found to be under thread, F-EOSS 

selects a set of procedures that corresponds to the highest priority CSF. 
The selection is done dynamically. 
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The prioritization of CSF is in the following order: 
1. Maintenance of Subcriticality 
2. Maintenance of Core Cooling 
3. Maintenance of a Heat Sink 
4. Maintenance of Containment Integrity 
5. Minimization of Radiation Release 
6. Control of Reactor Coolant Inventory 

After the completion of CSF recovery. F-EOSS directs operators 
to return to appropriate event-related or normal procedures. which le ad 
the plant to the cold shutdown state. 

c. Function-related Procedure Display 
If a severe challenge to CSF is detected. F-EOSS automatically 

displays the highest priority recovery procedures in flowchart form. We 
adopted flowcharts which are consistent with those presented in printed 
function-related procedures and supplemented explanations about 
detailed procedures. 

In addition_ flowchart formats are effective for supporting 
operators from a viewpoint of human engineering in making sure of 
operation al sequences (verify completed operations or foresee necessary 
operations in the future). F-EOSS adequately color-coded flowcharts 
which clearly distinguish the highest priority operations to be executed 
from finished judgments or operations. 

In addition to the flowchart display. several supportive displays 
are prepared: the causing event inferred by diagnosis. major plant status. 
guidance massages specifying operational items of procedures and 
operation feedback done by operator. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a procedure guide dis play of F-

EOSS. 

d. The Optimum Display and Query Control Interfaœ 
F-EOSS provides on an adjacent CRT information related to 

current operations by means of a CRT screen touch-request function. 
The system presents the information on existing CRT displays which 
operators are used to. 

Operators can verify critical parameter.> or system line-up by 
touching corresponding parts of the flowchart. 

In order ta accomplish these functions. F-EOSS consists of the 
following four subsystems: 

-- Plant Status Evaluator 
-- Diagnosis System 
-- Decision Maker 
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-- Interface Controller 
The configuration of the system is shown in Figure 4. 

SYSTEM VALIDATION 

In order to ensure the usefulness of the information presented by the 
system. we developed a small-scale prototype system with a simple plant 
simulator. 

In the second step of verification. we implemented a prototype system 
on an advanced control board for the next PWR plant. which is equipped with 
touch screen CRTs and Flat Display Panels (FDPs). and connection to full
scale simulator. The system was validated by ID plant operating crews. We 
confirmed that operators were able to judge the timing of initiating function
related procedures and monitor necessary parameters with F-EOSS. 

Based on an analytical evaluation. we found that human error rates 
would be reduced about 50 percent by introducing the system. The operators. 
who participated the verification program. supported the usefulness of F
EOSS subjectively. 

Figure 5 shows the prototype used for F-EOSS validation with the 
advanced control board. 

ACTION PLAN FOR FUTURE 

a. Implementation for the Next Plant (APWR) 
The advanced main control board for the next stage of PWR plant 

(APWR) is designed to realize sit-down operation with compact console. on 
which operators can accomplish a sequence of monitoring and control with 
CRTs and FDPs by means of soft controlled touch-operations. And it 
provides Large Display Panel (LDP) to visualize plant overall status and 
alarms as common recognition of operating crew[5J[6] . 

We plan to introduce a computerized operators support system to the 
advanced control board in order to reduce workload and prevent potential 
human errors in plant accident conditions. 

F-EOSS descrihed in this paper will be integrated in to operator 
support system. 

h. Backfits to Existing Plants 
We also plan to introduce F-EOSS to eXlstJng plants. because we can 

introduce the system by simply up-grading plant computer systems. 
In this case of implementation. we assume to use two CRTs for 

operation procedure dis play and plant CSF state monitoring. and locate them 
on shift supervisor' s console or auxiliary operating console. 



CONCLUSION 

We have developed an Emergency Operator Support system in 
accordance with the implementation of ERG. The system was validated by 
operating crews. The test confirmed that F-EOSS can be used successfully 
and that it results in a reduced mental workload and fewer potential operator 
errors. 

We plan 10 introduce the system to future and existing plants after 
further studying the reliability and how the system can be integrated into 
operating rules. The final test will be carried out al: Nuclear power Training 
Center for Japanese PWRs, in order to validate the system under various 
operational conditions and determine practical rules 10 use the system. In 
addition. we consider that training programs with. computerized operator 
support systems will be studied in the test program. 
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*1: F-EOSS displays ERG flowchart on the right-wing of LDP 

*2: F-EOSS displays operational procedures on the 2nd CRT from the 
left side and related plant information on the right CRT of it 

Fig. 5 The Prototype of Advanced Control Boards 
for Verification Program 
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SAs-n, A COMPUTERISED OPERA TOR SUPPORT SYSTEM ASSISTING IN 
PLANT EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN. 

Svein Nilsen, Fridtjov 0wre, Conny Holmstrtfm 
OECD Halden Reactor Project 

P.O.Box 173, N-1751 HALDEN, Norvray 

ABSTRACT 

The paper describes a computerised operator support system called SAS-II. It has been 
developed under a joint research and development programme bt!tween Unit 2 at the Swedish 
nuclear plant Forsmark, the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI), Vattenfall AB- former the 
Swedish State Power Board and the OECD Halden Reactor Project in Norway. 

The purpose of this project was to develop a function oriented advisory system assisting 
the shift supervisor in his observation and evaluation task after plant disturbances leading to 
emergency shut-down. To monitor this shutdown process the supervisor today applies a set of 
function oriented emergency procedures. After inclusion of SAS-II, this system will continu
ously give information to support the work with the emergency procedure (EOP). In addition 
the system will issue critical safety function a1arms and explain why the critical safety fune
tions have bt!en challenged. 

The SAS-II system consists of two parts. One part is developed and executed under con
trol of the real-time expen system G2. A knowledge-base has OO!n constructed that represents 
non-successful œhaviour of the plant automatics and control-systems in terms of the defined 
plant critical safety functions. The other part of SAS-II consists of a man-machine interface for 
the shift leader developed and executed under control of the PICASSO graphic display system. 

The present status of the system is an installation on the c:ompact training simulator in 
Forsmark. A human factors validation has bt!en undenaken using this installation, and results 
from this test will he presented. The future plans for the system is to verify the system funher 
on a full-scale simulator, hefore a possible installation in the control room. 
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Background. 

Today thcre is an ongoing research activity on the application of computer tcclmology in 
nuclear power plant (NPP) control rooms. Thcœ is probably no entiœly simple and safe meth
odology 10 follow whcn introducing thcsc ldnd of operator support systems. 1berc are bath 
potenûal dangers and possible advantagcs in having thcm in the control room. 

In principle computers are able 10 handlc tasks that the human minci cannot handlc Bdc
quately. They can Itccp a broad ovcrvicw of ail mcasurement points avllilable and have the 
ability 10 cOITClate the available madings which is unpara1lc1ed by the human mind. In addition 
computers can makc trend analysis on cach mcasuremcnt point scparately and monitor possi
ble hypothcses in a more systcmatic way than can the opcrator. 

On the ncgative side is the complexity of these systems and also the possibility that the 
systems may he misleading rather than guiding the operator in bis work. It is quite obvious that 
complex systems are lllOIC difficult bath 10 vcrify and validate. 80th the software and the 
knowledge implemcnted by the software may contain crrors that maybc in rare situations lcads 
10 incorrect advice given by the system. 

Still previous expcrience with incidents in nuclcar power plants bas shown that operator 
may need more computerised assistance 10 foncûon adcquatcly in certain situations. In panicu
lar this conccms situations which casily may develop into scrious accidents. A traditional 
alarm system may not bc sufficient in these situations. This is partly due 10 the fact that these 
kind of systems fail 10 draw opcrator attention 10 the things that are i1llpoltant. A simple limit 
ehccking system lcads to a large amount of messages even in a situation whcre one have a 
moderate disturbance. The presentation of unimportant information mixed with imponant 
information may in fact be mislcading 10 the opcrator. 

These problems have triggered a discussion within the community of nuclear power 
plant experts about a definition of so-called critical safety fonctions. The background for the 
critical safety funetions is a systematic study of scenarios that may lead 10 critical situations in 
the plant. Once this set of critieal safety fonctions has bcen defincd with respect to a particular 
plant, they may be applied 10 various activities and systems that conccms the control rootn. 

One example of this is the emergency operating procedures. Once the critical safety funetions 
has bcen defmed, it is recommended that the emcrgency operating procedures ehecks the status 
of thesc funcûons. 

There seems to he the prevailing opinion within the NPP community that plants should 
be monitored and controlled in accordance with such a set of critical safety funetions. How
ever, sorne questions need to be answered. For instance what is the mental workload of the 
operator when chccking out these functions? Will an average operator he able to monitor these 
funeûons and at the same time perform all his other duties in the control room? Of course this 
question eannot be answered unless we consider a lot of othcr aspects. One key aspect is the 
degree of integration with the other information systems and work procedures. 

The panicular system presented in this papcr was developed for the Forsmark nuclear 
power plant, Unit 2. For this plant a set of four critical safety fonctions was already defined. 
and also an emcrgency operating procedure (BOP) checking out the status of the funetions. 
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The aim of the system was to reduce the mental worldoad of che slnift supervisor in a situation 
where he is supposed to check out the critica1 safety functions. In order for this to happen, it 
was considered necessary to include information in the system chat would he useful in every
day use. In case the shift-supervisor uses this system in his everyday use, he will develop the 
dexterity in handling the system correctly also in a stressed situation. 

The work to develop the system was started in late 1988. Thl: cooperative partnen have 
been VattenfaIl AB- former the Swedish State Power Board and its unit 2 at the Forsmark 
nuclear power plant, the Swedish reactor vendor ABB Atom (fonnerly ASEA Atom), the 
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate and the OCED Halden R,:actor Project. During the 
course of che project it has been reported on several times, e.g. [1]. Currently all che originaIly 
projected activities have been completed and they are aIl described in this paper. 

The Crilical Safety Functions. 

Four Critical Safety Functions (CSFs) have been defmed: 

Reactivity 

Core cooling 

Activity barrien 

Heat siM 

A vailability and proper capacity of these functions ensure the integrity of the reactor and 
primary circuit regardless of the initiating event There May he catastrophic events where dam
age is of such a nature that the CSFs can not he supported by any Il1I:aDS, and if this should hap
pen additional knowledge must he taken into account when deciding what to do. However, in 
the initial phases of an accident the CSF is considered to he highly relevant. 

Of course, the support of the CSFs will mosüy he taken care of by a set of automatic 
sequences. The set of automatics will both deteet the need ta change the operation mode of the 
plant (e.g. by initiating a SCRAM) and also automatically initiate the required sequence of 
component manipulations (safety sequence). Nonnally the task of the shift-supervisor will he 
to check that ail this happen. 

The CSFs are maintained by a set of physical systems which shall ensure that: 

Reactivity is controlled and neutron flux is helow set limits. 

Adequate heat energy is transported from the core and suffident cooling medium flows 
to the core. 

Barrien exist prohibiting release of radioactivity within the plant or to the environment 

Heat energy transported from the core is dispersed to reservoirs outside the primary cir
cuit. 

A short description of each CSF follows. 
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• Reactivity 

The control rods and the hydraulic shut-down system are of prime imponance. In addi
tion the mechanical screw-driven shut-down system will forcibly insen all control rods within 
5 minutes after initial shutdown signal. If necessary borated water can be injected to attain sub
criticality. Depending on the activated shut-down signals the pressure in the reactor vessel May 
have to be lowered from normal operating pressure to 10 bars by blow-down either to the tur
bine condensers or the suppression pool below the reactor. 

• Core cooling 

Reat energy is transported from the core by dumping steam to the turbine condensers or 
blow-down to the suppression pool which in tum is cooled by systems connecting to the sea. 
The feedwater systems together with several other systems (residual heat removal system, 
sprinkler systems, safety injection systems) are available for sustained water flow to the core. 
The most imponant parameters here are the reactor water level and later the reactor pressure. 

• Activity barriers 

The fuel cladding, reactor vessel, containment and the reactor building constitute four 
independent barriers against the release of radioactive materials. Closing of isolation valves 
and operation of purification systems (primary circuit water, filters and venting systems) are 
examples of operator initiated actions which May he required if radioactive material is 
released . 

• Heat sink 

The heat energy stored in the reactor and primary circuit together with that generated 
from the rest effect must he removed from the immediate vicinity of the primary system. Heat 
sinks for safe storage or dispersion of energy are required to avoid overheating of critical com
ponents or systems. In the short term perspective (hours) the core cooling system bas sufficient 
capacity to ensure safe conditions in the core, but the accumulated beat energy must be dis
posed of in a controlled manner. And if mishaps should occur which lead to prolonged heat 
production (stuck control rods, reactor going critical after initial cooling) it is vitally important 
that one or more heat sinks are available. There are three main heat sinks at Forsmarlt 2 which 
all connect to the external sea water cooling. These are the two turbine condensers and the 
cooling chain for the suppression pool. If shutdown with isolation is imposed the suppression 
pool cooling chain is the main heat transport system to an external sink, by normal shut-down 
the turbine condensers are the natural heat sinks. 

The Application Area and the Knowledge of' the System. 

The responsibilities of the shift supervisor in an accident situation is to organizc a set of 
tasks to he performed. This should happen at the latest wben a scram occur or should have 
occurred. The EOP is the basic document to be used in a scram situation. One obvious applica
tion for a computerised support system is to support the shift-supervisor in the executiOll of the 
EOP in order to reduce his mental workload. 
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In a situation where the scram should have taken place but dlo not take place, the shift
supervisor is outside the scope of the EOP. Still this situation will be covered by the SAS-II 
system. According to a specified set of criteria the system will do li continuous monitoring of 
the critical safety functions and issue an a1arm whenever a critiC2tl safety function is threat
ened. If ws happen without a previous scram, this may be taken ;ilS an indication that scram 
has failed. 

The SAS-n system supportS the shift-supervisor according to a set of boolean logic dia
grams combining simple binary and analog process measurements. These logic diagrams can 
be divided into three main categories: 

Critical Safety Function status monitoring. 

Safety Sequence activation monitoring. 

Safety Sequence performance monitoring. 

The two tirst types of logic are being wonitored all the time:, in pre-scram situations as 
well as in post-scram situations. The last type oflogic is mainly be:ing checked in a post-scram 
situation. Their use is as follows: 

• Critical Safety Function status monitoring. 

The critical safety function status monitoring looks for syml'lOtnS that the critical safety 
functions is being degraded. The symptoms are described in the EOPs. The symptom supervi
sion consists mainly of checking that certain analogue readings do not go beyond specified 
limits. For instance if the level in the reactor goes below a certain limit, this is a threat to the 
core cooling safety function. 

• Safety Sequence activation monitoring. 

This part of the logic diagrams is meant to detect the activalion of the safety sequences. 
To iIIustrate this we have included a simplified description of the 715 system which is a part of 
the sea-water cooling system. This is the final stage of the heat tnmsport from the plant out to 
the sea (sec figure 1). 

SEAWA1ER--..a.-t 

Figure 1: Simplijied 715 seawater cooling system. 

TolFrom 
plant 

Whenever the SCRAM occurs it is important that residuaI heat is transported away out 
into the sea The automarlcs should then provide for this system lto fonction properly. At least 
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one of the pumps 715Pl or 715P3 should be running. There is one important exception to this, 
namely the isolation signaI. H there is a possibility for radioactive leakage this isolation signaI 
will be activated This mc:ans that the seawater cooling system should not bC used to transport 
heat out to the sea. Consequently the logic to detect safety sequence activation is defined as 
shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Sajety Sequence Activation Logic. 

The main SCRAM signaI and the negated isolation signaI is combined in an AND gate, 
and a possible true signaI is delayed for 40 seconds to give safety systems time to react to situ
ation. 

• Safety Sequence performance monitoring. 

The output of the safety sequence activation monitoring is fed into the safety sequence 
performance monitoring. For the example given above a suitable logic may be defmed as given 
in figure 3. 

The Safety Sequence performance monitoring will give a true signaI if both pomps have 
stopped and if the flow is low. Hin addition the Safety Sequence activation logic has been trig
gered, then this willlead to a criticaI safety fonction aIann. The logic may also issue a sensor 
validation aIarm in case the flow docs not correspond to the running of the pumps. 

For each criticaI safety fonction, the aIarms produced by the logic diagrams are divided 
into three different levels, level 1 being the less serious aIann and level 3 being the most seri
ous aIarm. For instance, level 3 aIann mc:ans that the symptoms are severe and maybe that aIl 
the redundant safety chains to support the criticaI safety fonction is out of operation. 

The knowledge of the system has mainly been implernented by mc:ans of the real tirne 
expert system shell G2 [2-31, and it is currently ronning on a HP 834 computer. 

Tbe User Interface or tbe System. 

The information given by the SAS-II system is organized in an hierarchy of pictures. The 
hierarchy consists of three levels. On level 1 there is the SAS II overview display, where EOP 
information conceming all four criticaI safety functions is displayed to answer questions asked 
on the two flTSt pages in the EOP. This picture as shown in figure 4 is displayed automaticaIly 
when the SCRAM signaIs occurs 
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Figure 3: Safety Sequence Performance Monitoring. 
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AlI the pictures in the hierarchy are organized according to a set of fields, sorne of which 
is common to aU pictures. The four top fields are common to aU pictures. The critical safety 
function alarm field give the alarm status for each of the critical safety functions. Completely 
green rectangle (CSF alarm matrix) means no alarms, while completely red rectangle means 
level 3 alarm. Since the rectangles are visible irrespcctive of what picture the shift-supervisor 
is currently working with, he may notice any change in the alann StatuS as soon as it happens. 

The RPS (Reactor Protection Signal) field gives the first eight protection signals and the 
associated time of occurrence. 

The hierarchy field can he used to take up other pictures and it also shows which level is 
currently up on the sereen. In the figure above the filled rectangle in the hierarchy field shows 
that we are looking at one of the two top pictures. For this particular picture the System Dis
play field shows the most important parameters associated with the four critical safety func
tions. 

Furthermore the hierarchy field is a simplification of the real situation. On level 2 there 
are two (and not one) picture available for each critical safety function. The pictures in ques
tion are one overview process mimic diagram and one alarm logic displlly. These two pictures 
can he addressed from the menu field. In figure 5 the level 2 mimic picture for the core cooling 
critical safety function is shown. 
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It collects together process status information for process component that are relevant to 
this critical safety function (inclusive trending information). In figure 6 is the corresponding 
logic diagram picture: 

C D 511 ~I.r 

Figure 6: Level2 Logic Diagram. 
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The CSF alarm matrix is identical to the one in the top left field of the picture. Each part 
of the matrix is associated with one large logic gate. If one of these gates gives a true output, 
this willlead to a red colouring of the corresponding part of the mauix. 

Also the gates and the lines in between is coloured red. In addition ail gates supporting 
the critical safety function alarm is coloured red. In this way it is IXlssible to follow one (or 
severa!) red paths towards the left in the diagram. For second level logic diagram pictures this 
path ends up in a small rectangular addressing point. If clicked upon, the addressing point will 
take up a corresponding third level logic diagram with a red path than can be followed up to 
the explanation of the critical safety function alarm. 

Level 3 pictures provides diagnostic information from the specific systems supporting 
each CSF as weil as information from the CSF symptom control. This information is organized 
on a whole set of different pictures. These pictures can be accessed l'rom the menu field. 

Generally. for a subset of the level 3 pictures there is a olle to one correspondence 
between the safety chain supporting systems and the particular level 3 pictures. If one such 
safety chain supporting system is not acting in correspondence with its purpose, this leads to a 
so-called system-alarm. This is shown by means of a yellow colour on the corresponding 
addressing point in the menu field. 

As described above, the reason for a critical safety function ~ilarm can be found by fol
lowing the red paths emerging from the critica1 safety function matrix. The reason for an alarm 
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can also he seen froID the mimic diagnuns. Any time a process component is not operadng 
according to the safety sequence it will he coloured red in the mimic diagrams. By considering 
the set of red coloured comlXlDent in the mimic pictures, the shift-supcrvisor may bc able to 
derive the reason for the critical safety function alann. 

An overview trend diagram is providcd to the right of the main ovcrvicw display. 

The user interface bas bccn implemented by means of the PICASSO-2 system [4]. It is 
currently running on one HP34O, however for a possible installation in the control room it may 
bc run on the four different HP34O's aIready running the PICASS0-2 system during plant 
monitoring. 

The Validation and Verification orthe System. 

During the SAS-II projcct a quality assurance program was workcd GUt. In short the fol
lowing working stepS or documents wcre idcntificd: 

• Input documents 

During project phases one and two different kind of documents wcre produced dcscrib
ing the design base for the SAS II. These documents wcre distributed to the mcmbcrs of the 
SAS II team, reviewcd and modificd when ncccssary. 

Typical documents were: 

Design base for the logie 

Design base for the ergonomie prineiples 

Design base for the use of the system within the control room. 

QA principles. 

Design base for modifying the compact simulator (to bc used in the validation expcri
ment). 

Design base for the computer technical solutions, both hardware and software . 

• Prototype 

v cry early during the second phase of the project it was decidcd to design and implement 
a prototype including one complete Critical Function. The purpose for this prototype was to: 

Verify the selected computer and the expen system shell 

Verify the principles of the rules and the displays 

Demonstrate the eapabilities of the system to the final users, the shift-supervisor 

For this prototype a complete set of rules and display specifications wcre workcd out. 
The critical safety funetion hcat sink was selccted as candidate critical function. The rules wcre 
programmed into the computer and display pietures wcre dcsigncd by the Halden Projcct. 
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The demonstration was a dynamic one where SAS II was sjtimulated with process data 
copied from a previous scram in the Forsmark 2 plant. 

• Producing the specifications 

The complete specifications for SAS fi were produced by two teams. This included both 
the logic and the displays. 

One team specified the logic. It consisted of reactor openltors, a shift-supervisor, an 
operation al manager and an I&C designer fmm the plant vendor. 

Specifications were proposed by the I&C designer and revicwed in meetings within the 
logic team. The final specifications were reviewed by an independe:nt expert from the technical 
staff of the plant. 

The other team specified the display and the interaction prirlCiples. This team consisted 
of reactor operators and a human factor specialist. 

Verification of the specification was performed in two steps namely by internal group 
reviews and later on by reviewing the designed picrures. 

• Verifying the knowledge base 

The verification of the knowledge base fell into the following categories. 

Correspondence between specifications and the knowledge base 

Verification of the correct function of a11logic elements (gate:s) 

Verification that rules are established in a consistent manner. 

The first type of verification was done manually. At the start of the project the logic dia
grams displayed on the w0rk5tation was reviewed against the specification. Later in the project 
a 1001 was designed 10 make bard copies from the logic diagrams ("workspace'') for verifica
tion and documentation purposes. 

The second type of verification was relatively simple. Ali input combinations for each 
logical element were simulated 10 verify the correct output. If the: gates used analogue input 
signals the functions was reviewed at different distinct analogue vlùueS. 

The 1ast type of verification was maybe the most difficult to do systematically. The main 
verification method applied was to inspect the output from test fUns. Typical accident scenar
ios were run and the presented result were investigated both for ililtemai consistency and for 
relevance of the alarms given by the system . 

• Verification of the displays 

The fmal design of the display picrures was presented 10 the members of the display 
specification group at the end of phase 3. Displays were reviewed and modifications made. 

After implementation each picture was subject to a manual quality control. Each 
dynamic point was investigated with respect 10 correct tag-identifier a: Id dynamic function. 
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The control was made against the design basis documents provided by the ergonomic and logic 
groups . 

• Validation. 

The aim of the validation program [5] was to: 

evaluate the ability of the system to support the work based on the EOP, 

check that information given by SAS II in a disturbed plant situation is weIl structured, 
correct and in compliance with the EOP. 

and to identify possible negative effects of the system. 

The validation was run as a qualitative study. In this case it meant that it did not include 
a comparison of operator performance between a condition of having support by the system 
and a condition with not having the system support. The decision to choose a qualitative study 
was based upon different practicallimitations in the test environment where the validation lOok 
place. The most important was that the compact simuIator at Forsmark is not a replica of the 
control room. 

Three general hypotheses were developed for the test. In the qualitative study the 
hypotheses couId not be accepted or rejected as in a quantitative study, but they couId be used 
to describe how the system, integrated with the EOP, interacted with the operator. The general 
hypotheses were as follows: 

SAS II will provide a rime reduction when working with the general EOp, and hence, 
support the shift supervisor 

This implies that the checks of the CSFs will be more efficient and corrective actions can 
be taken earlier if necessary. In addition, the sbift supervisor's movements in the control room 
will be reduced and bis need to collect information at different control desks, panels etc., pri
marily together with the reactor operator, will be reduced. 

SAS II will improve the quality of the information ttansfer between process and opera
tor, and hence, understanding and interpretation of the current process status will be 
improved at any moment in a disturbance. 

The information needed by the shift supervisor is gathered and integrated in one dedi
cated system located at a one position in the control room. Through the alarm function the sys
tem will also support the understanding of a threatened CSF. 

The problem solving strategy will improve by the use of SAS II, and hence, the number 
of less correct or incorrect actions will be reduœd. 

The number of less correct or irrelevant decisions and subsequent actions made by the 
operator will be reduced by means of improVed information about the current process state. 

The study was carried out in the compact simulator environment at the Forsmark nuclear 
power plant, where the SAS II system was the only essential information channel for the test 
subjects. The test subjects were Il shift supervisors and senior reactor operators from unit 2. 
The test subjects were tested individually, and were exposed to four different and completely 
independent test scenarios. 
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The tests seem to indicate the following results: 

1) SAS II will provide a time reduction. The tests did DOt reveal any obvious and directIy 
supporting argument for the hypothesis. An expert judgement concluded that the observed 
response rimes were relatively large. The large amount of data displayed in the pictures may 00 
an explanation for this. Also sometimes inconsistency between the EOP and the criteria used in 
SAS II sometimes created additional probltms for the operator. An important fmding was, 
however, that early detections of the most essential infonnation led to increased possibilities to 
solve the whole problem. 

2) Increased quality of information ttansfer. Operator awareness wu measured by means 
of structured interviews performed during and after each test scenario ron. Only a minor 
improvement in the operator awareness was observed. However, the unœnainty of this data is 
rather large. The standard deviation was small and one explanation to this could be the length 
of the scenarios, fmly short (20-25 minutes). 

3) An improved problem solving strategy. Again the inconsistency between the EOP and 
the SAS II system seemed to affect the problem solving sttategy of the operator. The operator 
performance was categorized into three different groups. The operators in the best group com
pleted all critical actions according to a predefined ideal path. The operators in the next oost 
group completed all critical actions but in a less systematie way. Finall:" the operators in the 
not so good group did not complete all the critical actions. Ali types of behaviour was 
observed. 

One important performance shaping factor with respect to all three questions is the train
ing, especially the training to use bath SAS n and the EOP in combination. Most of the opera
tors wanted more training bath on SAS II alone and together with the EOP. Examples of 
problems experienced were sueh as: not trusting SAS II information, not understanding CSF 
alanns, not finding infonnation for the EOP in SAS n as weIl as having navigation diffieulties. 
Most of them meant this could 00 helped with more training. 

Conclusion. 

The SAS II system represents a very important attempt to design and implement a taol 
for automatie supervision of the safety of the plant. The experiences from the project strongly 
points to the importance of a consistent integration with the other taols Ihat the operator has at 
his disposai (in partieular the procedures). The validation tests has shown that the system needs 
some adjustment to function adequately together with these taols. Even though it has not been 
decided yet, a reasonable way to go on with the SAS n system is to perfCJl'Dl these adjustments, 
and then maybe submit the system to a more complete validation test 011 a full scale simulator 
(with a repliea of the control room). 

The work has been performed within multi- and interdisciplinary ;u weIl as international 
working groups. Disadvantages resulting from this way of worldng are [OOR: than compensated 
by a broader scope of different experiences and knowledge. Once again. the experlence is that, 
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the end users, in this case the shift supervisors, shall be involved as early as possible in the 
project. 

Quality assurance is difficuIt in projects wbich include many different types of advanced 
technologies. Verification by independent specialists is nearly impossible because there are 
very few such specialists. 

The method used during the project by infonnaI verifications during the design and a 
very extended verification and validation of the final result can be a solution to this problem. 

If SAS il finally is taken into operation it is believed to be an improvement to safetr for 
severa! reasons: the shift supervisor will easily and clearly, on bis computer screen at bis own 
workplace get the information he needs when applying the emergency operating procedure, 
secondly the computerized system will wam him if and explain why - any of the defined criti
cal safety functions are challenged - both during normal operation and in particular after 
scram. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Japan. the sr.ptol based e.ergency procedure guideline (EPG) was 

developed by the Japanese BWR group of six utilities and two vendors in 

addition to the former event based procedure. 

The Eœergency Operating Procedure (EOP) for each plant was developed 

based on Japanese EPG by each utility until 1988. 

Since the support system is supposed to be effecrive in the usage of 

the EPG. the support system for EPG has been developed. 

This EPG support systel is intended to prevent lisoperation and 

misjudgement and to laintain the plant safety by supporting the operation 

in accordance with sy.pto. based EPG. This system display timely the 

operationa! guide and plant inforlation with compurer system in the 

condition of the operation in accordance with symprol based EPG. so 

opera tors don' t need to open and read EOP lanual. 

Based on the trainning scenario of reactor control and PCV control 

guideline. the cOlputer aided support system of EPC was studied. 

93AI-225 
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In this study, bath of computer logic and CRT display system were 

considered and developed, and as a result, countermeasures of practical 

use, the method to examine the sensors and the fluctuation of parameters 

are cleared. 

And the specification for CRT display, that is the displayed information, 

the function of interface, and the color, is investigated and the basic 

configulation of display is cleared. And then the displays corresponding 

to the situation are drawn up. 

Based on the dominant transients and LOCAs scenario, the application 

with respect to practical use is evaluated, and the validity of EPG 

support system is cleared. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The EPG (i.e. Emergency Procedure Guideline) is an attempt ta fuIfil 

the basic requirements for the safety of nuclear power plants such as 

the shut-down of the nuclear reactor, the maintenance of the core 

cooling function, and the establishment of the integrity of the primary 

containment vessel by means of taking an appropriate procedure 

responding to the symptom of event, regardless of the initial event or 

reaching the state mainly taking the extremely lower probability of 

occurrence of multiple failures as the objective. 

EPG [lJ which has been developed in Japan is basically composed of 

the following two operating manuals. 

(1) "Reactor control" operating manual 

This manual will define whether or not the accident will be 

categorized as an AT~S (i.e. Anticipated Transient .ithout Scram) 

event, specifying the operating manual to be referred to subsequently, 

and at the sometime it is composed of the operating manuals shown in 

the following : 

a. ".ater level control" operating manual 

This specifies the operating procedure so as to ensure the 

reactor core cooling capability by means of maintaining the reactor 

water level over the level at the top of active fuel stably as the 

minimum limit after the successful complet ion of reactor scram, in 

spite of the reactor water level having L3 - LB as the target. 

b. "Reactivity control" operating manual 

This will specify the operating procedure so as to reach the 
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subcriticality finally by means of restricting tte reactor power 

associated with a reactor scram failure (AT'S). 

c. "Depressurized cooling" operating manual 

This will specifr the operating procedure to be taken for 

reducing the pressure in the reactor after the slbcriticality of 

reactor and reactor water level maintenance ta let it transfer to 

cold shutdown. 

(2) "Primary containment control" operating manual 

This will specify the operating procedure to be Laken for 

maintaining integrity of the primary containment vessel by means of 

controlling the temperatures. pressure. suppression pool water level, 

hydrogen and oxygen concentration in the primarr containment vessel. 

These two guidelines are sufficient for the most cases. To provide 

against the case that the plant cannot be brought to the safe 

condition br the above two basic guidlines. the fo~lowing three 

contingency guidelines are formulated. 

o contingency ;1 

o contingencr ;;2 

o con t i ngency ;3 

RPV water level restoration (required when the 

core is uncovered) 

Rapid RPV depressurization 

RPV water level undetermind (required RPV 

flooding for recovery of water level instrument) 

Figure 1 shows this EPG flow chart. 

2. REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE EPG SUPPORT SYSTEM 

In spite of the fact that the probability of occurrence of the event 

in the range covered by the EPG is extremely low. ho.ever. should then 

even it happen. it would be the case in which operat~rs might often 

fail to take necessary procedures with the required timing resulting in 

taking misoperation or .isjudge.ent since the accident would be 

expanded into the unexpected state as the operator. 

Considering the case where the operator is to be supported so as to 

let him take the exact procedures of operation required after his quick 

diagnosis of the severity of the case looking from nuclear safety 

viewpoint. the positioning of the system has been clarified looking 

rrom the characteristics given below as for the EPG. 

a) The EPG has been _ade an entry from the event-based emergency 

operating manual. 
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b) The EPG is composed of the "operating procedure", "reference 

information" (inclusive of caution), "explanation", etc. beside a 

flow chart. 

e) Simple misoperation such as switching off instead of initiating the 

system could never be expanded to a serious case, should it happen, 

resulting in merely the plant sy.pto. being transferred fro. the 

existing to a new sy.ptol responding to the .isoperation, so that the 

misoperation in such a case would be already considered fro. the EPG. 

d) The very accident which would be treated by the EPG is a .ultiple 

failure, so that a multiple number of symptols should be supervised 

at the same time, and consequently the operator would be subjected to 

a heavy workload more than a single failure which is processed 

referring the event-based procedures. 

e) It could not be conducted .erely by co.parison with set values as 

it requires supervision consisting of the co.bination of numerous 

plant parameters, tending to the failure of quick decision-.aking. 

f) The bases of decision-making of operating processes regarding EPG 

are often based upon analytical-knowledge to such an extent that they 

could not be easily taken into aecount guessing from the daily 

experienc~s of plant operation. 

In the basis of the above characteristics of EPG, the following 

fundamental specifications required for the EPG support system are 

clarified: 

(1) Objective personnel 

The objective personnel shall be the supervisor who has to 

supervise overall information of the plant, and to be responsible for 

executing the decision-making of operating strategy. 

(2) Objective accident 

The extent of transients or accidents which is to be taken as the 

objective is to center around a multiple failure beyond the range of 

the events to be treated within the range to be applied for an event 

-based accident operating manual so that this supporting system will 

not be a routine work but a matter which requires an atypical problem 

-solving. 
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(3) Cooperative functions (the function of guidance indication is not 

compulsory but supporting) 

The EPG support system is to support atypical response after the 

occurrence of an accident in which the operator has to decide the 

operating procedure by hi.self understanding the details of che 

procedure. That is to say from another viewpoint t~at the decision 

-making is the responsibilicy of the operator, 50 t~at if he can not 

agree with the supporting guidance, he would be able to ignore the 

guidance by by-passing. Consequently it would have come to be 

necessary for the explanation function to be given as for the process 

of decision-making of the computer, and for the coo)erative function 

together with the operator would be required when tle problem could 

not be solved by the computer alone. 

(4) Revising speed 

Regarding the speed of information processing of the supporting 

s,stem and the speed of revising the details of indication, the 

temporary variation of parameters for the objective supervision is 

comparativel, slow, so that it should not be necess~ry that the speed 

is shorter th an 1 second in the period, because the causes of the 

accident should not be kept fixed from the cause anj effect 

relationship of the accident transmission. Accordingly the period of 

intaking plant parameters is as long as 5 seconds so as to be equal 

to that in the SPDS (Safety Parameter Display syste.). 

(5) Informations of CRT display 

The quantity of information written in the EPG is emarmous, so that 

it should be taken into account that considering the point where the 

flow chart of EPG will be constructed in hierarch, when multiple 

number of operation control guideline (e.g. reactor control and 

primary containment control) are given, or when multiple number of 

operating process steps are established. an objective whole 

composition diagram should be displayed, some part of which should be 

further enlarged. where the whole composition diagram display should 

be shown simultaneously so that the operator does not fail in 

decision of the overall strategy. 

Associated with the display of the information written in the EPG, 

the following .atters should he taken into account for the supervisor 

to be easily comprehensible with the display: 
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a. The informations of display shall be composed of operating 

procedures and cartions, ,etc. centering on the flow chart described 

in the EPG. 

b. The decision of entry conditions shall be determined from the 

system side. 

c. The informations of the display shall be tevised automatically as 

far as possible; however priority shall be given to the 

supervisor' s choice in which the display may be revised by his 

manual operation. 

(6) Start-up timing 

The system start-up timing shall be from the initial stage of t~e 

accident occurrence. And even in the probable case, where the 

computer should have gone down as the accident progress, it should be 

taken into account that intermediate start-up during the accident 

progressing should be feasible. For the above purpose, it should be 

in variably noted where the current plant status as located in what 

part of the EPG, so that under whatever situation the display of the 

flow chart and operating procedure conforming to the current status 

of the plant should be available. 

(7) Learning and training functions 

Basically this system has the functions to provide the guidance on 

the display, step by step, according to the progress of the plant' s 

behavior, however it is hardly probable for an accident to occur for 

which EPG is required, and consequently it will be the center of the 

utilization of this system will be its use for training of operators 

in operating procedures in order to be ready to respond accidents. 

Accordingly it has become necessary for the system to be equipped 

~ith functions that the learning and training of operators will be 

feasible by means of the EPG provide with te.porary parameters for 

the si.ulation of accidents, such as a CAl (Computer Assisted 

Instruction) system [2]. 

(8) Boundary conditions of the system 

As one of the essential .atters associated with the introduction of 

the supporting system, the problem is to what extent the reliability 

of the computer output is feasible. This proble. will be reflected 

as the boundary conditions from the following two points: 

a. Reliability of Input Parameters 
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Considerini the faet ~hich the EPG-itself has been developed from 

erroneous indications, etc. of the T~I (Three Mile Island ~uclear 

Power Plant) accident. it should be obvious tbat the fault 

diagnosis on the basis of incorrect parameters must be avoided, so 

that the system must be equipped with some interfacing capabiIities 

such as stopping the progress of prediction on the basis of 

incorrect parameters by means of execution of the checking the 

upper and lower limits of input parameters, requesting of input 

parameter replacement, capability of requesting operator' s 

prediction stoppage, etc. 

b. In a case where the objective accident of the system is exceeded 

The objective accident of the current EPG is not in zone n 
(after reactor core melt down) but in the zone (before reactor 

core melt down), and consequently it is required for the decision 

-making to be executed so that an alarm function shall be available, 

when the system objective accident is exceeded by means of 

estimation of the longest time allowable for the core to be exposed. 

or the extent of core damage incurred by exposure inside the 

primary containment vessel. 

3. SYSTEM coNSTRUCTION AND GRAPHIC DISPLAY 

3.1 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION 

Responding to the request for realization of a s,stem based upon 11 

(Artificial Intelligence) technology the system corstruction is as 

ftritten beloft: 

(1) Input part for plant parameters 

This part is provided ~ith the function to take in plant process 

parameters ~ith on-line. The period of taking-in is dependent upon 

the capability of the overall system. However il is currently 

decided to be synchronized with SPOS which is to be presented to 

the supervisor so that the system is installed in the same room of 

the central control room related to the operation directly so that 

it is often anticipated that misunderstandings would be generated 

if it was not synchronized with indication para.eters of the other 

instruments, etc. in the central control r008. 
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(2) Data-base 

The data base'contains the logic for plant status diagnosis, the 

logic tracking EPG flow, guide message, supplementary message, etc. 

in the function. 

(3) Logical processor 

The logical processor of the EPG support system is real-time 

expert system of being able to pursue the progress of the accident 

without any delay, (however the accident should be progressed 

complicatedly, the process time should never be extended 

significantly) ; and despite of the requirement to inquire the 

basis of decision-making logic, the processing function of the 

plant supervision will never be stopped ~hile responding to the 

request. 

As for the response to the inquiry of reasoning of the decision 

-making, an explanatory function of the results of the logic will 

be provided in the structure. Consequently the logical process 

will be composed of double-layer construction, clearly separated 

into two layers : 

Level 1: Logic composed of a combination of the plant status/ 

system status. 

Level 2 Plant status/system status logic using the plant 

input parameters. 

The explanation for the reasoning for the logic cited in level 

above is mainly incorporated to facilitate tne operators' easy 

understanding, and the explanation on the plant input parameters is 

basically incorporated the logic given at level 2. As a result, 

even if some erroneous status might be generated on the plant input 

parameters, it would not be necessary for the operator to input the 

data directly from each of the individual plant input parameters, 

instead of that, the reasoning could be continued by means of 

inputting merely tne resultant status values (ECCS unavailable, the 

water level being lowered continuously, etc.), so the operability 

is improved. 

(4) Man-machine interface 

The supervisor who is to be presented with the information 

provided by the supporting system, assuming the proposition that he 

has been weil trained for the EPG in an operation training center, 
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will attempt to display, an explanatory statement which has been 

prepared befor hand by him responding to the pro~osal and request on 

-line provided by the inferential logic together with the values of 

relevant parameters. 

(5) Knowledge data base compiler 

The above mentioned 4 functions ail require on-line real time 

control, however this function will be an off-line capability for 

the purpose of the addition/revision to the data-base responding to 

the improvements of the EPG which are foreseeable in the future. 

(6) Others 

The historical data of reasoning may be a source of information 

essential to get a better understanding of the current status 

ensuring future predictions with further improved accuracy. 

However it is anticipated that merely recording aIl of the 

informations available and indicating simply in time-series will do 

nothing but increase the burden of ratiocination. And consequently, 

in order to reduce the above burden as much as possible, it is 

required to execute categorization of levels of logic beforehand 

(e.g. reactivity control, water level control··/ entry condition, 

individual operating procedure details, system status"'), so as to 

indicate selectively, effectively and exclusivel) the essential 

historical data based upon the level categorization. 

3.2 STRUCTURE OF THE GRAPHIC DISPLAY 

The graphic display will be constructed on the bLSis of the 

information written in the EPG and relevant supplementary information. 

(1) Opening screen 

The openinig screen shall be displayed when the system starts up. 

(2) ~hole structured diagram graphie screen 

The whole structure of the EPG will be displayed. 

(3) Entry condition graphie screen 

The status of each of the entry conditions for each of the 

operating procedure guidelines will be displayed. 

(4) Qperating procedure guideline flow chart graphie screen 

The flow chart for each of the operating procedure guidelines of 

EPG will be displayed. 

(5) Guide œessage screen 

The EPG operating procedure will be displayed on the screen using 
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written expressions. 

(6) Supplementary explanation graphic screen 

In addition to the explanation to show the evidence of the EPG 

operational boundary condition diagrams. the EPG reference drawings 

and EPG operating procedures scanned by a scanner. data such as the 

system diagram etc. will be displayed on the supplementary 

explanation screen. 

(7) Plant parameter graphic screen 

Related trend graph. and plant status will be displayed. As 

shown in figure 2 and figure 3. related to the flow chart of 

operational procedure guideline displayed on the operational 

procedure guideline flow chart. it is ~esigned for another graphie 

screen to be revised automatically which is devided into 3 sections. 

3.3 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE 

The man-machine interface is to be displayed on the screen 

basically as an identification component of the interface menu 

graphic screen. These functions are divided into 3 groups of 

identification components. that is the group of identification 

components regarding system control. i.e. "process menu". the group 

of identification components related to process step control. i.e .• 

"flow chart menu" and the group of identification components. i.e .• 

(operating procedure guidelines flow chart graphic screen. guide 

message screen. supplementary explanatory graphic screen and plant 

parame ter graphic screen). which are contained in the window display. 

details of the main functions of which are shown in the following 

(1) Process menu: 

a. 'hole structural diagram 

~hen the "whode structural diagram" is turned on. the entry 

conditions currently established will be displayed in a differen~' 
color and the related operating procedure guideline are also 

given in different color. On this graphic screen. when the flow 

chart of opera"ing procedure guideline is selected. a detailed 

graphic screen corresponding to the procedure guidelines will be 

displayed. 

b. Hard copy 

IL may be feasible to print out the current graphic screen as a 

hard copy on a prin ter. 
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c. Help 

This display will provide the system operating method and/or 

the way to use the menu. 

d. Multiple display (Double displays) 

_hen the "aultiple display" is turned on, the whole structural 

diagram ~ill be shown on the graphic screen in the sa.e ~ay as in 

the previous article, where if another guideline for the 

operating procedure which is different fro. the operating 

procedure guideline currently displayed will be selected, on the 

right half of the picture screen will be provided with a display 

of the newly selected operating procedure guideline flow chart 

and the guide aessages. 

(2) Flow menu 

a. Step forward 

.hen the operator wants to progress to the next step of the 

operating procedure guideline, key in "Step forward", and then it 

is feasible to go forward by one step, when the other displays on 

the graphic screen will also be revised. 

b. Step backward 

When the operator wants to go back to the previous step of the 

operating procedure guideline, key in "Step backward", and then 

it is feasible to go back by one step, wh en the other displays on 

the graphic screen will he revised also. 

c. Stopping the revision of the graphic screen 

When the auto.atic revis ion of the operating procedure 

guidelines is required to be ter.inated, key in the "Graphic 

screen revision stop", and then it is feasible to .ake the 

graphic screen' s revision stop, and a1so if the "Graphic screen 

revis ion stop" is re1eased, the contents of the graphic screen 

that has been frozen .ay be revised according to ,he revis ion 

detai1s. 

d. Process transfer 

When another graphic screen other that the operdting procedure 

guideline being displayed will he required for reference, select 

"Process transfer", and then it is feasible to revise the gr~phic 

screen currently displayed to the new operating procedure 

guidelines required to he transferred or to he seen. 
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e. Diagnostic logic 

~hen the "Diagnostic logic" is selected, a logic will be 

displayed as the diagnostic logic of the system responding to the 

current plant status in a pop-up window. when the diagnostic 

logic for a past process is required to be seen, letting the flow 

chart under the current display be scrolled, returning to the 

flow chart which is required, selecting the display sign given on 

the particular flow chart, and then selecting the "Diagnostic 

logic",the display required will be obtained. The diagnostic 

logic will be displayed on the basis of the historical data of 

the ratiocination. 

(3) Identification components in the window display 

a. Scroll of operating procedure guideline flow chart 

~ith its scroll bar, it is feasible to scroll the EPG flow 

chart up/down and to the left/right. 

b. Expansion of the operating procedure guidelines 

~hen "Expansion" is selected, the EPG flow chart in the current 

display can be enlarged. 

c. Scaling down of the operating procedure guideline 

~hen "Scale down" is selected,the current display of the EPG 

flow chart can be reduced. 

d. Overall presentation of the operating procedure guidelines flow 

chart 

When "Overall view" is selected, an overall view of EPG flow 

chart will appear on the screen. 

e. Detailed explanation 

Wh en the contents of the guidance displayed on the guide 

message screen are not adequate to let the operator understand 

the details perfectly, select the "Detailed explanation", and 

then the detailed guidelines can be displayed. 

f. Selection of suplementary explanation graphic screen 

When it is wanted to select the suplementary explanaLion 

graphic screen, select the "Select", and then the list of "names 

of diagrams of supplementary explanations· can be displayed on 

the screen. The list is composed of a 10 item display, so that 

the Ilth item and onward can be displayed by selecting "next page". 

Among the items displayed in this way, select the required items, 
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and the required diagrams of supplementary explanation can be 

displayed. When the display presented in this way is to be 

deleted, select "Confirmation", to delete the current display. 

g. Expansion of the diagram of supplementary e~planation 

~hen enlargement of an optional part of the supplementary 

explanation currently displayed on the suppleŒentary explanation 

diagram is required, select "Expansion", specifying the range of 

expansion, ta obtain the required enlargement. 

Figure 4 shows the interfacing function and movement of the 

graphie sereen as mentioned above. 

4. SYSTEM VERIFICATION 

Since the EPG support system functions basically in accordance ~ith 

the plant "SymPlom", it tends to be rather short of adequate time 

-series concepts regarding "event" which are time-series performance 

beha.iors. Ho~e.er the opera tors themselves are recuired to conduct 

the operating procedures in real time, 50 that it is one of the 

essential matters ta undertake an investigation considring the time 

-series concept for the purpose of verification of the inferential 

logie and display a graphie screen of this system. 

Consequently, referring to a particular event contained in the 

scenario of operation training for typical B.R4 and B'R5 plants, 

events, i.e., the sticking of the safety relief valve, medium or small 

size ruptures, loss of feed ~ater, and large LOCA (Joss of coolant 

accident) being taken up as the objectives, and analyses are executed 

on the combination of thermohydraulic plant behavior of each of reactor 

pressure vessel and primary containment vessel, taking up the 

progression of the event combined ~ith the behavior of each of the 

reactor pressure vessel and primary containment vessel time 

sequentially ; thus verification has been conducted on the basls of a 

comparlson bet~een the above analytical results and the behavlor of the 

inferential logic and display graphie screen of the EPG support system. 

Associated with execution of the verification of the EPG support 

system mentiond above, as essential items of verification looking from 

the view point of the time-series concept, the following items ~ere 

evaluated: 

a) Sequential order of entry of the operation procedure guldelines 
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b) Multiple entry of operating procedure guidelines 

c) Temporary sufficiency for the decision-making and operation 

Since there were some variations associated with the above mentioned 

events, the process contents and output status of display on the 

graphic screen of the inferential logic of this system have been 

evaluated, focusing the three items cited above on the basis of the 

analysis results of the said 4 events. Figure 5 shows output examples 

on the display graphic screen associated with the evaluation. 

As the comprehensive evaluation of this support system, the results 

of evaluation conducted on the efficiency of each function are shown in 

Table 1. 

It is feasible to provide the operation with the sufficient timely 

information by supporting the operator by incorporating each of the 

functions shown in the above table: accordingly it can be expected 

that the operator will have concrete effects as shown below, and safety 

securance of the plant shall be further promoted. 

a) Expediting the operator' s ability to quickly respond to any 

emergency procedure. 

b) Expediting the operator' s ability to respond to misoperations for 

quick restoration. 

c) Reducing dispension among operators' individual skills of 

processing (making individual operators evenly qualified). 

5. INVESTIGATION OF AOAPTABILITY OF THE SYSTEM TO PLANTS 

The application of the EPG support system to existi~g nuclear power 

plants requires the investigation of the conditions for the adaptation 

listed below: 

a) It should be feasible for the system to display the necessary 

guidance, folIowing up the constantIy changing status of the plant. 

b) Il is feasible for the system to be provided with nec~ssary 

inputs such as the parameters or signais required for evaluation of 

the logic such as the conditions, etc. 

c) Il is also feasible to provide the necessary infor.ation to the 

operator without delay. 

d) It is feasible for the staff in the technical support center to 

be provided with the necessary information. 

e) The process capability of this system is centered on the 
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extremely volu.inous processes of decision-.aking, i~put/outPut, 

CRT display, and storage of develop.ent and mistakes leading to 

accidents; bowever extre.ely bigb process capacity Nill be aided 

with the input, part of plant para.eters and processing part of 

decision making being built into the process co.puter. 

Considering the above situation, tbe configuration of this system 

will be considered as a syste. co.posed of a special purpose process 

computer for the EPG logic processing, and EWS (Engineering Work Station) 

executing the process to display the above logic on CRTs, and a 

co.ponent fURction to deliver the procss results given by the above 

display on the CRTs to tbe staff in the technical support center. 

Besides tbe above, existing plants are usually equipped with a SPOS 

(Safety Parameter Oisplay Syste.) to which the plant information can be 

input rapidly displaying it for the staff in the technical support 

center and the supervisor in the central control roo., so that it is 

considered preferable to construct this support system in coordination 

with the SPOS. 

ln the case of an accident, it is a prerequisite to provide the saœe 

display contents both to the supervisor and the staff in technical 

support center, however the decision-.aking etc. should be executed not 

by the staff in the technical support center, but by the supervisor 

himself as the center of responsibility, so that the CRT for the 

supervisor shall be equipped with co •• unication facilities. 

Figure 6 sbows an exa.ple of tbe system construction which is to be 

incorporated in the existing plant. 

6. CONCLUS IONS 

ln this develop.ent, positioning and basic specification of the EPG 

support system, the required functions for the support, and realization 

of the system construction in case of its adoption in existing plant 

bave been su •• arized, and tbe verification for suitability, etc. was 

executed in order to clarify tbe syste. concepts. The results of the 

study of tbe conceptual design of the develop.ent are as given below : 

(1) On the basis of the characteristics of EPG, definin~ the position 

of the system in the decision-.aking support for the operator, 

clarifying the support objective personnel as the supervisor. 

(2) Looking from the viewpoint of infor.ation supplv, iL was clarified 
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that the concept of how to execute the display in cooperation with 

the EPG flow chart, multiple number of operation proced~re guidelines 

(e.g. reactor control and primary containment control), how ta 

display the status when multiple operating procedure steps are 

established, how to provide alarms when some serious accidents took 

place beyond the objctives of the support system, and what kinds of 

historical data of Inference to be selected were required. 

(3) As for the man-machine interface, the requirements of prevention ~f 

a "black box" by the presentation of inferential logic and 

explanatory statements, how to select the menu screen for an 

appropria te interface, and its construction were clarified. 

(4) On the basis of typical transient events, and LOCA events, the 

inferential logic and display graphie screen were verified, so as to 

summarize the effectiveness of the EPG support system. 
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Table 1 Effectiveness of each function (2/2) 

Function of EPG support sys tem Contents Effecti veness 

Supplementary explanation graphic screen 0 Supplementary explanations such as the boundar~ 0 Reducing the necessi ty of consulting the 

diagram, referenee diagram, etc., deseribed in boundary diagram or system tliagram for the 

the EPG, and the system diagram, plant status, operator faeilitate the collection of 

etc. which are considered neeessary to information and quick decision-making. 

understand the operating procedure responding 

to the operating procedure guideline flow char 

shall be displayed. 

Plant parameter graphie sereen Important plant para_eters responding to the 1 t is feasible to understand the tendency of the 

operating procedure guideline flow ehart shall plant easily, and moreover it May facilitate the 

be displayed, and at the same time the plant operator' s deciding whether or not available 

status responding to the El'G boundary diagram sufficient mnrgin is related to the operation on 

will be displayed. the EPG boundary diagra.. , 

'" w 
Henu of interface graphie sereen This consists of the process menu and flow menu, It will facilitate the procedures rclaLed to l'l'Go' 

execu t i ng the ou tpu t of the EI'G overall mak i ng the qu i ck response of the opera to r 

structural diagram, step forward of flow chart, possible. 

step back of the flow ehart, etc. 

Entry conditioll ùisplay graphie screcû The entry conditions IIncier the current Easy undp.rstanding 01' the Slalus or 
proceeding, and the entry conditions whieh have establishment of entry condition available. 

been established shall be displayed on the 

graphic screen in different color. 

Diagnostic logic IIhen the "Diagnostic logic" selceted, the 1 L is fensible to reduce the burden on the 

inferential logic will be displayed as the operator for decision-making. 

diagnostic logk in the pop-up window ; 

(sorne or the logical determinations involvcd wi th 

difriculty of logical presentation will rcquire 

the aperator' s decision-mak ing.) 
- - -- - -- - --- -- - --- -- --
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THE USE OF SIMPLE COMPUTERIZED CORRELATIONS IN THE 
MONITORING AND PREDICTION OF ACCIDENT PROGRESSION 

AND CONSEQUENCES 

K.S. Dinnie and R.M. Zimmermann 
Ontario Hydro 

Toronto, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

The combination of the pressure-tube reactor design of the CANDU PHWR and the multi
unit, negative pressure containment design used at Ontario Hydro's nuclear generating 
stations presents unique opportunities for monitoring and predicting accident progression. 
Simple correlations have been developed to infer important accident characteristics from a 
small number of post-accident plant measurements. These correlations have been combined 
together in a series of PC-based computer programs to enable projections of accident source 
lerm, reJease rate and timing to be obtained. The information is primarily inlended as an 
input to offsite emergency response planning but may have a rok to play in the management 
of accident progression. The paper describes the type of measurements and correlations used 
and their pOlential role in accident management 
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1. Introduction 

Knowledge of accident progression, source term and containment status are key 
ingredients in effective accident and consequence management. Under severe accident 
conditions, information from conventional sources, such as in-core instrumentation and other 
equipment exposed to hostile conditions, may be unavailable or unreliable. 

Ontario Hydro has developed a series of computer programs whose primary purpose 
is projection of the need for offsite emergency response actions. These programs, each 
customized for one of the three multi-unit generating stations, use a few in-plant 
measurements which can he taken manually, together with simple computerized correlations, 
to predict the timing and magnitude of fission product releases from containment and the 
consequential dose to the surrounding population. 

In addition to the primary purpose, the information generated can be used to draw 
inferences about the status of the core and containment which may be of value in overall 
accident management. This paper describes the nature of the correlations and how the 
results might be interpreted in the event of a severe accident at one of Ontario Hydro's 
multi-unit generating stations. 

2. The CANDU Multi-Unit Containment System 

The function of the CANDU multi-unit, negative-pressure containment system is to 
provide an envelope around the nuclear components of the reactor system with provision for 
controlling the pressure within the envelope. The envelope is designed to limit any release 
of radioactivity to the environment which might resuIt from a process or system failure. 
Because of the large amount of energy stored in the reactor coolant, an energy absorbing 
system is provided which allows the containment structure to withstand the pressure rise 
resulting from escaping fluid flashing to steam. 

The principle of negative-pressure containment is employed. A vacuum building, 
maintained at a very low subatmospheric pressure, is Iinked to the reactor buildings by a 
pressure relief system. This arrangement ensures that the pressure within the containment 
boundary will be brought below the surrounding atmospheric pressure within a short time 
following a pressure rise within one of the reactor buildings. 

The principal components of the containment envelope are the reactor buildings, the 
pressure relief duct, the pressure relief valves and the vacuum building (Figure 1). The 
vacuum building contains a water spray system consisting of an elevated water storage tank 
and spray headers designed to provide a dousing spray through the main charnber of the 
vacuum building to condense any stearn present. A pressure relief duct interconnects the 
reactor buildings and the vacuum building. Pressure relief valves, located in the pressure 
relief duct, normally isolate the duct from the vacuum building and relieve to the vacuum 
building when activated by above-atmospheric pressure in the duct. 
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After an accident. these valves operate automatically to maintain the reactor buildings 
at subatmospheric pressure by periodic relief to the vacuum building. Over a period of time. 
depending on the degree of leaktightness of the containment envelope. the vacuum reserve 
is depleted. Pressure can be maintained subatmospheric in the long-term by discharge of 
containment air via a dedicated post-accident mtered air discharge system. 

As can be seen in Figure 1. the containment structure is highly compartmentalized, 
with the individual buildings physicaily separated from one another. The distribution of 
radioactivity within these structures can varY considerably depending on the characteristics 
of the accident. Measurements of gamma dose rates at various locations around the site and 
vacuum building pressure with time can provide insight not only as to the magnitude of the 
source terrn inside the containment, but also the nature of the accident and its progression. 

3. The Emergency Response Projection Computer Programs 

The Emergency Response Projection (ERP) computer programs [1] were developed 
by Ontario Hydro to make use of the containment response characteristics for emergency 
response planning purposes. In a typical application, ERP can generate a source term based 
on user supplied system status and built-in accident data, and Can predict the repressurization 
time and the Emergency Filtered Air Discharge System (EFADS) flow required to maintain 
containment pressure subatmospheric. It can then evaluate the characteristics of the ensuing 
controlled release. From current and forecast meteorologicai data, it can calculate 
atmospheric dispersion factors. which, when combined with the release, are used to assess 
off-site doses for distances of up to twenty kilometres over any specified time interval. 
Based on these values, times required to reach Protective Action Levels (PALs) can be 
predicted, from which appropriate recommendations for emergency response actions Can be 
developed. 

The ERP programs address the particular accident response characteristics of the 
negative pressure CANDU containment system, and use a number of independent 
mathematical models and correlations to simulate the physical processes taking place 
following an accident. These include a Source Term Estimation model that simulates ftssion 
product behaviour inside containment and predicts releases to the environment, a Source 
Term Adjustment model that allows the modification of the initially assumed source term 
to make it consistent with in-plant or effluent measurements, a Repressurization Caiculation 
model that predicts the containment repressurization time and the EFADS flow rate required 
to maintain containment pressure sub-atmospheric, and an Atmospheric Dispersion model 
that uses observed meteorological conditions to determine dilution factors. 

The results are used to estimate the potential future dose to the public which can be 
used as an input to decisions on the need for emergency response actions. These models are 
discussed briefly below. 
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Source Tenn Estimation 

Source Tenn Estimation involves modelling of the behaviour of fission products 
within containment leading to estimates of the potential rate and concentration of fission 
products released to the environment. The initial release to containment is based on default 
accidents selected by a few simple system status parameters. 

The subsequent distribution of fission products within containment is estimated by 
a model that represents the station as two inter-linked nodes (the Reactor Building and the 
Vacuum Building). The model simulates the transport of fission products between the nodes 
and calculates the release to atmosphere via a filtration system. 

Source Tenn Adjustment 

The process of adjusting and predicting the radiological source tenn incorporating the 
latest available in-plant infonnation is referred to in ERP as Sourœ Tenn Adjustment (STA). 
Two types of in-plant infonnation are used for ST A purposes: gamma survey measurements 
and Post-Accident Radiation Monitoring System (PARMS) measurements. 

Gamma survey measurements are obtained by measuring gamma dose rates at pre
selected locations outside containment (usually airlocks). These measurements are compared 
against correlations based on known geometry and shielding chatacteristics assuming that the 
measured fields result from fission products in the containment atmosphere. 

PARMS measurements are acquired from samples obtained at special lake-off points 
in the EF ADS downstream of the filter banks. These samples pro vide a direct measurement 
of the radioisotopes in the exhaust effluent but only bec orne available late in the 
repressurization transient. 

From both types of measurements the code derives sGaling factors to adjust the 
predicted in-containment source tenn to correspond to the measured values. In the case of 
gamma survey measurements, generalized scaling factors are uSI!d, and for P ARMS, scaling 
factors are applied to individual isotopes. 

Repressurization Calculation 

The determination of the repressurization time and the EFADS flow rate required to 
maintain containment sub-atmospheric is carried out with a code that uses measurements of 
pressure and temperature in containment over a period of time. The code uses 
thennodynamic properties of the system to derive the total containment mass and energy. 
A least squares exponential fit to these derived values is then generated, and an extrapolation 
procedure is applied to obtain the venting starting characteristks (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Typical Repressurization Transient 
(R = Reactor Building, V = Vacuum Building) 

Atrnospheric Dispersion 

The effect of atrnospheric winds and turbulence on the transport and diffusion of 
emissions is modelled with a code that uses a surface similarity model to calculate 
atrnospheric dispersion factors for a near surface continuous release of non-reactive 
contaminants [2]. The code uses inputs of directly observable meteorological parameters as 
inputs. It then generates dilution factors for pre-determined emergency response sectors 
around the station and also along the plume centerline for distances of up to 20 km 
downwind. 

Resoonse Projection 

Dose projections for each response sector are carried out after obtaining releases and 
atrnospheric dispersion factors for a specified lime interval, using standard dosimetry models 
and data for up to 46 radionuclides. The times required to reach various protective action 
levels are calculated using the average dose rate for the prpjection interval. Decisions on 
the need for current or future protective action are based, at least in part, on the ERP 
projections. 

4. Status of Accident Management at Ontario Hydro 

The process of introduction of operating procedures and aids for application during 
and after accidents has been going on at Ontario Hydro for a number of years, although 
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these have not been directed specifically at severe accidents. Symptom-based Emergency 
Operating Procedures are being introduced to complement the comptehensive event-based 
procedures already in place. Comprehensive emergency response procedures, which are 
largely independent of the type of accident, exist at all sites to protect both workers and the 
public. 

The development of guidelines for accident management under severe accident 
conditions is currently at the conceptual stage. It is recognized that tbe procedures and data 
necessary to manage a design-basis accident may be insufficient or unreliable under severe 
accident conditions. 

The purpose of the conceptual studies is to defme the scope of a realistic program 
based as much as possible on existing equipment and instrumentation. A number of 
procedural and analytical alternatives are under consideration. The ERP programs provide 
one possible way to infer the overall status of accident progression that does not rely on 
instrumentation that may be unreliable due to harsh conditions insidt: containment 

5. Role of ERP in Management of Accident Progression 

The ERP program does not play a direct role in management of accident progression. 
However, the plant parameters routinely obtained for input to tht: program provide an 
information base from which the progression of the accident and the state of the core can 
be inferred. This information can be used as input to the overall accident management 
process. 

Gamma Survey Measurements 

The gamma survey measurements gathered as part of the source term adjustment 
procedure are taken periodically at a number of different locations outside the containment 
envelope. The variation of these measurements with location lmd time can provide 
information regarding the likely progression of the accident and the state of the core. The 
measurements are taken manually and are, therefore, largely inde pendent of equipment 
operability . 

Typically, the measurements are taken; 

(1) At one or more airlocks connecting directly to the unit in which the accident has 
occurred, 

(2) At an airlock remote from the reactor buildings (such as the Central Service Area for 
fuelling machines), 

(3) At an airlock adjacent to the vacuum building. 

Each measurement is used by the ERP program to obtain an associated source term 
scaling factor relating the measured dose rate to that expected for the: selected accident type. 
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In the long term, when containment atmosphere has reached a stable and homogeneous state, 
the scaling factors should be of approximately the same magnitude. During the period of 
accident progression, when conditions inside containment are varying, the relative values of 
the scaling factors pro vide an indication of the magnitude and distribution of fission products 
inside containment. 

The ERP programs contain precalculated data for a number of default design basis 
accidents, the most severe of which is a LOCA with coincident failure of the ECCS (the 
avaiIability of moderator cooling precludes progression to core melt). ERP scaling factors 
greater than unit y when this accident is selected as the default would pro vide commnation 
that an accident beyond that anticipated in the design basis was underway. 

The occurrence of a core melt, which in CANDU reactors would be preceded by the 
collapse of the individual pressure tubes into the bottom of the calandria vessel, would likely 
result in significant differences between the ERP scaling factors. Very high scaling factors 
from locations adjacent to the accident unit relative to more remote locations would be an 
indication of the presence of high levels of surface contamination or physical de bris in the 
reactor building. 

Vacuum Building Pressure and Temperature 

Vacuum Building pressure and temperature measurements are used in ERP to predict 
the time of containment repressurization (vacuum depletion) and subsequent filtered 
discharge flow rates to maintain containment subatmospheric (e.g., Figure 2). The pressure 
relief valves, which vent the containment atmosphere to the vacuum building, operate when 
containment pressure reaches or exceeds the PRV setpoints at just below atmospheric 
pressure and are very sensitive to pressure fluctuations inside containment. Flow to the 
vacuum building, and hence the vacuum building pressure and temperature, reflects closely 
the integral characteristics of the thermal-hydraulic transient associated with the accident. 

The response of containment to a severe accident follows a sequence of characteristic 
phases, such as: 

(1) A prolonged period of venting of steam from the affected reactor building, via the 
PRO, to the vacuum building accompanied by dousing spray, corresponding to the 
blowdown of the primary system, 

(2) A pressure surge corresponding to the faiIure of calandria vessel rupture dises and 
partial blowdown of the calandria vessel, usually as a result of in-core channel 
failure, 

(3) A subsequent series of periodic surges as the higher, uncovered channels collapse to 
the water-filled region, 

(4) For stations other than Pickering, a period of continuous steaming while the inventory 
of the shield tank is boiled off, and 
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(5) If there is insufficient heat removal to freeze the debris inside the calandria. a period 
of non-condensible gas production until the melt is sufficiently dispersed. 

Each of the above phases has its own pressure and temperature "signature" reflected 
in the response of the vacuum building. For example. Figure 3 indicates a typical pressure 
and temperature response for the early phases of an accident involving loss of primary heat 
removal. up to the point of in-core channel rupture. Recognition of these characteristics can 
help to identify the status and progreSS of the accident 

Superimposed on these phases is the continuous but slow depletion of the vacuum reserve 
due to structural and compressed air inleakage. The ERP projections of repressurization time 
and discharge flow rate are based on this overlying trend. A stable increase in the rate of 
repressurization and the projected flow rate can provide an indication of the presence and 
rate of non-condensible gas production in the event of a severe accident 

6. Role of ERP in Management of Accident ConsegueR(~ 

The primary purpose of the ERP programs is to provide projections of the potential 
for offsite dose. as an input for decision-making related to offsite protective actions. General 
accident management procedures exist or are under preparati0l11 to minimize both releases and 
subsequent radiological consequences independent of the need for offsite protective actions. 

To minimize releases. these procedures involve shutdown and stabilization of non
accident units. minimization of compressed air usage to maximize repressurization time and 
minimize discharge flow requirements. and chemical treatment of ECCS and dousing water 
to maximize iodine retention. 

To minimize public dose. the timing of any dischar;ge can be controlled to sorne 
extent by vacuum "banking". This involves discharging at a higher-than-average rate during 
favourable weather conditions and at a reduced or zero rate dlJring unfavourable conditions. 
Ability to control dose is Iimited by the system capability to maintain vacuum for as long 
as the unfavourable conditions las1. 

The effectiveness of the various procedures can be monitored and directed to sorne 
extent by the ERP programs. The effect of reductions in airborne radionuclide 
concentrations will be reflected in reduced source term scaling factors derived from doserate 
measurements. The effect of compressed air reduction measures will be reflected in longer 
repressurization time and lower discharge flow estimates. 

The program can be used to project the public dose from alternative controlled 
discharge strategies to optimize the eventual choice .. 
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7. Conclusions 

At Ontario Hydro, the development of guidelines for accident management for severe 
accidents is currently at the conceptual stage. Use of data and simple correlations developed 
for the emergency response projection program ERP can provide information regarding the 
overall state of accident progression for use in accident management decision making. The 
advantage of this approach is that it does not rely on instrumentation that may be subjecl to 
hostile conditions in the event of a severe accident 
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ABSTRACT 

The Northeast Utilities (NU) emergency support organizatioll includes an on-caU 
Corporate Technical Support (TS) team designed to direct the engineering capabilities of 
the corporate organization in support ofnuclear emergencies. The Gapabilities ofthis team 
do not overlap with those of other support groups and are focused on Accident 
Management (AM). In the course of ten years of routine emergency exercises and 
preparation, this team has identified calculational and information needs for accident 
management, and has developed (and is still developing) computerized analysis aids to 
support such needs. These aids include calculational tools to predict critical accident 
milestones, modules providing engineering information in readily usable format, and a 
severe accident response program. 

The capabilities of these prograrns were described at the Specialist Meeting on Severe 
Accident Management held in Rome in September of 1991. Given the interactive 
capabilities of the program, a verbal presentation could not fully eonvey the value of such 
programs during emergencies. At the Balden meeting on operator aids, a 
demonstration will be provided of the NU's "BELP" programs, whieh will deseribe 
also the enbaneements implemented sinee tbe Rome meeting. 

INTRODUCTION 

For a number of years, T -H caleulations were being perfonned manually by NU's 
Corporate TS tearn supporting the emergency. The suceess of tht~ predictions depended 
on the capabilities of the individual team. In order to overcome this deficiency, NU has 
developed, and has under development, computerized tools to be used during emergencies 
and emergeney plan exercises. The development of these tools has allowed for the testing, 
validation and improvement of the modules as needed, and for the training of the EDe 
tearn to use the program effectively in emergencies. These tools fall into three different 
categories: Programs providing eritical engineering informatbn and capability of 
calculating the timing of eritical milestones (BELP programs); programs designed to 
provide the corporate TS team with critical plant data; and severe accident response 
programs. 
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The capabilities of these programs were described at the Specialist Meeting on Severe 
Accident Management held in Rome in September of 1991. Based on the level ofinquiries 
that were received following the presentation, it became obvious that a verbal presentation 
could not fully convey the value and capabilities of HELP type programs during 
emergencies. During this presentation an interactive demonstration of the various 
modules of the help program will be provided. The demonstration has been structured 
based upon scenarios which were conducted during emergency plan exercises at NU in 
support ofits five nuc\ear plants. Section 1 ofthis paper is a partial extract from the Rome 
paper and has been inc\uded for completeness. 

1 - CYBELP. MPlHELP. MP2HELP. Mf3HELP: 

NUs corporate technical support team has developed for itself a definite AM role around 
the central role of the control room operators. From early on it became apparent to NU 
that in order to be effective at its role, the team should as a minimum, have access to plant 
specific information in a readily usable format. Whithout this information, even the most 
capable AM team dispatched to support the emergency may not be able to do much to 
help the evolution of the accident. In the course of the ten years of routine emergency 
exercises, this team has identified informational needs which has led to the development of 
specific computational aids. These needs are summarized below: 

• Faster-Than-Real-Time Calculations to Determine Timing of Critical 
Milestones . 

• Engineering Information in Ready-Useable Format. 

• Critical Plant Specifie Design Information. 

In order to address the above needs NU has developed four plant specific programs for 
the four of its nuc\ear plants, namely Connecticut Yankee (CY) and Millstone units 1,2 
and 3 (MPl, MP2, MP3). With these programs the user has the facility to perform a 
variety of engineering calculations, from the determination of the break size and time to 
core uncovery, to the determination of containment flammability Iimits. The program also 
offers convenient means to access parameters such as water properties, critical flow rates 
for water and various gases, decay heat rates etc. These parameters are often needed to 
support various engineering calculations. From the physical plant layout point ofview, the 
program provides such things as interactive RCS elevation and inventory drawings, 
simplified piping diagrams, plant component volumes, and plant specific physical design 
parameters. 

The programs have been organized in a number of independent calculational modules 
which are selected by the user from the main ca\ling program. Figure 1 presents a typica\ 
selection menu provided by the program. A brief description of each module is provided 
below: 
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1.1 Break Area Calcula fion Module: 

Break area calculation requires a detailed knowledge of such par.lmeters as injection flow 
rates at different stages of the transient, vessel depressurization rates for PWRs (CY, MP2 
and MP3) and/or wide range reactor vessel level responst: lbr BWRs (MPl). This 
information is readily available from the plant computers via an host based Off-site 
Information System computer program (OPlS), which was described in the Rome 
meeting. 

For PWRs, the break area is determined iteratively as foUows: the initial depressurization 
rate is fust used to calculate a first guess flow area. This flow. area is then used to 
benchmark the plant transient pressure and RVLIS (Reactor Vessel Level Indication 
System) level response using the time to core uncovery caleulatic)nal module as described 
below. The user friendly nature of the program allows the user to perform the required 
iterations very conveniently. Figures 2 represents one of the panels provided by the 
module. 

For MPI (BWR), the break area is calculated interactively as follows. The pertinent plant 
initial conditions are fust specified in the program along witth the status of various 
injection systems. The user is then prompted to input the observed wide range level 
response and an initial guess for the break area . This information is then used to start the 
time to core uncovery module which plots the ca\culated wide range level against the 
specified observed level response (Figure 3). The user is then allClwed to change the break 
area dynamically in order to match the observed plant level transi,~nt as provided by OFIS. 

1.2 Time to Core .Uncovery Module: 

Following the determination of the break size this module is used to determine the time to 
core uncovery and/or complete core dryout. This module uses a graphie representation of 
the RCS to display the ca\culated collapsed or two phase Iiquid level (Figures 4 and S). 
The ca\culation can be suspended at any time in order to revise the conditions of the 
various injection pumps. This feature is particularly useful in modeling various operator 
actions during the event. 

The methodology employed in the development of the PWR version is a simple one 
consisting of a single HEM volume representation of the entire RCS. Decay heat, steam 
generator heat transfer, safetY injection and leak flow discharge are modeled. The 
calculational steps consist of determination of the depressurization rate from the equations 
derived from differentiation of continuity energy and state (lquations under constant 
volume conditions. The new pressure is then used to update the mass balance of the 
system by calculating the new injection and leakage flow rates. 
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Due to the complicated nature of the BWR vessel hydraulics, the MPI version of the 
program was constructed with the following features: 

1. Four region non-equilibrium TIH model based on the formulations presented in 
reference 1 (four sets of continuity of mass and energy equations). Each region is 
allowed to grow or shrink based on the TIH condition of the volume. 

2. The vessel internai flow rates are buoyancy driven and are calculated based on an 
input total resistance factor for the jet pumps and the core inlet. 

3. Drift flux is used to calculate the bubble rise velocity. 

4. Steam condensation is modeled based on a predefined condensation efficiency 
which is a function of droplet fall distance. 

5. Models are also provided for safety relief valves, automatic depressurization 
system, isolation condenser, safety injection and break flow discharge. 

1.3 Choked Flow. Decay Reat. Steam & Water Prooerties 
and Gas Flow Calculational Modules: 

In order to support the on cali engineering staff in an emergency, the program off ers 
convenient facility to obtain such parameters as critical flow rates for water and gases, 
decay heat rates and steam & water properties. These parameters are often needed to 
perform a variety of calculations in support of the plant during an emergency. The 
information is presented to the user in three formats as follows: a) single point calculation 
b) tabular format and c) in the form of a plot which can be read interactively by using a 
cross-hair cursor controlled by the user trom the keyboard. Figures 6 demonstrates a 
typical graph which is available to the user. 

1.4 RCS and Refueling Cavity Inventorv and Elevation Information Module: 

This module provides the ReS and refueling cavity inventory as a function of an input 
elevation. As for the previous modules, the information is available in three formats: single 
point, tabular and in the form of a plot. The module also inc\udes a scaled drawing of the 
ReS which allows the user to obtain information such as elevations, heights and diameters 
of various components of the Res with the aid of an cross hair cursor controlled by the 
user trom the keyboard (Figures 7 and 8). 
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1.5 Pumo Head Caoac:ity Curves: 

This module provides various ECCS pump flow rates with different lineups as a function 
of RCS pressure. Like the previous modules the information is available in three formats: 
single point, tabular and plotted. 

1.6 Simolified Piping Di.grams: 

The purpose of this module is to provide the user with the ability to quickly view a 
simplified drawing of a piping system on the computer screen. This has proven to be an 
invaluable feature in our past emergency exerciscs since it aIIows the engineer to quickly 
familiarize himself with various pump and valve Iineups without the need to procure any 
drawings. 

1.7 Clad Oxidation and Hydrogen Control: 

This module provides the user with the ability to calculate metal water reaction rates based 
on the predicted core heat-up and level transient. Following the completion of this 
calculation the user can view the plots ofhydrogen generation and depth ofmetal oxidized 
as a function of time. The total volume of hydrogen produced along with the containment 
humidity is then used in another module to perform a f1ammability analysis of the 
containment. The results are presented to the user in a graphics form in which the 
containment conditions are plotted on the f1ammability curve. Pilalc containment pressure 
rise, as a result of an hydrogen hum, is automatically calculated in case it is determined 
that the containment condition is in the f1ammable region (Figures 9 and 10). 

1.8 Plant Physical Paramden: 

This module provides such information as operating parameters, setpoints and valve 
capacities for both primary and secondary systems and components. Information is also 
provided on core parameters, various tank capacities and altem.ate injection and/or relief 
paths. The objective of this module is to hopefully provide th~: engineer with sufticient 
amount of data to perform various hand calculations. 

REFERENCE 1 

"The Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis in Pressurized Wa.ter Reactors", Amir N. 
Nahavandi, Nuclear Science and Engineering: 36, 159-188 (1969). 
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METHOD AND RELATED COMPtITERlSED AlOS FOR mE DIAGNOSIS AND mE PROGNOSIS OF 

1HE PLANT STATIJS DURING AN EMERGENCY ON A PWR BY mE FRENCH PROTECTION 

AND NUCLEAR SAFETY INSTJTIJTE 

D.RAGUE, L.JANOT, A.JOUZIER 

Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nuc:léaire 

IPSN/CEA DP n0 6 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex FRANCE 

Abstract 

IPSN in conjunction with EDF developed an approach intended to monitor the current 
status of a PWR during an accident and to project the progression of key 
phenomenologicaJ events. Intended for the off-site emergency teams. tbis methodology 
is implemented with dedicated rnanual and computerised tools. 

The diagnosis is based on the ana\ysis of plant specifie data. The information transmitted 
trom the plant is organised in such way that the expert team assess rapidly the status of 
the different safety barriers and funetions. Specifie tools are used to quantify certain 
parameters such as break size or aetivity witbin the containment. 

The prognosis is based on the assessment of the safety systems availability and on 
extrapolations to forecast the evolution of the accident (time to core uncovery and core 
degradation. fission produet release prognosis ... ). 

The use of the crisis tools allows the expert team to estimate strategy effectiveness and 
to structure the dialogue with the EDF analogous teams during emergency drills. Both 
method and software have been used for the last lWO years and are continuously 
improved. 

OECD(NEA) CSNI specia/ist meeting on operator aids for severe accident managemellt 
and training. Ha/den, Norway, 8th-l0th June 1993. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In case of an accident in a nuc1ear installation, it is necessary to evaluate the situation 
and in panicular to forecast its development in terms of release into the environment. In 
France, this information is elaborated by a national emergency organization and provided 
to the local government representative (the head of the Prefecture) who takes it ioto 
account in order to implement the decisions concerning the protection of the population. 

The national emergency organization consists mainly in a decision-making level (the 
Emergency Managing centers) and a thinkink level (the Emergency Technical Centers of 
the utility - one located in the plant, the other in the Paris area - and of the IPSN) 

The method described in this document, known as the triple-diagnosisltriple-prognostic 
(3D/3P) method, is intended for use by the Emergency Technical Centre teams of the 
Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection (IPSN). 

After a summary of the principles of this method, there follows a description of how it 
has been applied in practice by the Institute for Nuclear Protection and Safety. In 
panicular, the necessary information media are specified, in addition to the calculation 
tools developed in the context of the SESAME project. Funhermore, the basic 
knowledge underlying the method and emergency response tools is quoted at each step, 
this approach being more precisely iIIustrated for a specific type of accident. The final 
pan of this document provides a conclusion concerning the theoretical and practical 
training undergone by the IPSN emergency teams. 

1 - PRINCIPLE UNDERL YING mE MEmOD 

In the event of a severe accident arising at a French PWR, the Institute for Nuc1ear 
Protection and Safety would be responsible for predicting releases outside the 
installation. In order to fulfil this task, the Institute for Nudear Protection and Safetv has 
equipped itselfwith an Emergency Technical Center and bas, in collaboration with -EDF 
and Frarnatome, developed a work method for use by emergency response teams. 

The aim ofthis method is, on the one hand, to structure the approach of each emergency 
team, and on the other to oversee their work together. 

The underlying principle, deterministic in nature, is based on a concept of defence-in
depth. It consists primarily in determining the state of the various safety barriers placed 
between the environment and radioactive materiallikely to be released. This enables the 
type of accident to be identified. It requires the subsequent search. in the history of the 
accident, for the main events which occurred in order to quantify the amount of 
radioactivity beihg released. Finally, an assessment is made of the state of the safetv 
functions which act together to maintain the integrity of the safety barriers. From thi·s 
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diagnosis, a prediction is made of the change in state of the safety functions, based to a 
large extent on a determination of the availability of the associated safeguard systems 
Ihen and after the accident. Il enables a prediction to be made of the state of the safety 
barri ers which has an impact on Ihe assessment of the eventual radioactive releases. This 
approach is summarised in Figure 1. 

As far as the diagnosis is concemed, the method requires an atternpt to ascertain the 
state of the barri ers and the safety functions at ail times. This knowledge is partly based 
on observing the changes in the main physical parameters of the installation and the state 
of the systems since the accident began, and partly on a calculation of further 
parameters. Once this diagnosis has been made, reference can be made to a general 
accident category, for which the influential parameters to monitor, the dominant physical 
phenomena, and the laws governing these phenomena, have already been studied. 

As far as prognostics are concemed, the method requires an attempt to foretell changes 
in the stale of the safety barri ers in terms of time limits by basing tlle prediction on the 
current and eventual state of the safety functions, and on the eventual avaiIability of the 
safeguard systems. There are then two possibilities. If the diagnosis has made it possible 
10 show that ail the safety functions are available, the unit is in a stable state. The 
prognostic is made in two stages, the first consisting in postulating Ilhat the accident has 
not changed, the second that the most aggravating additional failure has occurred. The 
choice of this aggravating circumstance is made on the basis of the state of the safety 
functions and on the advice of an expert. If, however, any function is not available, only 
the pronostic for change without any additional aggravating circumsltances is made. 

As regards present and future fission product releases, quantification is possible through 
the use of models which combine simplified and realistic models of the main physical 
phenomena for the accident under consideration. 

For French pressurised water reactors, the safety barri ers are tlle fuel, the reactor 
coolant system with ilS contiguous systems and the reactor building with its adjoining 
buildings. The safety functions are controlled by sub-criticality, maintaining the water 
inventory, ex-core decay heat removal and lastly maintaining confinement. This last 
function can be subdivided into controlling ex-containrnent decay heat removal, make-up 
of the atmosphere and isolation of the containment vessel. Possible states of these 
barri ers and safety functions are set out in Figure 2. 

Finally, a speciallyadapted report sheet (see Figure 3) should be completed when tbis 
method is applied; this sheet sets out the present and ultimate state of the various 
barri ers and safety functions in addition to the associated releases. 

2 - PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE METHOD 

The diagnosislprediction method is applied in two separate work st(:ps. 
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2.1 - The initial diagnosis 

The first stage corresponds to the initial diagnosis. It begins when the emergency team is 
called into action and ends a maximum of one hour later. It consists in acquiring 
information from the accident-stricken unit, in structuring it, anaIysing it, identifying the 
unknowns, quantifying them using special tools and then combining them in a pre
defined form. 

The instrumentation needs in case of accident on a PWR are twofold. They coyer on the 
one hand the accident management by the operating team and, on the other hand, the 
follow-up of the accident by the national crisis teams. The importance of reliable plant 
status information is obvious : without adequate plant status information and guidance to 
ensure its proper use, the crisis teams cannot reliably apply the diagnosis / prognosis 
method. 

In France, the instrumentation requirements have been surveyed and the necessary 
information divided into three classes: 

- initial data, conceming the state of the installation before the initiating event. For 
exarnple, the state of the reactor, the load history, the state of the fuel etc. 

- functioning of the systems prior to the moment under consideration. For example, 
protection orders, automatic action reports, control action taken, system availability 
etc. 

- changes in parameters characterising physical phenomena arising in the nuc1ear steam 
supply system and in the containment. For exarnple, pressure and temperature of the 
reactor coolant and secondary systems, water levels in the vessel and in the 
pressuriser, flow rates of water injected into the reactor coolant and secondary 
systems, activity and flow rate measurements etc. A list of one hundred readings 
judged necessary for establishing the state-of-installation diagnosis is provided in 
Figure 4. 

There are three distinct ways of sending information: 

- an audioconference providing dialogue with the operator' s local emergency team. 
This link is by way of a dedicated telephone network, 

- several telefax machines enable periodic receipt of a message giving the instantaneous 
values of fort Y physical parameters taken from displays in the control room, 

- a computer for interrogating the computer system of the accident-stricken reactor to 
obtain synthetic images describing the state of the systems and the procedures 
followed. Furthermore, one hundred readings are sent from the unit every minute, 
stored and processed locally. 

The care taken in the design and manufacture of links of ail types should be noted, for it 
guarantees their operability in the event of an emergency. 

Once this information has been obtained, it is displayed in a form whieh allows the 
changes in state of eaeh barrier and safety funetion to be followed. It was developed 
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thanks to studying a large number of transients by means of reference codes (Cathare and Escadre) or using specially adapted simulators. During this stage, an expert appraisal of the readings relayed is carried out. This provides certainty that values used are 
representative of the physical phenomena involved. This check is primarily carried out by 
considering, for each qualification type measurement for the assQciated sensor, the 
thermal and hydraulic conditions of its immediate environment during the accident, the availability of its power supplies and its physicaI and electricaI engineering handbooks. Then crosschecking of the results of sensors of a single type, generally redundant, is 
carried out. FinaIly, in certain cases, data of various types can be compared. For example, the level of water in the feedwater supply tank and that in the containment sumps. 

The information from the accident-stricken unit can then be analysed. This consists in observing the curves showing changes in the physicaI parameters, and the deduction 
trom this of the physical phenomena involved, with ail known automatic protection orders, operator control action and, lastly, the safeguard system availability taken into 
account. This understanding relies on a search for analogies with previously studied sequences. For this stage, a sound knowledge of the physics of ac:cidents of the type 
developed in probabilistic safety assessments (level 1 PSA) is invaluable. To illustrate 
tbis data analysis, reference can be made to the observed change in pressure of the reactor coolant in the event of a break in the system, which, when c~mbined with other parameters. allows very rapid identification of the type of break (size and location). Furthermore, parametric studies carried out with the severe accident computer codes can also make it possible to recognise current events. In the case of an in-containment break 
in the reactor coolant system, observation of reactor building pressure aIso enables identification of the type of break. 

At this point, the qualitative part of the initial diagnosis is finished 21nd special tools are needed to quantil)! the phenomena. The caIculations can be divided into two broad 
classes: thermo-hydraulic calculations and installation activity-rnigration calculations. 

As regards the thermo-hydraulics of the reactor coolant system, a review of the rnass and energy applied at successive moments for which the various characteristic parameters of the nuclear steam supply system are known, makes it possible tCt calculate variables which cannot be measured. These results are compared with readings taken, any 
recalibration requiring modification of the hypotheses. The mass and heat lost at the 
break and the mass of water remaining in the reactor coolant system, calculated during the initial changes. are exarnples of such unknowns; this allows hypol:heses to be adopted conceming the size and location of the break. Comparison of the caI<:ulation of the lower levels of the reactor vessel and the pressuriser with measurement:;, or the use of the vessel pressure reading allow these hypotheses to be confirmed or invalidated. 

As regards the migration of activity within the installation, physical models, which can be applied to the situation under consideration, enable calculati.:m of the various concentrations of the different radioelements in their diverse environments, based on 
general laws deduced from parametric studies of severe accidents. The results obtained are re-expressed in terms of radioactivity readings (activity per unit volume or dose rate) 
and compared with actual readings. This makes it possible to quantil)! the most significant accident parameters. This task can be illustrated for a rellctor coolant system 
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break sequence inside the containment. A degradation in fuel can be deduced partly from 
the observed temperature' leaving the core and in conjunction with reactor coolant 
system pressure. This degradation would eventually lead to a pre-determined release of 
fission products, then to a calculated migration in terms of physical phenomena: 
retention, deposition, through-containment leak and radioactive decay. This calculation 
of migration into the reactor building makes it possible to predict the response of the 
nuclear instrumentation. Comparison with observed readings makes it possible to 
confirm or invalidate the hypotheses adopted as regards emission rate, retention, 
through-containment leak rates etc. 

The following are needed to develop these tools: 

- an exact model of the installation in the form of basic data describing the nuclear 
steam supply system and the containment, 

- an exhaustive study of the types of accident sequence enabling them to be divided into 
classes with common hypotheses and laws. These classes or types of accidents are in 
fact combinations of the various states of the safety barriers. For example, in
containment breaks in the reactor coolant system with fuel cladding bursting without 
containment bypass or steam generator tube rupture with opening of a secondary 
valve without fuel degradation, 

- parametric studies allowing simplified laws to be established, for each type of 
accident, which can be applied to the various physical phenomena. For example, 
parametric studies of the dry deposition of aerosols or deposits in the presence of 
containment spray. This studies are done using the Escadre system of computer codes 
for realistic assessment of severe accidents in PWR. 

The initial diagnosis stage is terminated when the first report sheet, mentioned earlier, 
has been filled in; this is then discussed with the various emergency teams involved. Any 
deviations should be explained at this time, and can result in re-evaluation of certain 
contentious points. 

2.2 - Real-time monitoring of the accident and pronostic concerting its 
development 

The second work stage corresponds to monitoring the changes in the accident in real 
time and making a prognostic conceming its development. This continues until the 
reactor has been brought back to the safe state stipulated in the procedures. 

Once the type of the accident has been identified and the state of the barri ers and safety 
functions determined, the main physical parameters and the states of the systems and the 
operator actions are monitored in real time. Calculations of the thermo-hydraulics and 
migration of activity are continued to take into account any new event arising at the 
accident-stricken unit; this takes the form of a need to modify previously adopted 
hypotheses. Real-time analysis of the parameters can even lead to a change in the type of 
accident and hence in the tools which have to be used. For example, the case of a steam 
generator tube rupture owing to a rupture in the steam pipework, degenerating into an 
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in-containment break in the reactor coolant system due to a break on l:he residual heat 
removal system. 

The real-time analysis of information from the accident-stricken unit therefore enables 
continuous establishment of a reliable diagnosis of the state of the installation. ln order 
to make a prognostic of its development, two types of special tools anuogous to those 
used for the diagnosis are used: the tirst makes it possible to calculat,e changes in the 
thermo-hydraulic parameters of the reactor coolant system using a rnass and energy 
balance; the second makes it possible to calculate the migration of fission products inside 
and outside the installation using laws applicable to the type of accident being 
considered. In both cases, the models are applied to a particular state of the installation 
as it was diagnosed at the moment of making the prognostic. They a1so require 
additional hypotheses, notably concerning the eventual availability of the safeguard 
systems. These hypotheses are determined in accordance with the princip les set out in 
§ 1. The models and physica1 laws are the same in these tools as in those for the 
diagnosis. However, they a1low a tentative prediction to be made of changes in the 
physical parameters by means of additionaI hypotheses rather than by establishing 
hypotheses on the basis of earlier known changes in the physica1 parameters. For 
example, the set of softwares for determining, in the event of an in-comainment break in 
the reactor coolant system, the time to core uncovery, to fuel cladding bursting and then 
to meltdown and the eventual release. 

This real-lime diagnosis of the state of the installation followed by a prognostic of its 
development, makes it possible to fill in the report sheet which is then periodically 
discussed with the other teams. Ail this work comprises the practica1 application of the 
3D/3P method. 

3 - COMPUTERIZED TOOLS USED DY mE EXPERTS 

3.1 - General 

The tilling-up of the synthesis grid needs the quantification of various parameters or 
phenomena. This is done with correlations or computerized tools using simplified 
models. In the origin, those tools consisted mainly of curves, tables., correlations and 
reports presenting operational synthesis of a given topic. However, due to the difficulty 
to link those different elementary tools and to adjust them to specifie situations, it was 
fonud progressively more efficient to commit the ca1culations to sorne softwares running 
on PC or work stations. 

The general organization of those softwares is presented on figure 5 They are of two 
types: 

- expert systems operating on work stations, 
- FORTRAN or PASCAL softwares. operating on PCs. 
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Their general features are the following ones : 

- user-friendliness, 
- flexibility (possible adaptation to various situations), 
- fast execution (by means of simple models). 

Contrary to the design approach, they use, to the maximum extent, realistic assumptions 
and physical laws. Systematic qualification is perfonned through comparison with 
reference codes and the results a1low a better knowledge oftheir validity domain. 

The following paragraph describes the softwares dealing with the diagnosis phase. 

3.2. - Softwares dealing with the diagnosis phase 

The BRECHEMETRE software is dedicated to the assessment of the primary break 
size by means of a mass balance based on the pressurizer level and the input and output 
flow rates. The water inventory is compared with critical flow rate correlations to assess 
the break size dealing with this thennohydraulic environment. 

The criticality margin is assessed with the boron concentration measurement and the 
thennohydraulic characteristics of the coolant by means of the CRAC software. A mass 
and concentration balance is used in case of unavailability of the boron direct 
measurement to detennine the anti-reactivity associated with the bumable poison. 

The c1ad rupture or core meltdown fraction is estimated with the exit core temperature 
or the containment dose rate. This is done using correlations introduced in the SJNBAD 
software. 

The containment leak rate is assessed from a leak size and the containment pressure 
using the SINBAD software. The ALmABA expert system provides an early diagnosis 
of containment leakage using the instrumentation associated with the containment 
isolation and the activity measurements. 

The containment building pressure and temperature measurements associated with 
particular assumptions such as steam saturation or core meltdown fraction allow the 
hydrogen risk assessment using the HYDROMEL software. 

The release into the environment during an accident without containment bypass is 
quantified in the PERSAN software. It is obtained from other softwares results and 
particular infonnation such as the use of the spray system or of the sand-bed filter. 
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The release into the environment during an accident with :ontainment bypass and 
without core damage is quantified in the RTGV software using simplified models of 
thermohydraulic and of fission product transfers. 

3.3. - Softwares dealing with the prognosis phase 

The SCHEHERASADE software deals with the delay before core uncovery by means 
of a mass and energy balance. The necessary information is the thermohydraulic 
environment and the input and output f10w rates in the primary and secondary circuits. 

The predicted time between core uncovery and clad rupture or core meltdown is 
calculated with the residual power using the SIN BAD software. 

The prognosis on the releases is calculated with the PERSAN software. 

4 - DEPLOYMENT. ORGANISA nON AND TRAINING OF 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS 

The guarantee that the lnstitute for Nuclear Protection and Safety caR etfectively fulfil its task in the event of a severe hypothetical accident arising at a PWR cannot be obtained without deployment exercises known as emergency drills. These drills, which have been carried out for over ten years in the framework of the national emergency management system, are a source of fundamental experience feedback. They have, in particular, shown the need for rational and thorough reorganisation of work within the emergency teams. the only assurance that the 3D/3P method will be correctly applied. They have also demonstrated the need to provide experts with initial training and periodic refresher courses in the 3D13P method and in the associated tools. 

4.1 - The emergency drills 

Carried out every six months, the national emergency drills eaeh meet specifie objectives set out by a committee comprising the various members of the national emergency management system. The scenarios are devised consecutively by the Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection or by EDF. The drills are designed on the: basis of accident studies already carried out and on the results of the level 1 probabilistic safety assessment. Lasting between six and twelve hours, the drills generally comprise a stage during which information is obtained in the form of pre-formatted messages. The various emergency teams are then assigned the task of applying the methods and tools available for them to fulfil their rasks. After the drill, assessment meetings make it possible to judge how weil the objectives were met, how the 3D/3P method was applied and whether or not the 
tools were adequate. 
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4.2 - Emergency team management system 

The management system of the Institute for Nuc1ear Safety and Protection emergency 
teams was set out in the light of experience feedback from previous deployments. Once 
the general assignment of the team was specified. specific objectives were defined which 
led to the creation of workstations and to the assessment of experts able to man them. 

In practice, the emergency team is divided into three units. the "management" unit. the 
"installation assessment" unit and the "radiological consequences" unit. The first unit is 
concemed more with outside relations and with overall assessment between plants 
whereas the other two have more technical duties to perform. The "installation 
assessment" unit is intended to make a diagnosis and a prognostic of the state of the 
installation and of fission product releases, whereas the "radiological consequences" unit 
detennines any consequences for the environment. The installation assessment unit is 
divided into two groups: one gathers and formats information while the other processes 
this data in order to produce synoptic messages. As regards the workstations associated 
with the diagnosis and prognostic making process. those adopted by the post-accident 
operation specialist and by the site affairs co-ordinator can be cited. The 10015 associated 
with each station were specified and develoPed to enable each expert to make the 
quantification calculations provided for under the 3D/3P method. as set out in the 
preceding sections. 

4.3 - Training of emergency teams 

The six-monthly deployment of a team during a national drill is obviously insufficient for 
training all possible members of the Institute for Nuc1ear Safety and Protection teams. 
This is why a training programme has been set up comprising an initial three-day session 
followed by annual refresher courses. 

Initial training consists of three modules: 

- the first, lasting half a day, sets out the national emergency management system and 
. the assignments of the Institute for Nuc1ear Safety and Protection Emergency 

Technical Center, to specity the location and the management of work at the 
installation assessment unit and the associated workstations. to set out the various 
means of acquiring information and finally to display the contents of the report sheet 
and the associated reasoning, 

- the second, lasting three half-days, inc1udes the description of the emergency tools 
and associated models. It allows experts to familiarise themselves with each program 
by using it with test cases. The laws and hypotheses adopted in the models are set out 
on this occasion. 

- the third module comprises a day-long deployment. with application of the method 
and associated tools while at the same time complying with the work management 
system set out previously. This simulation is based on a previous emergency drill. 
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The annual retTesher course, lasting one day, makes it possible, durinlg a deployrnent, to 
solicit expert opinions and .set out changes in terrns of management systems, method and 
tools. 

These efforts applied in terrns of deployrnent, management system and training, therefore 
make it possible, on the one hand, to ensure that the Institute for Nuc1ear Safety and 
Protection Emergency Technical Center is functional and, on the other hand, to make 
improvements in the resources available. 

CONCLUSION 

The 3D/3P method and associated emergency tools were developed ten years ago to 
enable the various organisations to perforrn their assignments effectively. Recent 
discoveries are continually used to improve performance. As a resplt, the broad 
understanding of accident situations that the knowledge of thi:i method and the 
emergency tools gives to experts from various spheres guarantees their progress in 
acquiring the safety culture needed to accomplish their tasks. 
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(ERSS) AND A PROTOTYPE OF IT 

Yoetsu Takahashi, Masaoki Komata and Shinnosuke Yaguchi 
Emergency Response Technology Division 

Safety Information Research Center 
Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation 

Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The actual operational ERSS is the system to be deve]oped by the Nuclear 

Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) under the sponsol'ship of Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (MITI). The ERSS wiU link the computer 
systems of the nuclear plants wi th the MITI and NUPEC computer system in 
order to provide MI TI with effective technical information in the event of 
a severe reactor accident at commercial nuclear power plants (light water 
reactor type) in Japan. The system will be mainly developed after FY 1993. 
The large display screen is expected to be placed in the MIT!' s Decision 
Making Room. 

Development of the ERSS prototype was started in 1987 and completed in 
this year in advance of the development of the actual operational ERSS. 

The ERSS prototype is installed in the computer rOOll'1 of NUPEC and uses 
the simulated generation data from the reactor accident simulation system 
in place of the transmi tted data from the nuclear pOlier plant in severe 
accident. 

Simulation data includes: the operating status of rea,:tor coolant system, 
ECCS, reactor containment system, observed data of radiation monitor and 
meteorological conditions. 

The ERSS prototype consists of 5 sub-systems: 1. The Reactor Accident 
Simulation System, 2. Information Collection System, 3. Diagnosis/Prediction 
System [the system diagnoses the integrity of the plant by evaluating or 
predicting events behaviour during an accident uSing the AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) technology processed knowledge-baslld data, etc .J, 
4. Analytical Predict ion System (the system analizes the integri ty of the 
plant by on-line evaluation and prediction during the event using an 
analytical code.l, and 5.The Large Display System. 

This paper describes the outline of the ERSS prototype and the Large 
Display System for the actual operational ERSS. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN EMERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORT SYSTEM (ERSS) 
AND A PROTOTYPE OF IT 

1. Introduction 
In March 1987, the Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan prepared an 

investigational report on the severe accident that occurred at the 
Chernobyl Power Plant in the former U.S.S.R. in April 1986. The report 
pointed out that "it is important to establish more practical 
countermeasures by further fortifying the content of severe accident 
countermeasures for Japanese nuclear power plants." 

Receiving this advice, the Emergency Response Investigational Committee 
of Nuc1ear Power Plants in Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI) prepared the report (in draft version) regarding severe accident 
countermeasures in July 1988. One of the suggestions made in the report was 
"Development of the Emergency Support System for severe accidents." 

Based on this suggestion, MITI entrusted the Nuclear Power Engineering 
Corporation (NUPEC) with the development of ERSS. In developing the ERSS, 
NUPEC decided to adopt a two-step development plan, first developing a 
prototype of the ERSS and then developing the actual operational ERSS. 
NUPEC began developing the ERSS prototype in FY 1987 and is now in the 
final stages of development of it. (See Table 1.) 

2. ERSS Prototype 
2.1 Overall System of the ERSS Prototype 

As shown in Figure l, the overall system of the ERSS prototype is 
composed of the following five sub-systems: 

(i) Reactor accident simulation system 
(ii) Accident information collection system 

(iii) Diagnosisjprediction system (The system that evaluates and predicts 
the event of a severe accident using AI (Artificial Intelligence) 
technology processed knowledge-based data.) 

(iv) Analytical prediction system (The system that evaluates and predicts 
the event response of a severe accident using analytical code.) 

(v) Large display system 

AIl of these sub-systems of ERSS prototype have been installed inside 
NUPEC. It is expected that an information collection module of an accident 
information system and a large display system in the actual operational 
ERSS will be installed in MITI's Decision Making Room. (See Figure 2.) 

2.2 Reference Plants for the ERSS Prototype 
The reference plants for the actual operational ERSS are light-water 

reactors (LWRs) that are being operated and under construction in Japan. 
BWR: 800 MW (electric) MARK-I BWR-4 plant 
PWR: 1100 MW (electric) improved and standardized 4-loop plant 
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The aforementioned two plants were selected as the reference plant based 
on the fact that usable probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) data were 
prepared better at these plants than at others despi t'2 the difference in 
electric output between the BWR and the PWR reference plants. 

2.3 Functions of the ERSS Prototype Sub-systems 
2.3.1 Reactor Accident Simulation System 

Since it is actually difficult to transmit the data of the severe 
accident from the nuclear power plant, the ERSS prototype is designed to 
transmi t about 50 kinds of accident simulation valuable!1 at the interval of 
1 minute from the reactor accident simulation system to the information 
collection system of ERSS as an alternative measure technique. 

The following data is transmitted as the accident :;imulation valuables 

follow the event of a severe accident, concentratin€r especially on the 
integrity of the reactor fuel, reactor pressure vessel, reactor containment 
vessel, and the amount of F. P. release outside of the reactor containment 
vessel. 

Data related to the reactor coolant system 
Coolant level of the core (only for BWR), tempe rature of coolant at 
the outlet of the core (only for PWR), temperature and pressure of 
the coolant, etc. 

Data related to the reactor containment vessel 
Atmo.spheric pressure, tempe rature , etc. 

Observed value data from the radiation monitor 
Stack monitor, monitoring post monitor, etc. 

Meteorological data around the power plant site 
Wind velocity, wind direction and meteorological stability 

2.3.2 Accident Information Collection System 

The information collection system in the ERSS prc,totype displays the 
simulation accident data transmitted from the reactor accident simulation 
system (the plant process data transmitted from the nuclear power plant 
during an accident for actual operational ERSS) on the large display screen 
after collecting, recording, storing the data into effective and' 
understandable forms. 

Although the diagnosisjprediction system consista of realtime and faster 
speed interference systems, the accident information collection system 

controls the actuations of each of the inference systems, synchronizing 
both of them, etc. 

As mentioned in 2.3.1, the transmitted plant process data si~tilating the 
accident are limited only to the important data necessary tô"judge the 
integrity of the core, reactor vessel, and containment vessel ;",-:, and for 
evaluating the rate at which fission products are released from the molten 
core into the environment of the site of the nuclear power plant during a 
severe accident. Furthermore, the system was designed to be able to obtain 
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off-line information through telephones, telefaxes, etc .. 

2.3.3 Diagnosis Prediction Support System 
Evaluation on the status of the accident and prediction of the progress 

of the accident and the support for the diagnosis of the necessary action 
to be taken by MIT! is made by comparing the severe accident simulated 
valuables and the previously collected knowledge-based data. 

The knowledge-based data included in the diagnosis/prediction support 
system was constructed wi th PSA levei 1., 2 works considered subject to the 
referenced plant. For this purpose, many of the results from the accident 
analyses using the MAAP computer code were prepared code subject to severe 
accidents. 

The MAAP computer code is a core damage analysis program developed by 
IDCOR (Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking Program), USA. The MAAP computer 
code was selected by paying attention to favourable features listed below. 

1. This code is a 
including reactor 

fully integrated 
coolant system 

most 
and 

severe accident phenomena, 
containment thermal/hydraulic 

response, core heatup, degradition and fission product release. 
2. It can analyze the progress of the status of the accident much faster 

than the actual progress of the events of the accident for prolonged 
periods by simplifying and modeling the individual physical events. 

3. It is frequently used in individual plant examinations (IPE) in the U.S. 
because its reliability is considered to be high. 

To enhance the reliability of the ERSS prototype with the MAAP, 
calculation resul ts by the MAAP computer code was compared wi th those by 
other large computer codes (THALES/ART: Japan/Atomic Energy Research 
Institute; MELCOR: USNRC). We believe that evaluation of important response 
to severe accidents -- excluding some fission products released from a 
containment -- using the MAAP computer code indicated almost acceptable 
width as weIl as the evaluation done using the above mentioned codes. 

According to the knowledge-based information obtained from the 
calculation results using MAAP computer code, the diagnosis/prediction 
support system works to determine the necessary actions to be taken by 
MIT!. 

The diagnosis/prediction system has thirteen (13) sub-system functions 
listed below for making the necessary decisions in the event of a severe 
accident. Relations between these functions are shown in Figure 3, from 
which i t can be understood that the system is mainly composed of symptom
based inferences on constructing these 13 sub-systems. 

1. Determining safety function status 
Operative conditions (success or failure of operation) of ECCS and 

containment vessel spray, etc. 
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2. Determining radioactivity barriers integrity status 
Identification of failure of fuel, RV, and containment vessel ,etc. 

3. Judging convergence/progress 
Judgement of the possibility of convergence or progression of the 
accident 

4. Judging the action level of. emergency/corresponding actions in an 
emergency 

Judgement of the possibility of the emergency situation spreading 
to the inside/outside of the plant site 

5. Giving information of recovery guide which indicates operator's recovery 
actions regarding the release of fission products 
-- Display of applicable actions to be taken for preventing the release 

of fission products 
6. Judging requests aade to related organizations 

Judgement on installation, etc., of governmental accident 
counteraeasure headquaters 

7. Judging initiating events 
Identification of initiating events (LOCA. etc.) 

8. Identifying severe accident scenarios 
Identification of scenarios (cooling failure. loss of power ,etc) 

9. Prediction function based on information of accident progression 
Prediction of timing of failure of radioactivity barriers integrity 
such as core aelt tiaing (Use of AI) 

10. Prediction function based on compact simulation 
SUIe as 9 (Simple calculation using compact ce,mputer codes at the 
accident) 

Il. Predicting the amo~~f released radioactivity 
Prediction of the amount of noble gas and iodine released into the 
environaent 

12. Evaluating the effect of exposure to the plant site people 
-- Prédiction of dose equivalent and dose rate to the plant site people 

13. Predicting spreading of the emergency level 
Predictions on the emergency situation spreading to the 
inside/outside of the plant site 

In displaYing each of the Aboye functions, the diagnosisjprediction 
system has been designed so that the improved underfltandable information 
(hierarchical images -- inference transition, inference process. compact 
prediction, prediction by analysis, etc.) -- can be shown. By using these 
outputs, the decision makers can understand the judging bases of why the 
phenomena progress predictions have been made as such. "Inference process," 
are based on knowledge representation such as event trees, digraphs. goal 
trees, logic trees, networks, etc., are used, dependillg on the accidentaI 
characteristics. Exuples are shown in Figure 4 through Figure 6. 
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If the decision makers want to understand why ERSS could draw the 
conclusion that the "core melt" has occurred definitely seeing the display 
on the upper left of the large display system in Fig.7, selecting a "Status 
Transition Diagram" from the "Diagram Selection menu" on the lower left of 
the large display system will display the network diagram on the lower left 
of Fig.7. 

Upper Left Display of the Large Display System 

Barrier lntegrity of Radioactivity Status of Safety Function 

Core Pressure Reactor Contaiœent Reactivity Core Cooling Renooval Heat Soundness of 
Vessel Vessel Control Decay Contairœent Vessel 

Core lIelt Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Abnormal 

Lower Left Display of the Large Display System 

1 !;= ~ectioo 1 ( ~~mlitioa) ( Infe.ence )( Inf.....,. )( Simple 
Hillary Proccss Prediction. 

'\ '\ 

AbnoJ1laI 

)( Eo<poo .... 
Evaluation 

Acceptable 
----' 

)( Analylis 
Prediction 

The decision makers will understand the basis for the diagnosis of "Core 
Melt" by "Failure of ECCS operation" caused by the generation of primary 
coolant outflow from the reactor coolant system followed by "Core 
uncovery"-->"Fuel cladding rupture"-->"Core Melt" from Fig.4. 

If the decision makers select "Inference Process" in above figure in 
order to know the reason for the abnormali ty of "Core Cooling", the event 
tree diagram of Fig.5 is displayed. They will understand that the operation 
of power source was succeeded and the pressure reduction in PRV was 
successful, but ECCS (HPCI/LPCI) and core cooling were failed. 

The goal tree in Fig.6 can be displayed if they further select "Inference 
Process", and they can understand the failure of core cooling from Fig.6. 

Furthermore, if they select "Simple Prediction" (separately prepared from 
analysis prediction system) in the "Screen Selection Menu", a small-sized 
predictions based on the calculational hypothesis using this selected 
small-sized computer codes during the severe accident. 

2.3.4 Analytial Prediction System 
The analytical prediction system inputs the plant reference data into the 

MAAP computer code at the development stage of it and leaves it in standby 
mode. It then does the on-line input of the accident simulation plant data 
(transmitted data from the nuclear power plant in severe accidents with the 
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actual operational ERSS). It is the system for understanding and predicting 

in real time or accelerated time aspects of a severe a,:cident using the 
MAAP computer code. 

Whereas the diagnosisjprediction system is for determining and 
predicting, with some evaluation width, aspects of the s,~vere accident by 

knowledge-based information prepared utilizing the previously stored 
analysis resul ts, the analytical prediction system is for on-line 

outputting the results using the MAAP computer code. 
The kinds of transmission data input to this system from suffering 

nuc1ear power plant are the same as those for the dilLgnosisjprediction 
support system, and input is also done through the information collection 
system. 

Utilizing the favorable feature of the MAAP computer code' s relatively 

fast-calculation capabili ty, this system was made to track actual real time 
events, and to calculate the event data reconditioned closest to the actual 

event response (tracker function), and for acceleratedJ.y predicting the 
future occurrence. 

Discussion are being done so as to display these analytical resul ts 
(trend curve) at the lower left of Fig. 7 or 8 by selecting "Analytical 
Prediction" in the Screen Selection Menu. 

It is possible to analyze in bestestimate side or safety side resul ts 

(such as when safety systems in trouble are not later restored and when 
they are) and to predict several cases at faster speed exceeding the real 

time. 

2.3.5 Large Display System 
In the large display system of the actual operational lŒSS, inatallation 

of large display system in the MITI' s Decision Making Room was expected. 
This system shows the transmi tted plant parameters and AI-processed ERSS 

information to provide decision makers wi th appropriate ILnd understandable 
information. 

Diagnosis of Safety Condi tion Operational Condition of 
Safety EquiPlent 

(3) Accident Status Message Meteological Condition 0:: (1) 
Site, Radiation Monitor 

Various Selection Screens 
(4) 

Plant Valuables Transait':al 
Inforution 
(Parueters or Trend) 

(2) 

Figure 7 shows a display of severe accident information for BWR plant and 

Figure 8 for PWR. Information split inta quarters for both figures, As 
shown in the figure above, AI pracessed information during an accident are 
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displayed on the left haIf and transmi tted accident simulated parameters 
(or plant parameters) on real time from accident simulation system (or an 
accident-suffering plant) are displayed on the right half. Condition 
(success/failure) of safety equipment and environmental parameters are 
shown on the upper half of the right side(I). Main plant accident response 
and parameter time trends are shown in the lower ha!f of the right side(2). 

Shown on the upper half of the left side: 1) diagnosis results related to 
the integrity of core, reactor vessel, and containment vessel(3); 2) 
diagnosis results related to reactivi ty· control, core cooling, decay heat 
removal, and the cooling condition of containment vessel(3). 

The lower half of the left side is the display screen from which the 
selected contents of "Status Transition", "Inference Process", "Simple 
Prediction", "Exposure Evaluation" and "Analysis Prediction"(4). 

Furthermore, although the screens divided into four in Fig.7 (BWR) and in 
Fig.8 (PWR) of the display system of the actual operational ERSS, four CRT 
displays are used as a alternative design for the ERSS prototype. 
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Table 1 ERSS Development Schedule 

lstPhase 

Research on severe 
accidents response systems 

Investigation of diagnosis 
and prediction technique 
for accidents 

ERSS conceptual design 

2ndPhese 
ERSS basic design 

ERSS equipment 1 
software preparation 

Enhancement of study on 
knowledge based 
infonnation 
ERSS prototype 
construction and 
functional of it 

3rdPhase 

Enhancement of study on 
knowledge based 
information 

ERSS system fonctions 
enhancement 

Overall ERSS systems 
consturuction and 
functional testing of it 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
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ABSTRACT 

Electricité de France has developped a set of simplified tools and models called 
TOUTEC and CRISALIDE which are devoted to be used by the French utility National 
Crisis Team in order to perform the task of diagnosis and prognosis during an 
emergency situation. 

As a severe accident could have important radiological consequences, this method is 
focused on the diagnosis of the state of the safety barriers and on the prognosis of their 
behaviour . These tools allow the crisis team to deliver public authorities with 
information on the radiological risk and to provide advices to manage the accident on 
the damaged unit. 

At a tirst level, TOUTEC is intended to complement the hand-book with simpIified 
calcuIation models and predefined relationships. It can avoid tedious calculation during 
stress conditions.The main items are the calculation of the primary circuit breach size 
and the evaluation of hydrogen over pressurization. 

The set of models called CRISALIDE is devoted to evaluate the following critical 
parameters: delay before core uncovery, which would significate more severe 
consequences if it ocurres, containment pressure behaviour and finally source term. 
With these models, crisis team becomes able to take into account combinations of 
boundary conditions according to safety and auxiliary systems availability. 
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These tools have been developped with respect to the following principles ; 

- simple tools and method which can be applied on limited data processing equipment 
in the event of crisis, 

- very fast calculation ( approximately 100 times faster than rea1 atx:ident), 
- good accuracy on the main parameters, 
- portability. 

The set of models CRISALIDE and the sofware TOUMEC running on a PC computer 
reach these goals. 

Three models are used successively ; 

- PROMETHEE is a thermohydraulic model which calculates the nuclear steam 
supply system behaviour after the reactor trip. According to the availability of the 
safety and cooling systems, it can lead to the delay before core uncovery. 

- With the results on the breach flow previously calculated, the ENCEINTE model 
gives the pressure containment evolution. 

- The REJETS model uses the informations on core damage, fission product releases 
and containment pressure to calculate the activity in suspension in the containment 
and finally the releases in the environment according to the idf:ntiÎled pathways. 

Thanks to the high calculation speed, these tools are also used 1:0 confirm some basic 
hypothesis like breach size or containment leakage during the phase of diagnosis by the 
mean of comparison of calculated results with the plant parametelr evolution. 

Validation tests have shown a very good accuracy with design codes as CATHARE. 
The models have become operationnal since the beginning of 1992 and they have been 
already used successfully during crisis drills. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION 

This presentation will descrihe briefly the method performed by EDF National Crisis 
Team in order to manage any crisis situation. 

Then we will focus on the EDF Nuclear Design Department task and on the relevant 
computational tools that would he used to carry on the plant state diagnosis and 
prognosis. 

n - THE FRENCH NATIONAL CRISIS TEAM ORGANIZA TION 

The main task undertaken by the EDF National Crisis Team follows on from the 
responsibiIity of EDF as a utility : 
- responsible for operations on the power plant, 
- responsible for the consequences and pollution caused outside the nuclear power 

plant. 

This means that EDF has got an organization so as to : 
- ensure staff protection, 
- supply the civiIian authorities in charge of public protection plans with information 

on the situation and its likely evolution, 
- ensure that the damaged unit retums to a safe and controllable state by means of 

operating recommendations when the operators' procedures are no longer 
appropriate. 

The French National crisis organization results from the existence of a large group of 
reactors of the same type and the fact that they are operated by a single company. 

The Technical National crisis team (see figure 1) is located in Paris La Défense and 
brings together various specialists in emergency procedures, systems, equipments and 
instrumentation. The Nuclear Design Basis Department (NDD) members add their 
experience in transient studies and thermohydraulics. The EDF team receives technical 
assistance from the constructor of the nuclear steam supply system. 
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(SIMPLIFIED) 

FIGURE 1 
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m· DIAGNOSIS PROGNOSIS APPROACH 

In orcier to insure this mission and as a result of a common development of EDF and the 
French Nuclear Safety Institute (CEA-IPSN), a method calied Triple Diagnosis - Triple 
Prognosis (see figure 2) is aimed to structure the task of the french crisis teams to 
evaluate the radiological release risk Ill. 

The goal of the approach is very consistant with the general agreement about the 
accident management f2J which priorities are : 
- prevent core damage, 
- maintain containment integrity as long as possible, 
- minimise offsite releases. 

There are two stages in the method : diagnosis and prognosis. 

Diagnosis depends mainly on the measurements : 
Firstly we identify the state of the fuel and the three barriers (cladding-primary circuit 
and containment). 
Secondly, we estimate in terms of margins, the state of safety functions and systems 
ensuring their control, which are : 

- subcriticality 
- water inventory 
- removal of residual power 
- containment 

Thirdly, we estimate: 

- the rate of release of fission products away from the fuel, 
- the activity in suspension in the containment atrnosphere, 
- the releasc\ pathway, 
- and the ~ount of activity released to the environment 

In the second stage, prognosis, we take into account : 

- operator actions laid down in the EOP's or in the Severe Accident Intervention 
Guide, 

- the availability of systems ensuring the control of safety functions, it can he safety 
systems or back up with auxiliary systems if they are available, 

- restaurations on release pathways. 
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This leads to the deflnition of new fuel and barrier states and therefore of a new release 
pathway, together with the corresponding time scale. We use the data to produce an 
estimate of the amount of activity escaped from the fuel and whic:h will he released to 
the atmosphere in the following 24 hours. 

These evaluations will permit to EDF radiological Speci~Llists to assess the 
environmental consequences and to inform civilian authorities and their technical 
support crisis team (CEA - IPSN). 

IV - EDF CRISIS TEAM EVALUATION TOOLS 

IV.I- Principles for the development oftools 

As it is already organized and used during every crisis drills, thi!. method is gradually 
improved and it can allow crisis organisation to perform his task of information to the 
civilian authorities. More, it is obvious that the hetter the state of the plant and the 
radiological risk is assessed, the more optimized the recovery recommendations will he. 
We will not develop here the subject of operating and recovery guidelines. This 
presentation is focused on the plant state evaluation tools. 

These tools /3/ are developped within the framework of the Triple Diagnosis Triple 
Prognosis .prediction process (see figure 3). 

The basic principles that have led to the elaboration of these tools are the following : 

- fast, simple methods that can he applied very rapidly on a limited data processing 
equipment, in the event of a crisis. 

In practice, these tools are running on personal computer very quickly (approximately 
100 time faster than accident) 

- development of (SESAME for CEA-IPSN and CRISALIDE for EDF SEPTEN) to 
ensure redundancy. 

Two independant sets of tools have been developed by CEA-IPSN and EDF specialists. 
In ordcr to avoid conflicts hetween experts in case of real crisis, the same physical 
hypothesis are used. The validation process is based on the comparison with other 
validated codes (generally ESCADRE and CATHARE) and also on comparison 
hetween EDFs and CEA's crisis tools. 

All the following aids which are descrihed can he applied on any of our 52 PWR . 
reactors (900 and 1300 MW series). 
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IV.2 • Fint levels tools 

At the very first level we will mention the experience of crisis team memhers which can 
find sorne rapid help in a manual hand book. 

At the second level, we will consider the computational help. This kind of tool called 
TOUTEC is principaly devoted to complement the hand book with predefined 
relationships and to avoid tedious calculations (residual power, breach flow relation 
ship, properties of water and steam ... ). . 

The main items have been related with the first priority which is core uncovery risk 
evaluation associated with the second barrier state and safety systems: 

- calculation of primary circuit break size, 

The calculation is based on primary circuit mass balance and uses principaly the 
pressurizer level hehaviour. Following the same principals, an evaluation tool based on 
vessellevel measurement is under development 

- Simplified calculation of core uncovery time: this tool should he used in case of total 
loss of primary water injection following the previous breach size evaluation. In 
complement, according the steam generators availability, it should also give sorne 
indication which could help the crisis team in search of an adequate ultimate water 
injection mode (minimum flow and available head). 

For the containment integrity evaluation, an hydrogen risk calculation has been 
developed. It is aimed to determine the maximum containment pressure value in case of 
hydrogen bum and allows different input data modes: 
- core melt proportion evaluation, 
- containment parameter measurements (samples or containment pressure 

measurement and saturation hypothesis). 
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IV.3 - Models 

Physical models become necessary to perform the general task of source term release 
prognosis as soon as time dependant phenomena or changings in boundary conditions 
are to he taken into account. For this reason, EDF SEPTEN has developed a set of 
physical models called CRISALIDE which is detailled in the following paragraph. This 
set of models allows a very rapid and relevant source term ealculation for the next 
24hours. 

AI any occasion, these models can also provide a diagnosis confirmation. Before the 
prognosis evaluation, due to the high calculation speed, it can he very usefull to 
confirm sorne basic hypothesis like break size or containment l,~akage during the phase 
of diagnosis by the mean of comparison of the calculateCi results with the plant 
information (exemple figure 2). 

FIGURE 2 
CALCULA TION TOOLS MEAN OF USE EXEMPLE 
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v - CRISALIDE: A QUICK AND SIMPLE SIMULATION TOOL DEDICA TED 
TO THE CRISIS TEAM 

V.I - Principle and objectives 

Crisis exercices. frequenùy organised in France. have shown the limits of elementary 
calculation methods in diagnosis and predicting the followings of an accident occurring 
on a French PWR reactor : 

- specialist experience and "abaques" are based on existing accident studies with 
standard initial states and scenarii; 

- calculation methods such as TOUTEC ones. are punctual tools. unable to take into 
account interactions between phenomena and real history of the event, such as 
temporary unavailability of safety systems. 

This led EDF to develop a group of quick simulation models able to cope with 
effective. complicated situations occurring after an accident. 

Efficiency during crisis conditions necessitated very simple interface and calculation 
speed of more than 50 times faster than real time on Iight equipment (PC). 

V.2 - Structure 

Description of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) has been divided into 3 parts: 

- thcrmal-hydraulic simulation of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and secondary 
side of Steam Generators. from reactor trip to degraded core conditions: this is the 
PROMErHEE model; 

- corresponding evolution of containment conditions: this is the ENCEINTE model; 
- source term calculation according to the actual state of the 3 traditionnal barriers 

between fission products and environ ment: fuel cladding. RCS and containment; this 
is the REJET model. 

Due to the high velocity of the calculation. the simulation is not interactive. 

Interface with the user is done by TOUMEC. which is rapid and friendly. 

C!»lJmunication between the 3 models and with the pre-processing (data input) and 
post-processing (results analysis) are achieved by the way of standard data files. 
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V.3 - Reactor Coolant System Model: PROMETHEE 

RCS is separated into 2 volumes: 

- the pressurizer and surge line, 
- vessel and loops (primaI)' loops are not individually descrihed). 

Each volume is made of a cold water part. a warm water part and a steam part, which 
can he saturated or superheated. 

Then, the 3 or 4 steam generator are individually simulated by a water volume under
saturated or saturated and a steam volume at saturation conditions. 

PROMETHEE NSSS DESCRIPTION (below) 

VESSEL 
PR(SSURiZeR 

Sbeam SI:eam 
HoC 

Cold We,œr Hal:. WUr-
Wa~r 1 CoLci ~t:er 

1 

---------------------
STr~M GtNËRATOR-(!; .. 4)-

~m 

Variahles of the system arc: 

- enthalpy and mass of each part of a volume, 
- pressure, common to any part of a given volume. 

Consequenlly, RCS Slate is descrihed hy 14 variahles, and each steam generator by 

5 variahles. 

Resolution is ohtained hy mass, energy and volume halances. via a fully implicit 
Newton numerie method, scparately for RCS and each SG. 
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As fluid velocities are not considered in this model, physical phenomena are simulated 
thanks to "behavior laws" included in transfer terms such as: 

- flow rate at the break (quality of fluid), 
- mass transfer between the vessel and the pressurizer (including flooding - example 

ofTMI-2 accident), 
- evaporation and condensation terms, 
- spray and heaters in the pressuri zer, 
- energy exchange in the steam generatofs, 
- heat exchange with structures, 
- safety injection flow rates, 
- reflux cooling flow rates. 

The qualification of this model enabled us to find a single set of correlations, separatly 
tuned on basic qualification tests. 

Then, the model obtained was validated by comparison to more than 30 transients 
simulated by our reference code CATHARE, which are listcd below: 

Basic command tests (10) 

- variable break in cold leg, 
- variable break in hot leg, 
- normal and back-up sray of pressurizer, 
- reactor coolant pumps trip, 
- chemical and volumetrie control system, 
- relief val ves of steam generators, 
- relief valves of pressurizer, 
- safety injection system, 
- accumulators, 
- break in intermediate shutdown conditions. 

Breaks without safety injection (9) 

1/2" break in cold leg, 
1" break in cold leg, 
2" break in cold leg, 
4" break in cold leg, 

10" break in cold leg, 
- 1,06" break in the pressurizer, 

0,6" break in lower plenum, 
2" break in cold leg, with unavailability of steam generator on the broken loop, 
2" break in cold leg without HPIS. 



Breaks wjth safety jnjectjon (5) 

1" break in co1d 1eg, 
4" break in cold leg, 
4" break in hot leg, 

- 10" break in cold leg, 
2" break in lower plenum. 

Phvsjcal transjen" (5) 
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- monophasic naturaI circulation sa unbalanced, 
- intempestive HPIS, 
- normal spray of PZR, 
- piston effeet in PZR, 
- intempestive opening of the 3 relief valves of PZR. 

Specifie transjents (2) 

- TMI-2 accident (qualitative simulation), 
- totalloss of sa feedwater. 

V.4 • Contalnment model : ENCEINTE 

The inner free volume of the containment is just separated in two modes: 

- a Iiquid volume (sumps), 

- a gas volume composed of nitrogen, oxygen, steam and hydrogen, carbon oxyde and 
dioxyde. 

Walls and inner structures are represented by 5 conducting sy!.tems. 

The description is quite similar to that of the EDF containment design code PAREO. 

Each of the 2 volumes is defined by its mass, enthalpy, and commun pressure, which 
means 5 main variables. 
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ENCEINTE PRINCIPLE DIAGRAM 

VENTiNG 
sYSTE:M 

~AY SYSTEM 

gaz voLume 

, 
T 
T 

l 
l 

water vd.urne 

Energy and mass transfer taken inta account are the followings: 

- condensation and evaporation at the liquidlgas interface, 
- recirculation Ilowrate from the sump (liquid volume), 
- spray system: water Ilowrate, condensation, heat exchangers ... , 
- condensation and heat exchange on walls and structures, 
- mass and energy tlowratcs at the hreak are taken from PROMETHEE model results. 

Numerical calculation of the system is a mainly implicit Newton method. Calculation 
speed is very high (at kast 100 times more than real lime). 

Validation of this simplified containmcnt model has heen successfully achieved hy 
comparison to PAREO code results for 5 hreak transients : differences are lower 
than 10%. 

Hydrogen rclcase from oxydation of fuel cladding is given hy PROMETHEE core 
degradation model, hut is not yet used in caJculation: further development of 
ENCEINTE could integer corium-concrete interaction and hurning of hydrogen in the 
containment. 
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V.S - Source term calculation: REJETS 

The calculation of radioactive release towards the environment by the REJETS model 
can be done either separatly (stand alone running), or automatically linked with 
PROMElHEE and ENCEINTE calculations. That last solution is called the 
CRISALIDE chain. The first solution allows a rapid evaluation of the source term if the 
NSSS parameters canOt he exactly assumed but when the prognosis of the safety barriers 
state and containment systems availability can he forecasted. 

REJETS takes into account the fission products inventories of the reactor coolant fluid, 
of the fuel gap and of the fuel pellets itself. 6 species of fission products are 
considered: 

- noble gases 
- organic iodine 
- molecular iodine 
- particular iodine aerosols 
- cesium 
- tellurium 

In a first stage, REJETS calculates the rclea<;e of activity in the containment itself, 
according to the degradation state of RCS (break), gap (c1ad rupture) and fuel pellets 
(melting). 

Then, depending on the FP species, it calculated the flowrates of activity by the 
different leakage paths: 

- direct by-pass of containment, 
- natural and extra leakage of containment, 
- containment vent (U5 procedure and sandfilter), 
- ventilation of auxiliary buildings. 

Retention mechanisms considercd hy REJETS are: 

- spray system effect and natural deposition in the containment itself, 
- filtration and deposition in peripherical buildings and annulus compartment (for 

french PWR 1300 MWe), 
- filtration by sandfilter of the venting system. 
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REJETS MODEL SYMBOLIC CHART 

...------1 US c.o,,~ainl1\Vll V~I'Il: 

CONTAINMENT 

1 fi.ratIon 1 

1 cl4tf"'Sll:ta. 

,." ~"y 
IUfLOINCSS 

1 fibration 1 

@c.posIb"" 

Balance relations are written for each FP species, with a semi-implicit method for 
numerical resolution. Calculation speed is very high. 

Present conservative hypothesis about leakage, deposition and filtration, result from a 
first agreement with french safety authority technical support team (CEA-IPSN). And 
qualification of the REJETS model has been achieved by intervalidation with their own 
code named PERSAN. 

More reaJistic hypothesis could he adopted 5Oon. Further development will al50 add the 
calculation of radioactive dose rates in the environment, depending on the 
meteorological conditions. 
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V.6 - User's experience and conclusion 

In EDF crisis organisation, the CRISALJDE chain, interface (TOUMEC) and physical 
models, used by the SEPTEN crisis team, have prooved to he very friendly and 
efficient. They allow a good confirmation of the first approximative diagnosis of 
several kinds of accidents, and forecasting of their consequences on plant and 
environ ment. 

Their present main Iimits are the impossibility of simulating a steam generator tube 
rupture and breaks on secondary circuit, or asymetric and local phenomena (bubble in 
the vessel head or in a single loop ... ). 

Further development will extend sorne of the.se limits and improve speed and accuracy 
of this simulation tool. 
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abstract 

APROS stands for Advanced PROcess Simulation. It is an open environment for modelling 
and simulation of industrial processes. It is intended for both dt:sign, analysis and training 
purposes.Several thermohydraulic codes have been implemented into the environment. It has 
been used as a basis for the Lovüsa Plant Analyzer and many other simulators. The recent 
developments in computer hardware have enabled full scope plant analyzers to reach faster 
than real time performance. This makes it possible to use a prediGtive simulator as a tool for 
optimization of operational strategy, even in accidents. In order w provide initial conditions 
for the predictive simulator a tracking simulator is needed. It mns in real-time controlled by 
boundary conditions continuously updated by plant measurements. The tracking mode 
simUlator provides input for an on-line diagnostics system capable to evaluate errors in the 
measurements and the process itself. A project has been set up at VTI to test the process 
tracking features of APROS and to develop the diagnostics system. In the first phase three 
identical models are used; one simulating the real plant to be tracked, one used as tracking 
simulator, and one used as predictive simulator. Errors are ilntroduced to the simulated 
measurements within their normal accuracy range. Later on the tracking simulator will be 
connected to a real process; the PACTEL test loop facility for PWR thermohydraulic 
transients, situated in Lappeenranta. 

The developed intertask communication features of APROS facilitate an easy transfer of the 
plant state as defmed by the tracking simulator to the predictive simulator, which then can 
he used to study the impact of possible operator actions. An intelligent diagnostics system is 
tested. A neural network software will be used to evaluate the significance of the differences 
hetween measured and simulated values. The neural network will be leamed to distinguish 
different malfunctions introduced to the simulated process in an extensive preprogrammed 
sequence of simulation experiments. If found successful, a concept of adaptive changes to the 
tracking model, will he studied to simulate the estimated malfunctions. For such a purpose, 
extreme flexibility is required from the simulation environment having to provide for on-line 
changes, not only of process parameters but also of the process structure. 

A paper to be presented at the OECDINEAlCSNI Specialist Meeting on Operator Aids for 
Severe Accident Management and Training (SAMOA) 

Halden, Norway, June 8 - 10, 1993 
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1. OBJECT ORIENTED MODELUNG 

The flexibility of APROS is achieved by an object oriented approach regarding the data-base 
for storing all infonnation of the models. The object oriented model specification language 
not only provides for specification of entire plants with processes, components, automation 
systems, but also includes the specification of mechanistic level objects, such as internaI 
structures for mass end heat transfer in the modelled components. Attributes are provided for 
specification of methods like; thennohydraulic algorithms, correlations used, chemical 
reactions involved, materials and materlal properties used. 

The command interpreter, the data-base, the optimized matrix solvers, the basic set of 
thennohydraulics, reaction kinetics, correlations, and material properties fonn the APROS 
Kernel System. Upon tbis the user can build bis own process component models, just by 
specifying them to the database. APROS also bas specific libraries for ready made Generic 
Components as synthesis tools; based on simple nominal data on a component, they generate 
mechanistic level objects needed. The user can also combine a set of components to a 
subprocess and further build up a complete plant model Ill. 

The object types represent classes with distinct attributes. The object parameter sets available 
represent instances. The connections between objects represent relations. The algorithms and 
materials selected define the method. The methods are inherited from higher level objects 10 

lower level objects. The objects specified fonn a hierarchical system (Fig 1). The whole 
model or only a part of a model may be included in a simulation study, whereas the interface 
to the rest of the model automatically fonn the boundary conditions. 

Working with the object oriented simulation environment promotes re-use of old models, and 
concurrent engineering. The user may build up an own library of parametrized components 
or subprocesses for later use. The specification of any part of a model can be extracted to an 
ASCII specification file, which is easy to transport between different computer systems. The 
specification of a larger model can be divided between several developers. They may build 
and test submodels on their own computers, for later integration of the whole model. 

The simulation of a large system can be distributed to several computers, whereas one 
submodel is in master mode and the rest in slave mode. The communication common system 
provides for exchange of variables between the computers. If no changes in model stmctllre 
are needed, fixed mn-tÏme versions of the ready made submodels can be used. Different 
types of snapshots of the database are needed; the full design data-base snapshot, the mn
time version snapshot, and a sm ail snapshot inclllding only variable. 

The model designer works nonnally with the design graphies, operating with the cllrsor on 
the screen (Fig. 2). The specification of model connections is reduced to selecting symbols 
and drawing process and automation system identification diagrams. Parameter specification 
is made by clicking on a symbol and filling in requested parameters in the pop-up window. 
This is a consistent way to specify the model and make the documentation at the same time. 
The design graphics and the model database may be situated at different computers. The 
specification language is used for the communication with the model database. For emulation 
of control room graphics and functions, presentation graphies is available. 
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2. GOVERNING MECHANISMS 

The mechanistic level objects are intended for specification of physical mechanisms that are 
affecting the internai performance of a process component, that is flow structures, radiation. 
heat conduction in solid structures, heat transfer between fluids and solid structures, or 
between fluid phases, mixing, separation, reactions and various material properties. Also the 
methods are specified, conceming which specific a1gorithms and correlations should be used. 

The genera! conservation equations for mass. momentum and energy are partial differential 
equations with respect to time and space /2/. The one-din1ensional conservation equations fur 
mass (1), momentum (2) and energy (3) for separate phase flow are as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

and 
(3) 

In equations (1) to (3) it is assumed that the properties are averaged over the cross-section. 
The symbols are as foUows: a is the volume fraction of the phase k, l' is the density, u is the 
velocity, p is the pressure. r is the phase change rate. g acceleration of gravit y in the flow 
direction, Fw the wall friction, F, the interfacial friction and the function f. taking ioto 
account the effects of valves, pumps and form loss coefficients. In e<luation (3) h represents 
the specific entalphy of the mixture of substances within the same phase. including the 
kinetic energy. and the chemical formation energy. The interfacial heat transfer is denoted 
by q, and the wall heat transfer by qw' 

The kinetics of chemical reactions can be described by a set of ordinary differential equa
tions /3/. The mass change due to reactions is described for each component by the equation 

(4) 

where Cj is the concentration of componentj, VR the reaction volume, rjR the reaction rate 
of component j due to reaction R and nR the number of independent reactions, ne is the 
number of independent concentrations, T the temperature and p the pressure. 

The thermodynamic equilibrium of a mixture containing severa! components in two or more 
phases is described by algebraic equations, 
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where fJ.jk is the chemical potential of component} in phase k and n, is the number of phases. 

The thermodynamic properties needed are calculated as functions of pressure, 
entalphy of the mixture h, and mass fractions JÇ. 

specifie 

(6) 

If nonequilibrium dynamics for the control volumes and distinct velocities for the separated 
phases are required, then the conservation equations have to be considered separately for 
each phase. For homogeneous flow, the phases are supposed to have same velocity within a 
flow cross section, and same temperature within a control volume. 

3. APPliCATION SPECIFIC METIIODS 

In different departments of the plant, we have to calculate fluid flows provided for different 
preselected sets of possible materials included. For each department we can specify the 
method for material property calculation used. We have also the possibility to attach 
transportation of solid materials within the departments. We can also assign specified ehem
ical reaetions to any department. Transportation of small fractions of substances not affeeting 
the thermodynamics can be specified. as weil. 

Fast material property tables can be generated for single component fluids. The fast steam 
tables are upgraded to cover inclusion of noncondensable gases, as oxygen, hydrogen and 
nitrogen, in both steam and water phase. An interface has been developed to a commercial 
material property library. Different correlations are available for heat transfer on a wet wall, 
dry wall, rewetting, and between phases, as weil as correlations for wall and interfacial 
friction. The heat structures may be flat. radial or spherical. They may consist of several 
layers of different materials. 

4. DISCRETIZATION, liNEARIZATION AND TEARING 

The differential equations have to be discretized both with respect to space and time. The 
staggered grid approach is used both for heat and flow structures. A nearly implicit integra
tion method is used. This offers more stable calculation and larger time steps than explicit 
methods. In the homogeneous case, separate implicit differential equation systems are solved 
for pressures, phase mixture entalphies, flows of separate substances. chemical reactions, 
temperatures in heat structures and automation system dynamics. In the separate phase case, 
the void fraction has to be solved, as weil as the different entalphies and flow velocities for 
the phases involved. 
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A quasi Newton method is used to correct the errors caused by tht: interaction between the 
separate equation systems and the Iinearization of the nonlinear tenns. After that, the 
thennodynamic properties and their derivatives are updated, the remaining error is taken into 
account dUring the next time step. If the error is too large the previous iteration is automati
cally repeated with a smaIler time step. 

The advantages gained, by the tearing of the large equation system into separate smaller 
subsystems, are obvious. The resulting matrices cao be made fairly diagonaIly dominant. 
Their sparsity cao be preserved during the solution using optimized sparse matrix methods. 
The computer code becomes weil suited for RlSC architecture pmcessors. Also hardware 
capable of parallel or vector processing cao be used efficientty. The calculation of aIl the 
matrix element values in the sparse matrices cao benefit from vector processing. Independent 
sparse matrices may be solved in paralleI. Fast and robust calculation is needed for on-Iine 
simulation and a must for a predictive simulator, making implementation possible on 
affordable hardware. 

5. TRACKING MODE SIMULATOR 

The tracking mode simulator is synchronized to the real process it is tracking. It gets input 
from the real process, but doesn't provide direct feedback to the process. During 
initialization of the tracking model, aIl available measurements may be used as external 
inputs. During nonnal tracking mode, however, as few as possible of interface variables 
should be used. Preferred inputs are much depending on the scope of the modeI. If the model 
inc1udes the plant automation system, the input might be the operator actions, and the real 
external conditions to the plant, as cooling water temperature and ,~Iectrical grid frequency 
and voltage. The inputs for a primary system model only, could include feedwater tempera
ture and pressure, and steam consumption to the turbine plant. Because of measurement 
errors, errors in model parameters and correlations, and errors caused by the numerical 
methods and truncation, a slowly integrating mismatch to some c;ùculated variables, may 
have to be corrected during nonnal tracking mode. The amount of eorrection needed is also 
very sensitive to changes in the water and energy inventory, causeel by leakages. 

6. PREDICTIVE SIMULATOR 

Any time when needed, or with constant intervals, a snapshot from the tracking mode 
simulator data-base is provided for the predictive simulator (Fig. 3). The predictive simulator 
should be as fast as possible to provide estimates on the plant bI~havior with or without 
operator interactions. The calculated estimates may be plotted as e,xtensions to the nonnal 
curve diagram displays of the plant computer. 

7. DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM 

A diagnostics system based on neural networks will be tested (Fig. 4). The measurements of 
interest will be compared to corresponding simulated variables. An important task will be to 
fmd out fatal errors in the measurement channels, and to exc1ude these channels automati
cally from the study. A more demanding task is to locate malfunctions in the real process, 
and to use this infonnation to adapt the tracking and predictive models correspondingly. A 
multilayer perceptron network will be used 14/. For the extensive training of the network a 
simulation model will be used instead of the real process. 
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8. TEST PROCEDURES 

The PACTEL paraUe! channel test loop facility (Fig. 5) will be used for on-line tests of the 

developed computerized tools for operator assistance, both during normal operation and in 

accidentai situations. PACTEL is designed for investigating PWR thermal hydraulic tran

sients. The maximum operating pressure is 8 MPa, heating power IMW. The core consists 

of 144 rods in three parallel channeis closely simuiating actual core geometry. There are 

three primary loops with active steam generators. An APROS model of the test facility has 

already been developed. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The development in price and performance of computer hardware and the reliability and 

flexibility of fast running computerized mechanistic models, will make many new approaches 

possible for development of computerized tools for operator assistance. It will for instance 

pe possible to have reliable predicted curves avai1able on the normal process computer dis

plays, as well as to receive advice from an intelligent diagnostics system. lt seems important 

that those tools should be included in the systems used for normal daily operation, not only 

to be accessed in accidents. 
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Figure 4. Neural network -based diagnostics system structure 
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SAMSON 
SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM ONLINE NETWORK 

K.R. Dor.mus 
ARD Corporation 

CoIOO"bia, Maryland 

SAMSON, Severe Accident Management System Online Network:, is a computational tool used in 
the event of a nuclear power plant accident by accident managers in the T echnical Support Centers (TSC) 
and Emergency Operations Facilities (EOF). SAMSON examines over 150 status points monitored by 
nuclear power plant process computers during a severe accident and makes predictions about when core 
damage, support plate failure, and reactor vessel fallure will occur. TImse predictions are based on the 
current state of the plant assuming that all safety equipment not a1ready operating will fail. SAMSON uses 
expert systems as well as neural networks trained with the back propagation learning algorithm to make 
predictions. Training on data from accident analysis code allows SAMSON to associate different states in 
the plant with different times to critical failures. 'The accidents currently recognized by SAMSON include 
steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs), with breaks ranging from one tube to eights tubes, and loss of 
coolant accidents (LOCAs), with breaks ranging from 0.0014 square feet iln size to breaks 3.0 square feet 

2.0 HISTORY 

The concept for SAMSON was first tested four years ago with (lte design of neural networks to 
predict the number of ruptured tubes in a SGTR accident [1]. Upon successful completion, a 
demonstration application was created on a Macintosh computer, which used neural networks trained to 
recognize LOCAs. The neural networks predicted the time until support plate failure, the Û1ne remaining 
for recovery, and the future values for severa! key parameters. SAMSON was next developed on a Sun 
SPARCstation 2GX for faster processing. An easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) was developed 
using the MotifIM window environment. A working prototype was delivered in March, 1992, and a Cully 
operational unit was delivered to Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) in March, 1993. ARD is 
continuing SAMSON development by enhancing the software and adding functionality. 
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3.0 NEURAL NETWORKS 

Neural networks, or artificial neural networks, have bœn designed to imitate some properties of 

the living nervous system. Hence, they are characterized in tenns of a set of very simple, neuron-like 

computational elements which are massively interconnected to fonn a network capable of perfonning 

complex computations. Computations in such a network are canied out in parallel with each unit operating 

concurrently with the otl:ers. The output of each element or processor is typically a non-linear transform 

of the weighted som of its inputs. The actual computation carried out by the network is determined by the 

weight values for the interconnections between units and the non-linear weighting function employed. 

A typical network is shown in Figure 1. As seen in Figure l, the input signal, which for 

SAMSON are various sensor values for one moment in rime, is fed into the [rrst layer of the neural 

network. A weighting function is then applied to each input value as it is sent to the next layer. AlI inputs 

received at a node are sommed as another weighting function is applied before it is passed on to each node 

in the next layer. SAMSON uses a three layer, fully interconnected network where the last layer is a 

predicted lime to failure. A fully inter-counected neural network is one where each node sends an output 

to every node in the next layer. 

During neural network training, the network is presented with a series of inputs, each paired with a 

desired output or target value. Various leaming algorithms exist which specify how the network weights 

are adjusted to minimize the overall error between the computed output and target value. Once a network 

has learned a mapping, it may be used for direct classification or for feature extraction using unfamiliar 

input. 

3.1 Advantages of Neural Networks 

Neural Networks provide several key advantages over fast ronning accident codes. Perhaps the 

most significant is the ability of a neural network to provide an estimate of the time until damage 

instantaneously. A trained neural network, when given CUITent sensor values, can calculate the lime until 

key failures in under one second. A fast ronning accident analysis code must complete an entire ron to 

determine when a failure will occur. CUITent versions of fast running accident codes ron slightly (aster 

than real lime, meaning that if core damage oceurs 10 hours into an accident, the code will take slightly 

less than 10 hours to determine when core damage oceurs. 

Another key advantage is that the neural networks perform weil on a range of break sizes. The 

networks were trained on a range of sizes. So the neural networks for 0.5 square foot breaks work weil 

on any break ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 square feet in size. For a fast ronning code, the accident size, which 

is unknown in an actual accident, must he specified for the code to run accurately. 

3.2 Training the Neural Networks 

SAMSONs neural networks were trained on data generated by the Modular Accident Analysis 

Program (MAAP) from Fauske and Associates, Inc. Numerous MAAP scenarios were generated based 
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Figure 1 
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on the Individual Plant Evaluation (!PE) comp1eted for CECo's Zion Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1 
[2]. The scenarios were broken into 9 categories: LOCAs of eight different sizes and SGTRs. The 
LOCAs ranged from 0.0014 square feet to 3.0 square feet in sÏ7.e. For each LOCA size, four networks 
were trained: Two to predict the time until core damage (CD) and two to predict the time until support 
plate fallure (SPF). One network in each case was trained to predict the time until fallure for the fll"St 600 
minutes of an accident The other networlc was trained to make predictions beyond 600 minutes into an 
accident Separate data sets for training were used for the 'early' and 1ate' networks. AIl runs were used 
to train the 'early' networlc while only data from long scenarios were used to train the 'late' networks. 
This split training rnethod reduced the error significandy. For SGTRs, MAAP rons of eight tube break 
sizes, from one broken tube to eight broken tubes, were used for training the SG1R networks. Four 
networks were trained for the SGTRs: Two for CD and two for SPF. The earlyllate split was again used 
to improve accuracy. 

MAAP reported specific sensor data approximately once per minute and the time of occorrence for 
key events, such as the onset of core damage. Forty-seven different parameters were investigated for 
training the neural networks. Thirteen to twenty-two parameters were used for network training, 
depending on the break size and the failure type being predicted. 

Once aIl the necessary data were obtained, the data set was formatted for networlc training. Each 
minute of data was used as an input training pattern. The target output used for each pattern was the time 
to failure for the scenario minus the time since the stan of the accident This linear realtionship was tested 
and proved to be accurate through successful networlc training. For a pattern taken 20 minutes into an 
accident where core damage hegins 100 minutes after the accident begins, the target failure time for that 
pattern would be 80 minutes. 

Creating the data sets with the proper targets was compIicated by the fact that SAMSON bases its 
. predictions only on the corrent data received, and not by recovery actions that may occur. Consider two 

scenarios; one where no safety equipment operates properly and one where only one safety injection (SI) 
pump is returned to service one hour into the accident For the fll"St hour, the accident scenarios are 
identical. The target times prior to one hour for both scenarios are assigned using the failure time of the 
scenario where no equipment operates during the accident since it can not he assumed that the SI pump in 
the second scenario will operate prior to its actual actuation. At one hour, when the SI pump is returned to 
service, the accidents are no longer identical since the injection of cold water will postpone, if not prevent, 
damage from occuiring. The target time for the second accident now retlects that a SI pump actuated. For 
any of the 35 MAAP scenarios used in training a neural network, 2 or 3 other scenarios have often been 
used to croate the proper targets. 

Once the targets have been assigned for each data set, a global data set was created for training 
networks. Four networks were trained for each distinct accident type recognized by SAMSON, where 
two networks predicts the time until the onset of core damage and two predict the time untii support plate 
failure. As mentioned earlier, one of each type of network used for a certain prediction makes predictions 
during the tirst 600 minutes while the oilier makes predictions after 600 minutes has elapsed (sirnpIiCy). 
When training a network for one LOCA size, data were also used from LOCAs which were one size larger 
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and one size smaller to ensure that the network could predict accurately over a range of sizes. For 
example, the networks trained for a 1.0 sq.ft break LOCA were also trained on 3.0 sq. ft break: data and 
0.5 sq. ft break data. Emphasis was placed on the LOCA size of interest by doubling the amount of 
training data from that LOCA. By training the networks on a range (If data, the networks not only 
performed weil on the LOCA size of interest, but aIso performed adequatdy over a wide range of LOCA 
sizes. This was done to ensure the predictions made by SAMSON during an accident are accurate when 
the exact size of the break: is unknown or if the size changes during the accident 

Due to the large amount of data, not ail the data were used in network training. Typically, a 
maximum of 800 different data sets (minutes) were used from one accident scenario, even though many 
accident scenarios contained more than 2400 minutes of data. In addition to this 'under-sampling' of data, 
sorne records were 'over-sampled.' Many scenarios were very short in d • .uation. In order to ensure that 
these short runs were not masked by the longer runs during' training, tille short scenarios were often 
repeated many times during one training cycle. Doing this, we ensured that all scenarios affected the 
network training equally. 

As is typical with neural network training, sorne data was reservt~d for validation only. During 
training, neural networks are allowed to adjust their weights to rmd the optimal solution. During 
validation, the network is not allowed to adjust The networks with the best results during validation are 
used in SAMSON. Twnety percent of ail data was withheld for validation. 

3.3 Why MAAP? 

Although MAAP was used for neural network training, SAMSON is not dependent on MAAP. 
Any accident analysis code capable of reporting sensor values during an accident sould be used for 
SAMSON. MAAP was chosen by CECo as their accident analysis code. The availability of the code to 

personnel at CECo also made it a logical choice. 

4.0 NORMAL OPERATION OF SAMSON 

SAMSON operates on a Sun Micro Systems 40 MHz SPARCstation 2GX UNIX machine running 
Sun Operating System 4.1.2 (SoIaris 1.0.1). SAMSON was developed in the MotifIM window 
environment with MITs XIIR5. A 19 inch, 256 color monitor is required to display SAMSONs 
windows. 

4.1 Pre-Accident Operation 

Data are collected via a client-server from the plant process computer via a modem and ethemet 
connection. In the 'normal' mode, SAMSON can operate in the background, collecting data, searching the 
data for an initiation signal, and archiving the data. In addition, SAMSD:"l displays five hours of data in 
scrollable sensor graphs to allow a user to examine data during normal operation. The sensor graphs are 
explained in Section 4.4. 
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When an initation signal is received, SAMSON automatically switches to 'accident' mode, 
activating the five default windows and hegins making predictions. Three default windows are shown in 
Figures 2 through 4. The initiation signaIs recognized by SAMSON include a closure of a main steam 
isolation valve, a feedwater pump trip, a turbine trip, a safety injection actuation signal, or a reactor trip. 

4.2 Accident Classification 

Once an initiation signal is received, the accident must he classified into an accident type recognized 
by SAMSON hefore fallure predictions can he made. A rule-based expert system classifies accidents 
using data collected during the fust four minutes of an accident SAMSON currently recognizes LOCAs 
and SG1Rs. Work continues on expanding the accident types recognized. Since LOCAs and SGTRs are 
the most likely accidents 10 lead to core damage and support plate fallure based on the Zion IPE, emphasis 
was placed on recognizirig these two accident types. Once the accident is classified, the appropriate neural 
networks are called to hegin making predictions about the fallure times. 

4.3 Failure Predictions 

As data are received, SAMSON processes the data through the appropriate neural networks to 
make failure predictions. Although data is received only once per minute from Zion's PRIME computer, 
SAMSON processes aIl data in under one second, freeing the computer for other calculations as required 
by plant engineers. Fallure predictions are displayed in the 'System Status' window (Figure 2). Three 
predictions are shown in both an analog and digital form; the Ûffie until the onset of core damage (CD), the 
Ûffie until support plate fallure (SPF), and the Ûffie until reactor vessel fallure. Neural networks predict the 
Ûffie until CD and SPF. The Ûffie until reactor vessel fallure is flXed at one minute after SPF sincethe 
accident analysis code used to train the neural networks could not model reactor vessel fallure. The pointer 
on the bar graphs moves up and down as predicted fallure Ûffies change. The bar graph automaticaIly 
scales if predicted fallure Ûffies go off-scale or the selected scale is too large for the cucrent predictions. 
Once a fallure bas been predicted, the portion of the window dedicated to that prediction grays, displaying 
instead that fallure bas occurred and the Ûffie the failure occurred. 

Also shown in this window is the time since the start of the accident, the accident classification, and a rate 
meter. In Figure 2, the accident bas been cIassified as a 0.5 square feet break LOCA. This does not mean 
that the break is ex~tly 0.5 square feet in size, but rather that it is from 0.1 square feet in size to 1 square 
foot in size. The networks that make the predictions were trained on a range of accident sizes, centered 
around the listed break size, to ensure that predictions would he accurate when the exact break size is 
unknown. 

The rate meter,located just right of the analog fallure meter, displays the instantaneous rate of 
change in Ûffie until the predicted fallure, indicating whether the plant is improving or degrading according 
to the neural networks. Negative rates, shown in red, correspond to a degrading plant state while positive 
rates, shown in green, indicate that the plant state is improving. The size of the bar indicates the 
magnitude of change. 
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4.4 Displays 

When SAMSON activates due to an initiation signal, five windows axe opened or activated; 'Zion 
System Status,' 'Predicted TIF History Graphs' (1TF stands for 'Time To Failure'), ' Events Log,' 
'Sensor History Graphs,' and 'Sensor Summaries.' The user can reconfigure SAMSON, specifying 
which windows will open when SAMSON is launched. The 'Zion System Status' window must always 
be displayed since closing this window stops SAMSON. If SAMSON is. used to display data during 
normal operations, this window is greyed out since the predictions from the neural networks, trained to 
recognize accident conditions, would he meaningless. 

The 'Predicted TIF History Graphs' (Figure 3) is a scrollable window showing the history of 
network predictions for each failure type. The graphs show the predicted time to failure on the vertical 
axis and the time into the accident on the horizontal axis. Figure 3 shows thll predictions for CD and SPF 
for the first 3 hours of an accident The sudden increase in both graphs coro~ponds to the actuation of an 
SI pump at 30 minutes into the accident. Analysis tooIs currently under development would aid the user in 
determining why the network predictions change suddenly. Once failure occurs, a message stating that 
failure has occurr~ is displayed on the graph. 

The 'Events Log' records when key events occur during an accident Initiation signais are frrst 
recorded and displayed, foUowed by accident classification information. Other information displayed 
includes: 

'When failu~ occuroed 
'User actions to override decisions made by SAMSON 
'When the break: location was determined by SAMSON 
'When recirculation of cooling water has been established 
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oWhich sensors have failed based on SAMSON' s redundancy checking 
°When the networlç. predictions were inaccurate (SPF lime to failure (TIF) less than CD TIF. This could 
occur if bad data is received). 

The 'Sensor History' window displays the historical values for any parameter monitored by the 
plant's process computer. The order of the graphs is user configurable since only three graphs are visible 
in the scrollable window at one lime. If the user wants to view pressurizer pressure, cooling water flow 
into the reactor and containment pressure simultaneously, the user can order the graphs so those three are 
grouped together. As the accident progresses or as the displayed values go off-scale, the graphs will 
automatically adjust scales to accommodate the data. 
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The 'Sensor History' window cau display op ta five hours of data during normal operations to 
allow the user ta perform trend analysis. SAMSON cau monitor and di.'lplay data for over 1000 different 
parameters. For accident conditions, only Tl parameters are monitored .and displayed. Once an initiation 
signal is received, the window 'resets,' displaying data since the initiation signal was received. 

The 'Sensor Summaries' window displays information about the same parameters displayed on the 
'Sensor Histary' window, Figure 4. In addition ta the current sensorvalue, the 'Sensor Summaries' also 
displays which sensors have failed. SAMSON uses information from the plant process computer in 
addition ta redundancy checking 10 detcrmine if a seusor bas failed. If the sensor bas failed, the value will 
not he used in the neural DetWorb ta malœ prediction. If no sensors are considered accurate, the neural 
networks will use a default value. Since this dcfault value may not he close ta the real value, the network 
predictions will have some additional errot. However, the default values were detennined so the sma1lest 
error results (not sending a value when required will cause the network ta fail). Bach cin:le next ta a 
sensor name conesponds tri au individual sensot. As seen in Figure 4, 'cold leg temperature' bas four 
redundant sensors. If a sensor fails, the cin:le will change froID greœ ta red and the value will not he used 
for network predic,tions. This window is also scrollable so the user cau scan as many parameters as 
monitored by the piant process computer. As with the 'Sensor Histary" window, the 'Sensor Summary' 
window cau he Used during normal operations ta check the status of plant parameters. 

5.0 SPECIAL OPERATION OF SAMSON 

There are several other windows that perform specialized functioDS. Since these functioDS are not 
normally used, the windows are generally closed, but cau he called when desired. Certain events cau 
force the user or SAMSON ta open these windows. 

5.1 Manual Start 
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SAMSON continually receives data from the plant's process computers, but it is possible that the 
initiation signal will not be received. If this oceurs, the user can manually start SAMSON. During a 
manual start, the 'Manual Start' window opens prior to the default windows opening. Using this 
window, the user has two options; to direct SAMSON to reexamine archived data over a specified time 
for an initiation signal or to start SAMSON assuming an initiation signal was received at a specified time. 
If the user directs SAMSON to reexamine archived data and an initiation signal is found, SAMSON will 
process all archived data since the initiation signal and then process new data as it is received. If 
SAMSON can not find an initiation signal within the specified time, the user is forced to specify a start 
time for the accident and also classify the accident 

5.2 Accident Classification Override 

Since the precise starting time of the accident may not be known if the initiation signal is missed, 
the accident classification could be wrong. The cule based system used by SAMSON to classify accidents 
can also fail if data is not received during the flfSt few minutes of the accident or if the flfSt few minutes of 
data fluctuates too wildly to allow for proper classification. An 'Accident Override' window allows the 
user to change the accident classification at any time during the accident Under the 'edit' menu in the 
'System Status' window the user can open the accident override window shown in Figure 5. This 
window displays the accident type as classified by SAMSON, as weIl as the other accidents recogniz.ed by 
SAMSON. If the user selects one of the radio buttons next to an accident type, SAMSON is forced to use 
neural networks for that accident to make failure predictions. The predictions in the 'System Status' 
window will be the predictions using networks designed for the user-chosen accident For each graph in 
the 'Predicted TIF History Graph' window, two lines will be shown; one for the user specified accident 
type and one for the SAMSON classified accident type. This allows the user to compare network behavior 
between two accident types. The failure predictions for both accidents will continually be displayed in the 
history graphs, even though the 'System Status' window displays the current prediction for only the user
chosen accident type. If the user wishes to chose another accident type via the 'Accident Override' 
window, SAMSON will update both the 'System Status' and 'Predicted TTF History Graphs' windows 
with the most receent user-chosen accident type. SAMSON will also display the history predictions based 
on the original classification. 

If SAMSON does not recogniz.e the accident type during the first four minutes of an accident, the 
'Accident Overridé' window is automatically opened to force the user to manually classify the accident so 
SAMSON can begin making predictions. The user can change the classification later in the accident as 
described above. 

5.3 Core Thermocouple Map 

A 'Core Exit Thermocouple Map' displays the temperature of the 6S core exit thermocouples. The 
map is color coded according to the temperature received. If a thermocouple is sending bad data, the 
sensor will be displayed in black. This map will give the user sorne indication of flow exiting the core 
during an accident and help to identify 'hot spots' in the core. 
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Large Loss of Coolant Accident. Break is 
0.5 sq. ft. in size. C~lrging pumps, 
Safety Injection pumps, and RHR pumps are 
expected to in je ct water 25 minuted after 
accident start. Fan Coolers and COl1taiinmlenl 
Spray will start within 25 minutes of 
accident start. Core [Iamage may occur as 
early as 1 5 minutes alter accident start. 
Support Plate Failure rnay occur in as little 
as 40 minutes. 

A recirculation detection module was incorporated specifically for Zion Nuclear Generating 
Station. The Zion IPE determined that once recirculation of cooling water was established, no additional 
failures would occur. Once a ruled based system determined that one train of recirculation is established, 
network predictions are no longer necessary and are terminated. No provision is made if recirculation of 
cooling water is later terminated since the neural networks have not been trained on data where 
recirculation fails after it bas been established. 

5.5 Recovery Strategies 

CECo devel9ped a list of recovery strategies. The user can open the 'Recovery Strategy' window 
and query a databâ.se for possible recovery actions to prevent further damage from occurring. When 
strategies are requested, SAMSON sends the current predicted failure time along with several plant 
parameter values to the database, informing the database of the plant state. li malChing strategies are 
found, SAMSON will display what equipment must he operational or what actions must be taken along 
with the approximate tinte 10 complete the action. 

6.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Work continues on SAMSON to make it even more capable. Future changes include: 
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-Creating analysis tools to explain network prediction changes 
oTraining new neural networks for failure detection 
oForcing SAMSON to continue predictions after predicted failure bas occurred 
oTraining neural networks for sensor validation 
oSensor Validation override 
oIntegrating nonnaI operation monitoring with accident management operation 
-Comparing MAAP runs with the current accident for validation during an accident 
oUsing additional accident analysis code for training the neural netowrlcs 

6.1 Analysis Tools 

As an accident progresses, there will be both sudden and graduai changes in the neural network 
predictions. Many changes are simply expIained by the actuation of an injection pump, but others are not 
as obvious. For the predictions to be most usefui to the user, sorne method of analyzing changes must be 
allowed. One method for network analysis would be for SAMSON to look at which parameters have 
changed the most since the last data set was received, and to feed the previous data set with individual 
updated parameter values to fmd the parameter that causes the largest change. Such processing would not 
be lime constraining since the networks taIœ much less than one second to process one set of data. 

6.2 Neural Networks for Failure Determination 

SAMSON uses a rule-based system to determine if failures have occurred. However, networks 
can be used to predict if failure has occurred. Instead of predicting the lime until failure, the network 
would output if failure has or has not occurred If failure bas not been predicted, then the networks used 
to make time predictions wouid receive data for processing. If failure bas been predicted, then failure 
information wouid be displayed instead of a predicted failure lime. Preliminary tests on training networks 
for such predictions have been encouraging. 

6.3 Failure Occurred Override 

Once the networks determine failure has occurred, SAMSON ceases making predictions and 
declares that failure bas occurred. Since there are cases where failure can be averted when the plant is on 
the verge of failure, the user can override SAMSON to continue making predictions. The user is cautione<. 
when doing this siflce the neural networks were only trained on data up to failure. Neural network 
predictions on data after failure has occurred in the simulation code often resuit in inaccurate predictions. 
The user shouid use this override feature only if sensors indicate that failure has been averted.(Poor) 

6.4 Neural Networks for Sensor Validation 

Much work bas been performed on sensor validation with neural networks. A study for SAMSON 
was completed where neural networks predicted the value of certain sensors 6, 12, and 18 minutes into the 
future. These networks were extremely accurate in their predictions. 
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In addition to predicting future values for key parametels, networks can also he designed te 
determine current values for sensors if al! sensing devices have failed or if too few sensors cemain for 
cedundancy checking. 

6.S Sensor Validation Override 

As rnentioned, SAMSON perforrns redundancy checking on aIl sensors to ensure the data received 
is accurate. As sensors are determined to he inaccurate, they are 110 longer used for input to the neural 
networks. It is possible that sensors determined to he inaccurate by SAMSON are actually ceporting valid 
data (e.g. if the sensor is repaired). If this is suspected, the user ca:1l retum the sensor to a good status by 
using a 'Sènsor Override' window. If the user designates a sensor's information as valid, SAMSON will 
no longer perform redundancy checking on the sensor and cOllsider the data valid throughout the 
cemainder of the accident 

6.6 Normal Operations 

Hopefully, no accidents will occur where SAMSON will he needed, but many of the displays and 
tools designed for SAMSON would be useful for normal at-power operations. Work has recently 
commenced on applying neural network technology to irnproving the efficiency and power output of a 
nuclea;r power plant. Para;rneters are obtained via the plant process computer and are fed to a neural 
network which predicts the efficiency or power output Once dom:, the user can analyze the network te 
determine what changes to make to increase efficiency or power output 

6.7 Using MAAP During an Accident 

MAAP has been used to train the neural networks to make failure predictions. While the training 
set does not include aIl possible scenarios, it is fairly comprehensive. One use of these MAAP scenarios 
would he to feed the data to the sa;rne neural networks in use during the accident and compare the results. 
This would give the user a good indication as to whether the networks and MAAP are performing as 
designed. Given an accident, it is likely that most, if not aIl, sa:fety equipment will operate properly. 
Corresponding MAAP scenarios could he stored for comparison during an accident 
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ABSTRACT 

The· MAAP Accident Response System (MARS) provides insights 

into the current and potential future states of a nuclear plant 

during accident conditions (1-3]. The MARS software is a user C 

friendly tool that uses on-line plant data to verify and diagnosis 

the incoming plant instrument signaIs and to initialize the Modular 

Accident Analysis Pro gram (HAAP - an engineering computer code which 

calculates thermal-hydraulic and fission product response during 

accident conditions) (4]. Once initialized, the MARS software 

operates in two modes: Tracking and Prediction. 

In the tracking mode, MARS follows the plant behavior by: 

assessing the status of plant systems to determine if the conditions 

within the plant have changed, diagnosing the plant instrumentation 

readings to assure they are valid (if not they are identified and 

discounted), identifying possible root caUses of the accident, and 

updating the Tracker's calculations based upon changes in the plant 

status (systems, additional failures, etc.) as weIl as "trending" 

information. Once MARS is found to be successfully tracking the 

accident, the Prediction mode can be started to perform faster than 

real-time simulations thereby projecting the future status of the 

plant, based upon the current conditions and possible actions. The 

Predictor can perform simulations of the future state of the plant 

asswming: 1) No operator actions, 2) Operator actions based upon the 

plant specific emergency operating procedures, and 3) Operator 

actions based upon any Accident Management guidelines. The informa

tion generated by the MARS Tracker and the Predictors i5 readily 

available for use by the emergency respon5e personnel. 
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The MARS software was developed as an accident management tool 
that supplements other accident management resources. In SECY-89-
012 the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. N.R.C.) 
identified five key elements of an Accident Management plan. The se 
elements and their applicability to the MARS software are as fol
lows: 

1) Accident Management Strategies: This element includes 
the identification of strategies to extend the current 
procedures and use of existing plant capa,bilities in a 
severe accident. The MARS software can be used to 
develop and assess the adequacy of potential 
strategies that employ existing or revised plant 
capabilities and procedures under the various postu
lated severe accidents. 

2) Calculational Aids: This element identiHes the use of 
calculational tools to diagnose the progression of an 
accident and to plan and assess responlle strategies. 
The MARS software was developed specifically for this 
task and employs available plant data to perform these 
functions. 

3) Organization: This element is to defi;rle the respon
sibilities, lines of communication, and ,authority for 
decisions during accident conditions. The MARS 
software can assist those decision makers by supplying 
supplemental information about the current and pos·
sible futures status of the plant. 

4) Instrumentation: This element identifies the in
strumentation which is needed to monitor the plant 
conditions and the effects of actions. The MARS 
software can be used to help verify and identify 
faulty instruments and derive supplement al information 
about plant conditions which are difficult to measure 
directly. 

5) Training: This element identifies that all personnel 
(operators, technical staff, manageme,nt) should be 
properly trained on severe accident~,. The MARS 
software can be used interactively to simulate plant 
accident conditions and provide training on the plant 
response and the appropriate operator response in a 
training atmosphere. In addition the KARS software 
can be used interactively or in a "batc:h" mode during 
emergency drills. 

The MARS software provides a wide flexibility to a"sist those in
dividuals involved in the training, management and opt~ration of the 
nuclear plant under accident conditions. This papt~r will discuss 
the MARS Initialization, Tracking and Predictor func':ions followed 
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by a discussion of the application of the MARS software to the U.S. 
N.R.C.'s identification of the five key elements of an Accident 
Management plan (from SECY-89-012). 

MARS Overview 

The MAAP Accident Response System (MARS) is an Accident 
Management software package that assists in the interpretati0n and 
understanding of the nuclear plant status before and during severe 
accident conditions. MARS uses available plant data signaIs to 
initialize the Modular Accident Analysis program (MAAP). For train
ing purposes, the plant data may be simulated by a control room 
simulator or by the MAAP Signal Generator (MSG). The MAAP code is 
the basis for the simulation of the nuclear plant response under 
accident conditions. Once initialized MARS can follow (track) the 
plant conditions (accident progression) and allow for faster than 
real-time phenomenological (mechanistic) based predictions, based 
upon the current plant state. By comparing the response of key 
signaIs, the Tracking portion of the MARS software provides addi
tional details about the current status of the plant which may not 
be easily available elsewher~. In addition, the Predictor portion 
of the MARS software provides a realistic based projection of poten
tial future plant states assuming no operator interventions, 
operator actions via their emergency operating procedures, operator 
actions via accident management guidelines and/or other proposed 
actions. 

AlI of the MARS generated information is readily available to 
the user, in both graphical and text forms, to assist in the under
standing and management of the accident. In addition, use of the 
MARS software has been automated to minimize error5 during opera
tion, while still allowing manual over-ride. 

KARS Initialization 

MARS Initialization uses data (-75 signaIs) from the plant 
computer or by manual entry to create the necessary information to 
start the accident simulation using MAAP. The Initialization func
tion i5 the foundation for the MARS Tracker function/module. For 
tra1n1ng purposes the plant data can be replaced by other tools 
which simulate the plant response, i.e., the control room simulator, 
an engineering simulator such as TREAT NPA or the MAAP Signal 
Generator (MSG). Before the incoming plant data (actual or 
simulated) is used by the MARS Initialization function it is first 
processed. Two steps comprise the processing: a) verification and 
b) conversion of the incoming plant data. 

In the verification process, plant data signaIs which are 
determined to be of a bad or questionable quality may be discounted. 
If the value is discounted, the user is notified and an alternative 
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method for determining or estimating a representative value is used. 
For instance, if a particular primary system parameter required by 
MARS is discounted, the remaining primary system, containment and 
system parameters are used to estimate a representative value. In 
addition, the user has the option of manually inputing a repre
sentative value based upon data which may be available off-line or 
from another source. 

In the conversion step the plant data signaIs, as transmitted 
from the plant, are converted into the proper format required by 
MARS. For instance, variables which are transmitted as percentage 
numbers are converted back to the actual values, i.e., flow rates, 
water levels, power, etc. This process can also account for dif
ferences in the actual measured value if the measuring device is 
affected by other plant parameters. For instance, if a primary 
system water level is measured by a differential pressure transducer 
located in containment and referenced to the containment atmosphere, 
(and thus influenced by the containment conditions), the influence 
of the changing containment conditions is included in the conversion 
during this phase. At the completion of the conversion, the 
processed plant data is passed to the MARS Initialization routines. 

In the MARS Initialization routines, the processed plant data 
is first used to determine the approximate accident state. That is; 
is (or has) the core been uncovered, has the core been damaged, has 
the vessel failed, etc. The identification of this time interval is 
important for the initialization function since the availability of 
reliable instrumentation and the methods for Initialization vary as 
the accident progresses. For instance the initialization of the 
fuel parameters is considerably different post core damage as com
pared to initializing before the core is uncovered with no 
indication of previous fuel damage. 

Once the approximate accident state is identified, values for 
the several thousand parameters required by MARS are calculated 
based on the plant data. The uncertainty associated with the in
itialization process grows as the progression of the accident 
expands. However, any uncertainties associated with the initializa
tion process are addressed and modified by the MARS Tracker function 
(as described next). On the average, the Initialization process 
requires very limited CPU time resulting in the start of the MARS 
Tracker function virtually instantaneously after the start of the 
MARS Initialization process. 

MARS Tracking 

The purpose of the MARS Tracker is to assure that the computer 
simulation follows (or tracks) the actual plant behavior. In addi
tion, the Tracker provides additional information for interpreting, 
understanding and managing the accident. The Tracker function is 
the foundation for the Predictors. 
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The MARS Tracking function first performs an assessment of the 
accident symptoms to de termine the plant status and the types of 
accident initiators. With this information and the ever evolving 
set of plant data, the Tracker performs the necessary calculations 
to guide the MAAP code such that it tracks the plant behavior. 
Since the accident (or its simulation) is ever changing and unknown, 
the Tracker software is dynamic and does not rely on any pre-defined 
information or simulations. 

A collator logic was developed to assess how weIl the simula
tion is representing the plant behavior. The collator performs a 
comparison of the plant data to the Tracker data over several time 
intervals. This assessment of the trending history provides a 
representative evaluation of how weIl the simulation compares to the 
actual plant. If differences exist, beyond the user specified 
thresholds, the Tracker corrector logic is employed. 

The Tracker correction logic modifies the Tracker simulation 
as differences in the actual plant data and Tracker simulations 
occur. These differences result from changes in the plant status, 
system initiations/stops or differences between the "real-world" and 
those of the usimulation-world ll

• The actions taken by the corrector 
varying from stopping a system (if no absolute information is known 
about the system status) to stopping and re-initializing the simula
tion. 

In the Tracking mode, the MARS software also determines a 
potential root cause of the accident. For example, if a LOCA is 
identified, the Tracker generated information about the approxima te 
LOCA break size and elevation can be used in conjunction with infor
mation about the plant to determine candidate locations for the LOCA 
and thus the root cause of the accident. This information clearly 
benefits those individuals responsible for managing the accident and 
can provide confidence that the plant has been or will be returned 
to a safe stable state. 

KARS Predictors 

The purpose of the MARS Predictor function is to provide 
faster than real-time simulations of future plant states based upon 
the current plant status. The Predictors use information generated 
by the Tracker to perform their calculations. Such predictions can 
be used to estimate the time before a major change in the accident 
state (uncovering of the core, core damage, RPV failure or contain
ment failure); the efficiency of one or more proposed accident 
management strategies; the likely impact on the plant response; and 
the benefit of alternative responses. 

Once the tracker has a good understanding of the plant status, 
the Predictors can be started manually or automatically. The 
Predictors can perform calculations assuming a wide variety of 
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operator actions. The first Predictor run will analyze the plant 
status by assuming the operators use the training they have received 
and follow their emergency operating procedures. The next predictor 
run will analyze the plant status in the short (ten's of minutes) 
and long (ten's of hours) term assuming no additional operator 
actions. The remaining Predictor runs can analyze the effects of 
accident management guidelines or other approaches. 

The information generated by the Predictors is readily avail· 
able to the MARS user to assist in the understanding of the plant 
status. The Predictors can provide such information as: minimum 
injection flow rates for success, timing of vessel and containment 
failure, effects of operator actions, future (near term and long 
term) accessibility to plant buildings based upon predicted radia
tion levels [5], etc. In addition, the Predictors and Tracker can 
supplement information about the plant which is not readily avail
able, for instance hydrogen concentrations, the likelihood of 
concrete attack, etc. AlI of this information can be used to better 
understand the accident and assist in the management of the acci
dent, including recovery actions. 

Conformance to SECY-89-012 

The MARS software addresses the topies presented in the U.S. 
N.R.C SECY-89-012. The following sections will describe the MARS 
applicability ta each of the five topics. 

Accident Management Strategies 

The development, testing and implementation of accident 
management strategies can significantly benefit from the simulation 
of postulated accident conditions and the prescribed response. The 
MARS software can be used to bath simulate the plant under accident 
conditions (the MAAP Signal Generator or MSG function) and also to 
use and interpret that information (the tracker and predictor 
functions); thus supplementing the plant staff assessment of pos
sible accident management strategies. 

The MARS MSG function is a train;ng tool which supplies plant
like instrumentation signals in real time. If necessary for 
training, since severe accidents typically take one :0 ten hours 
before the core is damaged, this can be accelerated ta produce the 
plant data at a factor times real-time. The plant sig',als which can 
be simulated by the MARS MSG function include: reactor power. pres
sures, temperatures. water levels, hydrogen conce~trations and 
radiation levels, along with the numerous other instrumentation 
readings available in the plant. In addition the .'\SG generated 
plant signals can include signals representative of questionable 
instrumentation. This MSG feature allows for modeling instrumenta
tion which may have been degraded as a result of the environment 
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(i.e., high temperatures/radiation/etc.), mechanical problems, or 
other possible reasons. 

The MARS tracker and prediètor functions can be used to assess 
accident management strategies under a large variety of accident 
scenarios, since the software runs several times faster than real
time. The existing and/or proposed strategies can be utilized to 
determine the plant status under the postulated accident states. 
Simulations of postulated operator actions can be performed to 
assess the plant response to several possible accident management 
actions or strategies. The accident management paths can include: 
no operator actions (only automatic system response will be 
modeled), operator response via the emergency procedures, operator 
response via accident management strategies along with combinations 
of these paths. 

The MARS software can be used to assist in addressing the key 
elements of proposed or existing accident management strategies. 
These key elements include: determining what signals will likely be 
available and should be used to guide various actions, the time 
available to implement the various actions, plant environmental 
conditions (radiation, tempe rature , etc.) if operator actions are 
required outside of the control room, along with potential 
consequencesjbenefits from taking the various actions. 

calcul_tional Aida 

The MARS software was developed specifically as a calcula
tional aid to assist in evaluating the current and potential future 
states of the plant under accident conditions. The MARS software 
primarily relies on the computer's hardware (i.e., central process
ing unit - cpu, etc.) to perform its tasks. Thus, the individuals 
responding during the very stressful situation are not generally 
relied upon to perform the mechanics of running the software. 
Conversely, these individuals are provided with concise dynamic 
information about the current and futute states of the plant which 
can be used to assist in the managing both the potentially limited 
plant resources (personnel and equipment) and therefore the acci
dent. The overall responsibility for managing the plant, of course 
still remains with those individuals responding to the accident. 

The MARS software graphical user interface can display various 
levels of details about the plant using different graphical windows. 
The first MARS window is very high level providing calculated and 
dynamically predicted timing of key events including: uncovering of 
the reactor core, onset of fuel damage, vessel failure and contain
ment failure. The next MARS window provides a schematic 
representation of the plant including a representation of equipment 
status, water levels and fuel status (cooled, oxidized, molten or 
relocated). The remaining MARS windows provide finer details on the 
plant status, instrumentation evaluation results and other MARS 
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internaI calculations. Control of the system can be fully 
automatic, fully manual or a combination of the two. Selected keys 
from the computer's keyboard and the mouse are used to control the 
system. 

A typical MARS installation has the MARS software either 
always operational following the plant behavior or automatically 
initiated when either an unusual Event is declared or accident 
conditions exist. In both situations, the MARS software will be 
able to start tracking and predicting potential end states within a 
very short time. With the MARS software automatically starting, 
information will be readily available to those responding to the 
accident as they arrive to the response center. Once at the center, 
the responsible individuals will be able to review th.. information 
already generated, access more detailed information and perform 
auxiliary calculations to gain additional insights into the current 
and potential future plant states. Since the MJUlS software is 
dynamic, the ever changing status of the plant can be modeled 
without relying on previously analyzed "canned" versions of similar 
accidents. 

Organization 

Managing an accident requires a weIl trained staff, combined 
with assignment of duties and responsibilities al.ong with good 
communication paths. An effective method to refine and test the 
organizational structure for managing accidents is via internally 
generated consistency drills. The internaI consistenc)' drills can 
be used to assess tasks, responsibilities and functions in addition 
to confirming staffing duties and communication paths. 

As discussed previously, the MARS MSG function can be used to: 

1) Construct and simulate a given accident, 
2) Produce plant-like instrumentation readings at real 

time intervals, and 
3) Generate instrumentation readings configured to 

produce only those signaIs available to the various 
response centers and could also include readings which 
are off-scale, bad or not available. 

The MARS tracker and predictor functions can then be used in in 
conjunction with other accident management material (i e., manuals, 
other calculational aids, etc.) to assess if the organi.zation of the 
accident management response teams is adequate. The ~~RS software 
can be used to support supplemental drills ta either re-enforce the 
organizational structure or address areas which were previously 
deemed to not be adequate. Thus, the MARS software provides a tool 
which can be used to assess the accident management (Jrganizational 
structure. 
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Instnwentation 

The utilization and understanding of available plant in
strumentation values is essential in the managing of an accident. 
Obtaining at least "balI-park" (approximate) values for those 
parameters which are difficult or impossible to know in detail is a 
major benefit in the managing of an accident. Equally important, 
however is the ability to discount or question instrumentation 
values which do not seem to be consistent. The MARS software 
provides the ability to address each of these issues. 

The MSG software, as discussed above, provides the ability to 
represent values for the plant instrumentation during accident 
conditions. The instrumentation values can include bad or degraded 
signaIs along with valid signaIs. For instance, a thermocouple at 
high temperatures may be fused thus producing a degraded signal. 
The assumed set of plant signaIs can then be reviewed to assess how 
those instrumentation readings would be interpreted. An assessment 
of the instrumentation reliability will help focus the attention 
of the plant staff and will avoid the confusion resulting from 
"chasing" misleading information [6). 

The MARS tracker and predictor functions can provide "ball
park" values and trends, both based upon the current plant 
configuration and postulated future plant states, for those vari
ables which are impossible or difficult to obtain. These include: 
hydrogen concentration, extent of fuel damage, amount of Zircalloy 
oXidized, extent of concrete ablation, etc. These values can then 
be used to provide additional insights into the_plant status. 

The ability to diagnosis the set of available plant data tO 
de termine it's validity is a key feature of the MARS software. The 
utilization of similar variables and internaI MARS consistency 
calculations allow for the interogation of the plant data set to 
provide a confidence level on the value for each variable. The set 
of . plant data, before being used by MARS, is checked to assure 
representative values are present. If the confidence level for a 
given variable is low, the user is notified and MARS takes the 
appropriate steps to use a representative value. 

Each of the above described MARS features can be used to 
assist in addressing the accident management instrumentation topic. 

Training 

The MARS functions and graphical interfaces represent an 
effective me ans of providing training on severe accidents. Since 
the MARS software can use either actual or simulated plant data 
signaIs, it can be used extensively for such training on low prob
ability, high consequence events. As discussed above, the MARS MSG 
feature can be used to generate the plant signals and the MARS 
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tracker and predictor functions can then use those sigmLls to per
form their calculations. 

KARS Can be used either interactively or in a "canned" (pre
set) mode to simulate a spectrum of accident conditi.ons within a 
limited time. The KARS software includes a playback capability that 
allows for simulations to be captured in a VCR-like tape format and 
then re-played. \lith the playback option, the user Clln view the 
previously executed simulation in either play, fast-fonlard, rewind, 
or pause mode. The details of the accident progression can then be 
reviewed to enhance the training on and about severe aceidents. 

Conclusion 

The dynamic KARS software provides insights int'~ the current 
and potential future states of a nuclear plant during accident 
conditions based upon the available plant data. The KARS software is 
a most effective means of assisting the nuclear plant staff in 
addressing each of the key elements of an accident management plan 
as presented by the U.S. N.R.C. in SECY-89-012. 
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ABSTRACT 

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has initiated a new research programme on compu
terised accident management support, the S<rCalled CAMS project (CAMS = Computerized 
Accident Management Support). This work will investigate the possibilities for developing 
systems which provide more extensive support to the control room staff and technical support 
centre than the existing SPDS (Safety Parame ter Display System) type of systems. The CAMS 
project will utilize available simulator codes and the capabilities of computerised tools to assist 
the plant staff during the various accident stages including: identification of the accident state, 
assessment of the future development of the accident, and planning accident mitigation strate
gies. 

This research programme aims at establishing a prototype system which can be used for 
experimental testing of the concept and serve as a tool for training and education in accident 
management. The CAMS prototype should provide support to the staff when the plant is in a 
normal state, in a disturbance state, and in an accident state. Even though better support in an 
accident state is the main goal of the project, it is felt to be important that the staff is familiar 
with the use of the system during normal operation, when they utilize the system during tran
sients. 
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IN AN ACCIDENT: ST ATE IDENTIFICATION, PREDICTION, AND PLANNING 

ln case of a severe accident, or an event which may develop into a severe accident, the 
plant personnel must perform various tasks hefore they can stan actions to counteract the inci
dent: 

• identification of the plant state. This may typically he a diagnostic task to find the cause of 
the problem and validate the state of critical parameters, 

• assessment of the future development of the accident. Prediction of future states and hehav
iour of the plan t, 

• planning accident mitigation strategies where the various alternatives can be tested. 

The CAMS system (CAMS = Computerized Accident Management Support) will pro
vide support in ail these tasks. To obtain this, CAMS will contain several subsystems, among 
these tracking-mode simulator, a database, an expert system for strategy generation, a predic
tive simulator, and a man-machine interface. 

We think that computer support is a valuable thing in an accident situation, and that this 
is a natural point of time to construct such a system. Expert-system techniques are now reason
ably weil understood, and simulators running faster than real time are economically feasible. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE PROTOTYPE 

This project starts with a prototype phase. The prototype will not attempt to coyer the 
complete functionality of the future product, it will he a prototype with holes. Menus and push
buttons will present possible choices available in a complete system. For sorne choices the user 
will get what he expects, for other choices only a dummy will pop up, telling "1 haven't been 
implemented yet". Nevertheless significant features and solutions will he illustrated. and the 
system can be tested for some accident scenarios. with real operators. 

The prototype is heing constructed by first asking what sort of information the user will 
need in various situations. Then we try to find out how this information shall be structured and 
how it shaH be displayed. and then finaHy how to derive the necessary information. We think 
this is a hetter way than first computing as many quantities as possible and then try to find 
something to use them for. 

The purpose of the prototype is to test out the possibilities and also the difficulties with 
the chosen design. and recommend design changes where appropriate. In order not to he too 
abstract, the CAMS prototype will not he made for "a typical plant", but for a specific plant. 
The Forsmark plant in Sweden. which is of the boiling-water reactor type, shaH be our test 
plant. We believe that the ideas from the prototype may be adapted to other boiling water reac
tors with a modest arnount of modification. With somewhat more modification, the same prin
ciples may be adapted also to pressurized water reactors. Sorne of the principles will also he 
relevant for other kinds of industrial plants. as many problems of an accident situation are sim
Har regardless the type of plant: 

• Is the available information correct? 

• How do you get information about physical quantities not directly measurable? 
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• What are the most imponant things going on in the plant just now? 

• Which subsystems are in order and which are not? 

• How far is the present state from the relevant danger limits? 

• What will happen if 1 do nothing? 

• What will happen if 1 carry out this plan? 

• What is the hest strategy in the present situation? 

INFORMATION NEEDS 

The main goal of the accident management team is to maintain the critical safety func
tions. In a boiling water reactor these are: Reactivity Control, Core Cooling, Activity Barriers, 
and Heat Sink. On this list, reactivity control has the highest priority and h,~at sink has the low
est priority. 

If the critical safety functions cannot be maintained, the core rnay melt. In that case, one 
should try to minimize the consequences to the environment. This may he added to the li st with 
top priority. The main goal of the plant in a normal situation, to produce electricity, cornes 
after the safety functions in priority. 

Even though support in an accident state is the main goal of the project, it is felt to be 
important that the staff shall not be foreed to address a new tool in a stressing situation. The 
functions needed in an accident state shall be available when called for, a.nd they shall appear 
as a natural continuation of the functions used in the normal state. SuppoIt in a normal state is 
important in ils own right, in addition, this also improves accident handling. The nature of the 
support will be to provide information like answers to the following questions: 

• What are the present values of certain physical parameters? 

• What are the most important things happening in the plant right now? 

• What will be the result of a proposed intervention, will it be sufficient to bring the plant into 
a desired state, will it help but not enough, or is there a snag so that thl: intervention will be 
harmful? 

CAMS shall display information in such a way that one easily gets a mental picture of 
what is going on in the plant. This information may be measured physical quantities like pres
sures, temperalUres, flows, or valve positions. But it may also he quantities derived from the 
measured ones. Actually, many interesting quantities cannot he measured. The temperature in 
the middle of a fuel element cannot be measured. But it can be calculated without too much 
difficulty. 

Physicists and engineers use concepts like energy, enthalpy, entropy, eigenvalues, poles, 
stability diagrams ... to facilitate their thinking about power plants. Would any of these con
cepts be useful for the plant staff in an accident state? Or are completely different concepts bet
ter 1001s? We shall try to use our imagination to invent such derived quantities and assess their 
usefulness for the operators and the technical support people. 

Here are sorne quantities which we think will he informative: 
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• Flow and build-up or depletion of mass (water and steam), and leakages. 

• Flow and build-up or depletion of energy. 

• The temperature profile from the centre of a fuel element to the outside of the cladding, 
along with the critical temperatures: the melting point of the fuel, and the zirconium - water 
reaction temperature. 

• Which element has the most critical temperature, and where along the element is it? 

• Water inventory of the containment. 

Whether these quantities really are useful should he experimentally tested later in the 

project. 

THECOMPONENTSOFCA~ 

The CAMS prototype will consist of a data base and a knowledge base, a tracking-mode 
simulator, a predictive simulator, a strategy generator and a man-machine interface system, see 
Figure 1. In the ClfSt phase the Forsmark training simulator is used as a "plant". 

Tracklng 

Mode 
(Slmulalor) 

1'NdIc1lv •.• 11----t~ 1 
Mode 

(S1mu"lor) .~I-_______ I 

Operator/ISC 

Figure J: BJoc/c diagram o/the CAMS system 

The block in the centre of Figure 1 will have all possible data and knowledge of the plant 
and different subsystems of CAMS. It includes a1so a library of precalculated transients. It is 
exchanging infonnation with all parts of CAMS. 

The tracking-mode simulator will he used for signal validation and for state estimation. 
There are a lot of physical quantities that cannot he measured. If there is enough data available, 
they can still he calculated. The tracking-mode simulator is supposed to take care of that. 
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The predictive simulator will predict what will happen in the pl:lIDt in the future. The 
future will depend not only of the present state, but also of the planned control actions. Many 
situations with different control actions can be tested, as well as the proposals from the strategy 
generator and from the users. 

The strategy generator can give control proposais and accident mitigation strategies to 
operators, shift leaders and to the staff of the technical control centre. The strategy generator 
must of course contain knowledge about the plant, a model, you cann.ot propose a strategy 
without knowing the structure of the plant. The strategy generator shall ilolve an inverse prob
lem (a question of the type "what shall 1 do to obtain that ... "). Itsjob is more complicated than 
the job of the predictive simulator, which shall solve a direct problem (Il question of the type 
"what will happen if ... "). Therefore the plant model of the strategy generator has to be simpler 
than that of the predictive simulator. The strategies generated are therefore to be tested by the 
predictive simulator with its more detailed modeL The predictive simulator can also test out 
man-made strategies before they are put into action. 

The users will interact with the system through the man-machine interface. It is impor
tant that this module is as good as possible. We shall put much work into finding what infor
mation to display in different situations and how this information shall b~ represented. 

REUSE OF CODE 

To obtain as many results as possible with as little programming as possible, existing 
code will be reused. The CAMS simulators are being built using the APROS simulator builder 
[1], an object-oriented system for makiog simulators, made by VTT and Imatran Voima OY in 
Finland. 

The strategy generator is being built using the expert-system shell G2. The man-machine 
interface will reuse many of the approximately 100 pictures developed for the SAS-II [2], also 
developed for the Forsmark plant, along with pictures specially developc:d for CAMS. During 
the test phase, the existing Forsmark training simulator will be used as our data source. 

USE OF SIMULATIONS 

In addition to the predictive simulator, descriœd below, CAMS shall also contain a 
tracking simulator. Tracking simulators are less weIl known than predictive ones. The tracking 
simulator uses equations between variables for two purposes: for signal ·validation and to esti
mate physical quantities for which no direct measurements exist. Signal validation is particu
larly important in an accident state, where several of the instruments may he outside their 
normal range of operation. 

To be useful the on-line predictive simulator must run considerably faster than real time. 
This is now economically feasible. Simulators based on first principles c:m offer new infonna
tion to operators as a reference to compare with. The Halden Projecl has demonstraled this 
with an early fault detection system running mathematical reference m<Xlels on the plant com
puter in Loviisa to detect leakages [3] or validate process signals [4]. This principle can he 
adapted to accident conditions. The predictive simulator can be used to predict what will hap-
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pen if nothing is done, and it may be used to test various possible mitigation strategies, 
whether proposed by the plant staff or by the strategy generator. 

However, it does not help much that the simulation runs fast on the computer, if not also 
the plant staff is able to grasp the results equally fast. 1berefore, the way the simulation results 
are presented is just as important as the simulation itself. The reactor operators and the staff in 
the technical support centre must through the presentations be able to detect and understand 
everything important going on in the plant. 

The information from the measurements is fust validated and expanded by the traclcing 
simulator, the resulting data set is used as input to the predictive simulator (possibly along with 
information on proposed actions to be teSted)' and a subset of the total information is finally 
displayed to the users. We shall discuss these software components in the same arder. 

THE TRACKING SIMULATOR 

The tracking simulator con tains knowledge on the physics of the plant, described by 
equations between physical quantities. These equations are used for two different purposes: 
signal validation and parameter estimation. 

The purpose of signal validation is to pinpoint faulty instruments, and also to find the 
best estimate of a measured quantity in the presence or absence of faulty measurements. The 
signal validation relies on redundant measurements. Sometimes a certain quantity is measured 
by several instruments, which may be of the same type or of different types. An important tem
perature may for instance be measured by four thermometers. Due to measurement inaccuracy 
these readings will in the normal case not be identical, but they will he close to each other. If 
they are too far apart, at least one of the measurements must he wrong. If three or more meas
urements of the same quantity are available, it may also be possible to say which of them is 
likely to be wrong. Relations can also be established between measurements of different quan
tities, say position and velocity. Such relations can also he used for signal validation. The HaI
den Project has utilized these methods in a cooperative worlc at Loviisa [4]. 

Pararneter estimation means to work out the value of a physical quantity which is not 
directly measured. For example, knowing the temperature at the outside of the fuel cladding, 
and the heat production, the temperature inside the fuel can he calculated. Usually such calcu
lated values will be less accurate than those directly measured, but approximate values may be 
more useful than no values. Pararneter estimation may be done by putting the measured values 
into a simple formula, or it may be perforrned by more elaborate methods like Kalman filter 
techniques. 

The tracking simulator in the CAMS prototype will be made by means of APROS [1]. 

THE PREDICTIVE SIMULATOR 

The predictive simulator sball be able to answer questions like the following: 

If no counteractions are taken, how will the present disturbance elevelop? Answer: Into 
an unacceptable situation. 
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Will it help to stan this pump to increase the flow? Answer: Yes, but Ilot sufficiendy. 

Will the strategy suggested by the strategy generator solve the problem? Answer: Yeso 

The predictive simulator must he able to run faster than real time. A disturbance or an 
accident will have a tendency to spread its influence over a large part of the plant. The predic
tive simulator must he able to take the whole plant into account. However. the influence will 
he stronger close to the source of the disturbance. To obtain a high speed of the calculation, we 
may consider a simulator that simulates with high precision in the neighbourhood of the fault 
and with lower precision further away from the fault. It is, however, no easy matter to obtain 
this. 

The predictive simulator sbould cover all major systems of the plant, with special 
empbasis on the reactor and the safety systems. However, it will not attempt to cover the plant 
in detail, and therefore it cannot cover all possible failure modes. Every system has very many 
failure modes, and for the accident handling it is important to know if a system is available or 
not, but not so important to know the exact reason why it does not work. For example, for an 
electrically driven pump, it does not matter whether it is the electric power that bas failed, or 
the motor is gone, or the shaft has broken, or the pump itself is out of repllir. For the mainte
nance people this would he important, but not for the accident-handling staff. Skipping the 
non-essential details will make a faster simulator, it will he less work to buüd it, and the results 
can easier he transferred to another plant. Sometimes an approximate value now is hetter than a 
more exact value later. Rememher, the operators and the staff in the technical support centre 
have always been doing predictions of what is going to happen, and these predictions have 
been very valuable despite their inaccuracy. The predictions made by the simulator will proba
bly he much more accurate than this. 

The predictive simulator will also he made by means of APROS. 

THE STRATEGY GENERATOR 

A prototype of the CA MS strategy generator is under development, Ilsing the G2 expert 
system shell. At the present time this is the most developed part of CAMS, but this fust version 
has no connections to other parts of the system. The work has so far been I:oncentrated on the 
functional parts, therefore only the developer's interface exists, and no work has been put into 
the user's interface of this part of the system. 

Safety objective trees 

A safety objective tree, see Refs. [51, [61, [71 is a way to systematize different accident 
cases. Following different branches of the tree, each accident case is spœified in more and 
more detail. On the highest level the safety objective is defined, see Figure 2. One level helow 
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the objective is divided into several safety functions. This division can he for example accord
ing 10 the four critical functions for BWRs. 

Safety objective 

Safety functions 

OJallenges 

Mechanisms 

Strategies 

Figure 2: The structure of a sa/ety objective tree 

Each safety function can he threatened by several challenges. These can he, for example, 
malfunctions in safety systems. If the scram fails, what is to he done next? Each of these chal
lenges is connected to one or several mechanisms. For example, there may he three actuators in 
use doing almost the same thing. These mechanisms already have a close connection to the 
strategies that may he used to achieve a certain goal. Strategies are the lowest part of the safety 
objective tree. 

A procedure for developing an accident management plan can he the following 
sequence: integrate information, categorize sequences, determine capabilities, identify strate
gies, select strategies, implement enhancement, validate, incorporate information, see Hanson 
et al.[7). 

The accident types can he categorized in many ways. According to the severity, strate
gies can be prioritized and classified. The most imponant thing is to avoid core melt and radio
active releases. Core melt, steam explosion and hydrogen explosion are examples of the most 
severe accidents, as discussed by Pershagen [8). 

Functional description 

The strategy generator uses the idea of building up safety objective trees. The back
ground for the knowledge put into the strategy generator and the existing EOPs is the informa
tion got from off-line studies. However, since the development of a severe accident is difficult 
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to predict in advance, the srrategy generator will rry to adapt mitigation srrategies according to 
the specific accident in progress. 

The knowledge used in deriving srrategies stans from simple rules. If the level is too 
high, close slightly a valve etc. Also, deeper and more plant specific knowledge, for example 
from the emergency procedures and the ernergency handbook, is included in the system. 

The srrategy generator con tains a very simple simulator. About forty srrongly simplified 
equations take care of the calculations of the primary loop, the core and the containment of a 
BWR nuclear power plant. The reliability of the calculations is only on a qualitative level. If 
you open a valve, the level will increase etc. This simulator useS data from the Forsmark plant 
as far as possible. 

Only the main components of the plant are included. The calculation is based on very 
simple principles. In the direction of the flow in the primary circuit a pump increases the pres
sure and a valve decreases it, a preheater or a core increases the temperature and a turbine or a 
condenser decreases it etc. Pressure, temperature and flow are calculated throughout the pri
maryloop. 

In the core and the containment all the important physical quantities are defined. Sorne of 
them are measured and sorne calculated. In the core for example wa.ter level, neurron flux, 
enthalpy, energy, power and cladding temperature are calculated, while activity, boron concen
rration, rod position, fuel temperature and reactivity are either measurecl or have dcfault values. 
These values will later be obtained from the database. Also mass balance and energy balance 
are calculated in the core. The mass balance means here the difTerence between the sum of 
input flows and the sum of output flows. The energy balance is comparing the energy corning 
from the nuclear reaction to the heat coming out from the core. 

In the containment pressure, temperature, hurnidity and the leyel in the condensation 
pool are calculated, while activity, inert gas concenrration, hydrogen concenrration, oxygen 
concenrration and the pH of the condensation pool are measured. The level of condenser and 
the capacity of condensation pool are also calculated. The activity is detected in aIl activity 
barriers. The deviation from normal pressure in the reactor building has a default value. 

All the actuators and the safety systems in the process diagram an: conrrolled from a kind 
of conrrol board. It is also possible to set similarly the default values. Tne user may for exam
pIe test out what would happen if radioactive substances were released in the containment. Dif
ferent kinds of displays, curves etc. are also useful in giving information about the status of the 
plant. 

The main purpose of the simple simulator is state identification. In addition it is some
times useful to know something about the history of sorne physical qua.ntities of the plant. For 
example, the information from the neurron detectors is much more reliable, if the power pro
duction has been stable during the last 24 hours than if there have been several rransients [9]. 
The history is kept by simply recording sorne critical values such as neurron flux. 

Sorne simple validation is also done in the srrategy generator. In this context. validation 
means detection of misleading information. For example, if a valve is closed or a pump 
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stopped and the adjacent pipe has a remarkable flow in it, this is considered to he a conflict sit
uation. Sorne of the information has to he wrong if the combination is not logical. 

The availability of measurements, actuators, safety systems etc. is checked and the 
resources in use in the CUITent situation are taken into account in deriving the strategies. For 
~xample, if one of the three diesels does not stan in a station blackout or if sorne detectors or 
wy other components do not work in a critical situation, different strategies are used. The 
lvailabilities are changed automatically in different conditions according 10 sorne pressure or 
lemperature limits. The user can also manually change the availabilities when testing the sys
lem. 

It is also possible to check the severity of the problem. Ali rules defining strategies are 
livided into three categories according to the priority. When a certain category is checked, ail 
proposais active in that category are repeated. This division is independent of the subsystems. 
ln subsystems there are rules of different priority levels. 

ln later versions of CAMS, where the strategy generator is integrated with the rest of the 
iyslem, the signal validation may he performed by the tracking simulator rather than by the 
itrategy generator. 

STRUCTURE OF THE INFORMATION 

The total amount of information should he organized in such a way that the users can 
find their way without getting lost. A 4 x 3 classification scheme seems natural, as indicated in 
F'ïgure 3: one classification in terms of the 4 critical safety functions, and one classification in 
:emlS of past, present, and future. Most pieces of information fit fairly naturally into one of 
:hese 12 slots. If this simple principle is followed ail through the system, it should he easy to 
lavigate, access data according to order of importance, and keep track of accident progression. 

Overview 
~ 

System 
Picture Guidance 

lB ~ 
lA iA 

'e le 
R R 

State . 
Strategy 

Trends estImatIOn Prediction 

.. 1 • 
Past Present Future 

Figure 3: InforrTUltion structure 
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PRESENTATION METHODS 

This section descrihes ideas on how to display sorne of the quantitit:s discussed earlier. 
The examples given do not necessarily represent the hest solutions with respect to accident 
management support and may he changed based on later experimentation with the CAMS sys
tem. They do, however, indicate that calculated quantities are useful complements to directly 
measured quantities with respect to enhancing the situation awareness of the accident manage
ment staff. The examples given all relate to the tracking-mode simulator and the predictive 
simulator. 

Rather than making the simulators and then see what we can use them for, we have 
started to discuss what a user would like to know, and how he would like this information to he 
presented, and then see if we can find a way to calculate the necessary quantities. 

Mass flow and energy flow 

Let us follow the mass (water and steam) in its circuit, and make so-called "motorway 
plots" showing the mass flow and the associated energy flow. Figure 4 shows the energy flow. 
A high energy flow may simply he due to a high mass flow, .or it may be a smaller flow of 
energy-rich water or steam. The higher the temperature, and the higher the pressure, the higher 
is the energy content per unit mass. In addition, steam is more energy-rich than water at the 
same tempe rature and pressure. 

In the reactor a certain amount of power is developed, illustrated by the arrow coming 
from the atom symbol. About one third of this will eventually leave the plant as mechanical 
work, indicated by the arrow pointing at the rotating shaft of the turbine. About two thirds will 
end up in the cooling water at the condenser, indicated by the wavy lines. 

There is an energy flow associated with the flow of feedwater into the reactor. The 
energy flow associated with the steam out of the reactor is higher than the energy flow associ
ated with the feedwater. However, in the situation shown, the energy f10w out of the reactor is 
a little bit smaller than we should expect. The plot does not tell us why. 'me disagreement is 
shown as the thin white rectangle. But whatever the reason, energy is c1early piling up in the 
reactor. This will usually imply increasing temperature. The length of the upward white arrow 
indicate the rate of increase: it is quite small. It is normal that there is some fluctuation in the 
rate of change, sometimes it is a linle positive and sometirnes a little negative. But the column 
just above shows the energy content in the reactor just now. At the side of the column the nor
mal energy content is shown. The energy content is unusually high, in this case the energy con
tent has not heen fluctuating, there has heen a slow but steady increase of the energy content of 
the reactor. 

We also see that there is a small leakage at the reactor, shown in a waming colour 
(shown in black when printed). As the energy flow of the leakage is high and the mass flow is 
low. it must he a steam leakage, not a water leakage. 
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Figure 4: Energy fIow and build-up 
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In the turbine the steam does mechanicaI work, symbolized by the arrow pointing to the 
rotating shaft, therefore the energy associated with the steam out of the turbine is smalIer than 
the that of the incoming steam. In the case shown, the energy of the outgoing steam is at the 
moment a bit higher than expected, and the energy content of the turbin<: is therefore decreas
ing. Perhaps the turbine is cooling down, or perhaps it is slowing down, we cannot tell from the 
diagram. The negative rate of change of the turbine energy content is indicated by the down
ward white arrow. Here the rate of change is 50 strongly negative that it is of concem, while 
the instantaneous value of the energy content is still close 10 normal. 

We also see the steam extraction points at the turbine, directing considerable amounts of 
energy to the low-pressure preheater and the high-pressure preheater. 

In the condenser heat is taken away by the sea water. indicated by the wavy lines, and the 
steam will condense to water. We see that the energy content of the condenser is constant in 
time in the situation shown. 

We aI50 notice that there is some energy increase in the LP preheater and sorne energy 
decrease in the HP preheater. Otherwise, things are close 10 normal. 

As for the corresponding motorway plot of the mass flow, nO! shown here, it is similar to 
the energy flow, but simpler, as mass does not enter the circuit at the reactor nor does it leave 
the circuit at the turbine and at the condenser. Leakages are of course SI=en in both diagrams. 
Water leakages and steam leakages can he distinguished by the energy-to-mass ratio, and the 
two sons of leakages are shown in different warning colours (both shown as black when 
printed). 

Mass and energy balance in a component 

Whereas a motorway plot shows either mass flow or energy flow, the picture in Figure 5 
shows both at the sarne time, in vector form, but only for a given component. Mass flow is 
shown on the horiwntal axis and energy flow on the venicaI. The feedwater is relatively 
energy-poor, its vector is aImost horizontal. The produced steam has about the same mass 
component. but a much larger energy component than the feedwater. The heat from the nuclear 
reactions is pure energy and therefore vertical. The leakage must he a water leakage, a steam 
leakage would he steeper. Ali these flows do not add up to zero, the sum is slightly negative in 
both components. which means that mass as weil as energy are decreasing in the reactor in this 
moment. It cannot he the same case as was shown in the motorway diagram. 

Temperature profile in a fuel element 

It is considered important 10 monitor the reactor core in accident a!. weil as normal oper
ationaI conditions. The power distribution and other core conditions are compared against the 
core operation aI and safety limitations. There are limits on linear power peaking factors, DNB
margin (Departure from Nucleate Boiling) and PCI (Pellet-Clad Interaction) to prevent fuel 
failures. 

One way 10 detect problems in the core is to look at the fuel elements and monitor the 
status of criticaI fuel rods. see Figure 6. We propose to show a cross section of the maximum 
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Figure 5: Mass and encrgy balance in a single comf'oncnt 
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rated rod with the temperature profile in the fuel, cladding and to the surface of the rod. The 
limit in the fuel is the melting point of U~ - 2800 degrees centigrade. The temperature Iimit 
in the c1adding is about 800 degrees centigrade when the metal - water interaction, the zirco
nium oxidation process, stans. 

We should be able to calculate such temperature profiles with a simulator available and 
produce history and predictions of the fuel rod centre temperature and cladding temperature. In 
severe accident conditions il is proposed lO show the fraction of zirconium which has oxidised 
and the amount of melted fuel. 

Conditions in the containment in severe accidents 

The display shown in Figure 7 describes various conditions in the containment, in the 
case shown there has been a melt-through of the reactor vessel just in this moment. The acci
dent will be mitigated by pumping water into the dry weIl. Later there will also be an automatic 
ventilation of the containment to avoid too high pressure. 

The middle picture in the upper half of the sereen tells you at a glance how much water is 
available and where it is. To the left you have the relation between wateT Ievels and volumes; 
the kinks of the curve come from the varying cross-section of the dry weil and of the condensa
tion pool. To the right you see how the water levels have varied up lO now; the dry weil has 
been just that and in the condensation pool the level has been constant. But they are going to 
increase in the future, when water is pumped in. 

The two bottom pictures show the temperature and the pressure in the dry-weil and in the 
condensation pool. If you pour in water as intended, the temperature will decrease and the 
water vapour will therefore he condensed, thereby the pressure also is reduced. In the case 
shown, all cooling systems are out of function, and as the temperature builds up due to the 
decay power, the temperature will again increase. The automatic ventilation opens, and non
condensable gases run out. 

CONCLUSION: COMPUTERS ARE RETIER THAN HUMANS, AND HUMANS ARE 
RETIER THAN COMPUTERS 

We think that already at this early stage of the project we can conclude that simulation 
can be a useful tool for operators and technical suppon staff in an accident situation. This 
applies to trac king simulation as weil as predictive simulation. Of course, both state estimates 
and predictions will only be approximate. But the alternative is essentially more or less intelli
gent guesswork. And we are confident that at least some of the detailed phenomena that take 
place in a nuclear power plant in an accident situation are more accessible to computation than 
to common-sense evaluation. Humans are however better than computers in keeping track of 
the broad lines. and completely superior to computers in handling the unexpected. Computers 
should be used for what the y are really good at: transforming information from onc form into 
another. In the CAMS project, this propeny is utilized in transforming what can be easily 
rneasured into what can be easily understood. 

ln a critical sItuation, when ail possibilities seem bad and your blood is hammering in 
yom \lelnS, il is easy 10 lose the control of yourself as weil as of the plant, getting paralysed and 
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Figure 7: Contai/uneM 



forgetting ail you have learnt. The cool help of a strategy generator may then be welcome. 
Even an imperfect strategy is better than none, as strategies - machine-made as weil as man
made - can be tested by detailed simulation before carried out. 
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ABSTRACT. 

In the operator oriented severe accident training organized by Westinghouse, the c1assroom 
discussions on typical severe accident phenomena are complemented with the evaluation of 
fu\1y analysed accident scenarios. These scenarios a\1ow one to put into perspective the 
beneficial and detrimental effects of various phenomena, the advantage~; and disadvantages 
of specifie operator actions and an appreciation of the global picture. 

Several examples of this approach are given in this paper. They show the direct relation 
between the primary system and containment response during a core melt accident. The 
complexity of using special severe accident hardware is also illustrated 1: 1,2]. 

The MAAP-code and its graphical interface MAAP-GRAAPH are used in the trammg 
sessions. Additionally systematic and procedure-based operator interventions and exercises 
are presented based mainly on the Westinghouse Beyond Emergency Response Guidelines (3). 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

The first core damage mitigation and severe accident management courses were developed 
during the eighties within Westinghouse. Initially they focused on the indications and pheno
menology of severe accidents. A large emphasis is placed on the beneficial effects of operator 
actions taken to mitigate the damage to the core. Operator intervention is based on monitoring 
of safety functions in the plant. The effectiveness of such actions is shown by doing exercises 
on an Engineering Simulator. The scope of the simulator sessions is mainly to provide a 
conceptual understanding of the plant behaviour after one or more drasr:ic operator actions. 
A comparison of the different recovery strategies in teTlns of the speed of recovery is a 
crucial training issue. 

The behaviour of the plant is originally analysed up to the onset of core degradation and only 
extrapolatIOns can be done on thl' Engineering Simulator with respect to e.g. the time to 
ve,sel failure. Another item lacking is a detailed evaluation of the in-containment phenomena 
tluring a severe accident progression. Only theoretical discussions were possible on the core 
Illelt prm::c~., and its out-of-vessel consequences. 
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Improvements with respect to the operator-oriented training approach for severe accidents 
have been made based on two areas of expertise gained within Westinghouse. 

The first large effort in understanding and modelling the operator interaction with a severe 
accident progression is in the framework of writing a set of Beyond Emergency Response 
Guidelines for the Swedish Nuclear Power Plants. These procedures uniquely deal with severe 
accidents. Severe accidents have been defined as core melt accidents which challenge the 
reactor vessel and containment integrity. The extension of the Emergency Response 
Guidelines into this area creates a need for analysis of many new accident scenarios and 
understanding the impact of operator actions. The MAAP code was used as the working-tool 
in this analysis. Many of the sensitivity studies refeITed to in the background documentation 
of these procedures still serve as case studies in the actual training courses for nuclear power 
plant operators. 

The second source of operator oriented information and training material cornes from the 
level 2 probabilistic risk assessment studies and the more recent individual plant examinations 
carried out by Westinghouse. When applying a best estimate approach to the analysis of the 
invessel and exvessel behaviour during a severe accident, e.g. by modelling realistically 
operator actions even if they are not expected to bring full recovery, il became evident thal 
extreme care must be taken to evaluate the benefit of certain interventions on the accident 
progression. A distinction must be made between the short term and the long term effects of 
such actions, and an understanding must be gained about the time available for the operator 
or technical support staff to evaluate different recovery strategies. 

These two items of operator-oriented severe accident training are further discussed in this 
paper, including sorne examples and case-studies. 

2. PROCEDURE BASED OPERATOR ACTIONS DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTS. 

2.1. Phenomenological understanding of the necessity and effects of operaJor actions. 

When discussing the progression of typical severe accidents in nuclear power plants, ail too 
often the severity of the underlying assumptions are not fully understood. 

A typical ex ample is the scenario of a full station blackout accident. This accident is quite 
often used as a reference case which allows the plant state to degrade from a lack of residual 
heat removal, by loss of forced tlow and secondary si de feedwater, to a loss of coolant 
through the primary pumps seals, into a high pressure core heatup, core mel! and vessel 
failure in a few hours. 

Depending upon the plant layout, it should be remembered that in such scenario a crucial role 
is played by the turbine driven allxiliary feedwater pump(s). The pllmps allow for secondary 
side depressurization, a cooldown from the primary side and a reduction of the seal 
degradation process. The time gained by such action might be many hours which allows a 
larger margin for both electrical power recovery and the evaluation of other possible core 
damage mitigation strategies. 
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a. Beneficiai operator actions before vesse/ fai/ure. 

One of the beneficial actions that the operator can take in this case, and one which has a 
direct impact on the primary system status, is the opening of the battery powered relief valves 
(PORVs) on the pressurizer. This action effectively increases the LOCA size and could as 
such accelerate core damage. That is why it is only called for in the emergency response 
guidelines after core uncovery has already occured. The valves are opened with the hope that 
the primary system pressure cornes down to the point of accumulator injection. This water 
supply to the primary system will give a significant gain in the time to a (second) core 
uncovery. lt is understood that if electrical power is not reestablished, the subject scenario 
will stilllead to melting of the core. The accident progression, however, is completely differ
ent from the case where no operator intervention would have been modelled. Differences in 
accident evolutions when not opening any, one or three relief valves on the pressurizer, when 
the core exit thermocouples indicate 650 degrees C (taken as selection criterion) are shown 
in table 1. Primary system pressure and reactor vessel mixture level are shown in figures 1 
and 2. 

Severe Accident Aspect No RVopen 1 RVopen 3 RV open 

Time to core uncovery 1.9 hr 4.8 hr 3.4 hr 

Time to vessel failure 3.7 hr 6.3 hr 5.1 hr 

Primary pressure at reactor vessel 160 bar < 10 bar < 10 bar 
failure 
abTe 1: Timing Of important acüi!ent jifienomena as a7finction of t l'actions taken t o 

minimize the accident consequences 
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Figure 1 : Primary system pressure (in Pa) in a typical sta
tion b/ackour scenario, with or without primary system de
pressurization. (pzr stands for pressurizer) 

This group of sensitivity 
studies can be presented 
on paper to the operators . 
They, however, have a 
bigger impact on training 
if movies of preanalysed 
accident scenarios using 
the MAAP-GRAAPH 
interactive replay features 
are shown. In this way the 
operators get a feeling for 
the difficulty of analysing 
in advance the benefit of a 
particular action. The 
operators also familiarize 
thernselves with the link 
between the core melt 
progression in the vessel 

on the one hand and the containment parameters (pressure, temperature, hydrogen and fission 
product concentrations ... ) on the other hand. 



b. Sensitivity studies and 
modelling changes. 

To illustrate the relation 
between the primary sys
tem and the containment 
source term, another 
example is given in which 
an effect, similar to the 
above manual depressuri
zation, occurs due to 
creep rupture of the hot 
leg piping. Such a creep 
rupture is estimated to 
have a significant proba
bility when the primary 
system pressure and metal 
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Figure 2 : ReaCfor vessel mixture level (in m) in a typical 
station blackoUf scenario, wirh or without primary system de
pressurizution. (if srands for vessel failure) 

temperatures remain high for a suftÏcient time. The rupture will cause a depressurization of 
the primary system and subsequent injection of the accumulator water. H, therefore, has an 
effect on the primary system parmeters which is similar to the manual depressurization shown 
in figures 1 and 2 above. This time, however, attention will be paid especially to the evolu
tion of the containment parameters. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the containment pressure response and the fraction of CsIlRbI released 
from the containment in the case with and without creep rupture of the hot leg. 

Sens case ,... ... 

208E-e'j 

Figure 3 : Conrainll1ellf pressure respo/lse (in Pa) dl/ring a 
.l'ration blackour and core /IIelr lIccidellf IVirh or lVirhour creep 
rupture (!l rhe hot leg. 

The effect of having a 
large opening in the pri
mary system during core 
melt is clearly visible. A 
remarkably higher con
tain ment pressure before 
and after reactor vessel 
failure is present in the 
case including the creep 
rupture. This effect is 
somewhat surprising since 
the primary system has a 
lower pressure at the time 
of reactor vessel failure 
when compared to the 
base case. Also the timing 
of the subsequent contain-
ment pressurization and 

opening of the containment tïltered vent (designed to open at 5 bar and reclose at 3.5 bar in 
this case) is different between the two cases. 



Figure 4 shows another 
negative effeet of creep 
rupture. The high con
centration of CsI in the 
con tain ment will increase 
the source term signifi
cantly. The system res
ponse is similar to the 
manual depressurization 
as discussed above. A 
similar disadvantage can 
he expected when the 
pressurizer relief valves 
are opened during core 
heatup. This case illu
strates the care which 
must he taken in promot
ing or preventing actions 
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.IIIE .. .- - .--
Fipre 4 : Csl/Rbl fraction released from (he cOfllainmefll du
ring a station blockout and core melt accidefll with or without 
creep rupture of the hot leg. 

or phenomena from happening. When analysing this scenario the operators realize the impor
tance of an integrated approach. Such an approach must of course account for the existing 
severe accident related hardware, like the containment integrity toQls present at the Swedish 
nuc\ear power plants. These tools are touched upon below. 

.~~Ir-~--~--~~--~--~~--~~~. _ .......... : 

lise 

.IllE'" 
._ .. 

Figure S : Eroded concrete depth (in m) due to core concrete 
interaction during a station blackout type accident scenario 
where the corium spread out area is divided by IWO. 

After the reactor vessel 
has failed in an accident 
scenario like the one de
scribed above, the effeet 
of operator actions can 
still he enormous. An 
example is the importance 
of having water available 
in the sump of the con
tainment to quench the 
corium. This is one rea
son that the Swedish 
power plants have in 
addition to the normal 
internai spray in the con
tainment, an emergency 
spray which allows water 
from a separate source to 

be sprayed in the containment by means of a mobile pump mounted on a truck. In order to 
judge the suceess of such accident management measures, however, the assumptions taken, 
e.g. with respect to the corium spread out area in the containment, will also have an impact. 
Therefore, a comparison of the containment pressure response after corium quench for two 
cases where the corium spread out area is divided by two, is given in figures 5 and 6 (not 
specifically for a Swedish type of containment). 



It is cJear that both the 
rate of con tain ment pres
surization and the rate of 
core-concrete interaction 
are much higher in cases 
where the corium is pres
ent in a thicker layer. 
Although this effect is 
mainly a modelling sen
sitivity which is not under 
operator control, the case 
makes the operator realize 
that there can be all kinds 
of unexpected events, 
which alter e.g. the out
come of an operator 
action. 
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Figure 6 : COnlainmenl pressurization (in Pa) during a sta
tion blackout type accident scenario where the corium spread 
out area is divided by two in the sensitivity study. 

2.2. Reference case: The Beyond Emergency Response Guideünes 

In the middle of the eighties an onset was made with the installation of severe accident 
mitigation or containment integrity management hardware in all the Swedish nucJear power 
plants. This measure also necessitated the development of operator guidance both to use this 
hardware and to implement new containment integrity strategies which would not have been 
possible without the hardware. The new procedures implementing these ideas are called the 
Beyond Emergency Response Guidelines (BERGs). It is very informative for the nucJear 
power plant operators who must be trained on severe accident issues to examine the Swedish 
BERGs even if no corresponding hardware is present at their power plant. 

a. Reactor vessel fai/ure diagnostic. 

A striking example of the necessity to provide operator support is the systematic reactor 
vessel failure diagnostic. It might at first sight seem unrealistic that one has problems in 
knowing if the reactor vessel has failed, but the operators only have access to the control 
room data which may show complex and confusing information during a core melt accident 
progression. 

To make the operators realize the relevancy of a reactor vessel failure diagnostic, which is 
normally carried out by the technical support center, the operators are asked during the 
training to state the different phenomena or evolutions of parameters which might indicate a 
failure of the reactor vesse!. For many indications, masking effects can be found which 
obscure the actualplant state. This is the reason whya systematic approach is necessary. To 
indicate how difficult this analysis can be, a summary of key indications and their possible 
masking is given in table 2. The decision tree for use by the technical support staff is given 
in figure 7. 
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C,~oc,oo ,ympmm 

1. Fnmary pressure 

2. Containment 
1)ressure 

3. Containment 
-.~mperature 

4. Containment H2 

concentration 

Expected trend at reac
tor vessel failure 

Sharp deerease 

Sharp increase with 1 

Sharp increase to 
superheating 

No deerease after 2 
did happen 

5. Containment Indicate high level of 
k:_ildiation level core damage 
Tah.~e 2: Main symptoms a mas ing e 

b. M'nimization of radiological releases. 

Possible masking effect 

Already depressurized before due 
to operator action or a failure 

---lI 

Other pressure spikes from depres
surization or H2 burn or no pres-
sure spi ke at ail 

Creep rupture or H2 burn spike or 
lack of water in the sump 

Filtered vent opening or impaired 
containment or H2 burn just before 

Relief valve opening before or 
after 

s. 

Anü!ler item of crucial importance to the operator severe accident training is the discussion 
on \"'~ minimization of the offsite radiological releases. This aspect is again inspired by the 
BER(is. Il is very instructive to evaluate the consequences of pressure reduction actions taken 
in tb' containment after the molten corium has been ejected from the reactor vessel. The 
nere:;sary elements to understand the complexity of this scenario are the knowledge that an 
al'1o.nt of hydrogen is normally present in the containment after core melt, that most of the 
cont;,'nment atmosphere will consist of steam, and that containment spray can have both a 
bef't"lcial and a dangerous effeet. The containment spray offers an effective way to decrease 
the containment pressure by condensing the steam in the atmosphere, but it also increases the 
rela:l\'e concentration of hydrogen with the danger to produce a flammmable mixture. 

ThE' dements entering the judgement proces for a pressure reduction decision are therefore 
the k.akage rate from the containment at a certain pressure PI> the possibility of opening the 
cont/! nment filtered vent when experiencing a hydrogen burn, giving rise to a pressure peak 
Pz, "'ld the reduced leakage rate after the pressure reduction at a pressure P3 - This is 
ill Il st 'ated in figure 8. 

The ('lmparison between the two alternatives must be evaluated as follows : 

'" Th'.' release of a fission product species i through containment leakage Ril at a certain pres
sure; is : 

C*P*;;*t 
Ril = 

g*V 

whc~',' f, is the mass fraction of core inventory of fission product species i released in the 
containment atmosphere 



g is the density of the gas mixture 
at containment conditions (kg/m3

) 

V is the containment free volume 
(ml) 

C is the constant ratio between the 
gas flow rate (kg/s) and the contain
ment pressure P for critical flow 

t is the time the leakage through the 
con tain ment at pressure P continues 
in seconds 
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p. 

- - - - VENT SE'TPOINT 
P. _._._._. ____ ._ WITHOUT SPRAY 

I! - WlTH SPRAY 

L--_________ TlME 

FIgUre 8 : Benefit of the pressure reduction, 
depends on the releases when remaining al Pl' 
compared to the releasts through the filter at 
P2 and the releases at a lower Pj. 

* the release of a fission product species i through the filter vent Riv at a pressure P is : 

Riv = 
DFj * g * V 

where: Wv is the mass flow rate in kg/s through the containment fiItered vent 

DE; is the decontamination factor of the containment filtered vent for a species i 

t' is the duration the tiltered vent is in operation in seconds 

* Referring to figure 8, the decision on the depressurization strategy in those cases where 
possible hydrogen bum would give rise to tiltered vent opening, will be : 

+ Depressurization is preferential (gives a reduction in radiological releases) when : 

( Riv at Pdor time t' + Ri! at Pj for lime t) < ( Ril at PI for time t ) 

This is function of the ratio t to t', the type of species i (because this determines the DF), 
the magnitude of the pressure reduction (DP = Pj - PI ), the flow rate through the tilter (Wv) 

and the magnitude of the containment leakage (determined by C). For the latter two, typical 
design values are used, so that the operator in case of accident will be able to make a 
comparison as follows : 

+ Depressurization is preferential if : 

Wv * t' 
t > for species i 

DFj * C*DP 

With characteristic parameters this becomes t > 68 s for aerosols and t > 9 hours for noble 
gases. 
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80th the knowledge of the actual containment atmospheric composition (especially the amount 
of hydrogen) and the expected time the accident will maintain elevated pressure in the 
containment, are to be weil understood by the operator. The radioactivity present in the 
containment and the removal processes which decrease the concentration of aerosols in the 
containment are also important parameters for his judgement. The MAAP code offers also 
here the opportunity to show the results of different sensitivity studies on these items. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown in this paper that it is of crucial importance for the implementation of an 
operator-based severe accident management program that the operator is familiar with the 
major phenomena of a typica1 severe accident progression. He needs to realize that time is 
a crucial factor and that almost any action to prolong the time before core uncovery or vessel 
failure will be recommended. On the other band a coosciousness must be created with respect 
to how an operator action will influence the further accident progression and why a beneticial 
action for the reactor vessel might negatively impact sorne containment related parameters. 
This phenomenon was shown when eva1uating the effect of primary side pressure reduction 
on the containment pressure and the amount of radioactive aerosols present in the 
containment. . 

Finally it is stressed that only interactive exercises will farniliarize the operator with the 
difficulty of both evaluating the degraded situation during a severe accident and the 
assessment of the benetit of the actions taken. The presentation of many sensitivity studies 
in a global frame and playing movies which show operator interaction during the accident 
progression coostitute essential elements in the conceptual training program for severe acci
dent management. 
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ABSTRACT 

The SIPA simulator, the fruit of studies and thinking on the prevention of severe accidents carried out 
as a result of the TMI accident, has been operation al for more than a year. This is true of: 

- the simulator proper, with its special man-machine interface, panicularly its PedagogicaI Station, 
which displays, as on an X-ray, the innermost detaiIs of the behavior of the NSSS, 

- the first two configurations modeled (CPI-900 MW and P4-1300 MW), 

- the related software engineering workshop: SWORD. 

It meets fully, as witncss the first repons for the previous training year, with its initial objectives: the 
prevention of severe accidents. Those who have trained on EDFs SIPA simulator and who today are 
for the most pan Shift Safety Advisers and Operation Managers, have declared themselves to be, on 
the whole, very satisfied with the type of training provided by il. The "active" teaching approach used 
means that they can acquire new knowledge and deepen Iheir understanding of physical phenomena. 
Other training courses on SIPA are being organized and will apply to top-ranking EDF officiaIs, 
crisis team members, study engineers and clients from abroad. 

A training course on the operation and safety of PWR's is also being organized on the SIPA 
simulator of IPSN (French Nuclear Protection and Safety Institute) for s<lfety analysis engineers. 

A number of developments are planned for SIPA. These mainly concem: 

- data-packages: PWR N4 (1400 MW), the PWR 2000 project, PWR CPO ... and also YYER will be 
added to the current PWR 900 MW (CPI) and PWR 13(X) MW (P4) con::ïgurations. 

- new codes: CATHARE Il vl.4, to give better representation of the behavior of the NSSS; 
LIBELLULE and COCCINELLE for more sophisticated neutronics; MAAP or ESCADRE for the 
simulation of severe accidents. 

- interface configurators: the development of a configurator of "soft-panels" coupled to SIPA; of an 
automatic pedagogical image configurator; of a convention al interface configurator. All these 100ls 
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will be integrated into the SWORD workshop and may be of interest not only for updating existing 
EDF simulators (full scale or otherwise), but also foreign utilities (and/or safety authorities). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The impact on the French nuc\ear field of the "severe" accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) was 
considerable, as a quick glance backwards in rime shows: 

- development of the Safety Panel in the control room, to provide funher aid to the utility during 
disturbed situations, 

- installation of a core cooling monitor in the control room to provide information such as the 
saturation margin(lŒSA T) and the core outlet temperature qualified as accident (TRIC), 

- creation of the jobs of Shift Safety Advisers (SSA) and the SPI and SPE monitoring 
procedures to ensure that safety objectives are respected, 

- improvement of the control rooms (control desks, mimic diagrams), 

- implantation of "beyond design basis" control procedures (H et U). 

Other effects, occurring later in time, are also to be noted: 

- modification of the KIT (a computerized system for centralized processing and restitution of 
information), 

- installation of the vessel level measuring system, 

- development and widespread use of the accident control mode using the State-Oriented 
Approach, 

- widespread use of Computerized Lockout Aid, 

- taking into cOllsideration the lessolls karnt from TMI concerning crisis management 
(especially with respect to media information), 

- creation of the SIPA concept and its manufacture. 

The way that ail this led up to the concept of the SIPA simulator, one of whose objectives is to train 
engineers and opera tors , gives us a new meaning for the abbreviation TMI: "Training Main 
Innovation" . 

It should, however, be noted that the advanced thermohydraulic design code CATHARE - a French 
code developed by EDF, the CEA and FRAMATOME, the real time version of which CATHARE
SIMU is the very core of the SIPA simulator Il] - was already in existence before the Three Mile 
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Island accident, the decision to develop it dating back 20 yeaTS. The current project of 
"CA THARISA TION" of French simulators is based on this design code. 

The SIPA simulator has been presented on several occasions [4],[5], the most noteworthy of these 
being during the CS NI Specialist Meeting in Lappeenranta, Finland, in June 92 [2]. As a brief 
reminder, the simulator is currently made up of: 

- two simulation configurations, based on the thermohydraulk CA THARE-SIMU code, 
simulating respectively the behavior of a French PWR 900 MW power plant and a French PWR 
1300 MW power plant, 

- a system for supervising the operation of the simulator and th,~ management of the Man
Machine Interface, itself made up of: 

· a main control desk using graphic work stations for running and control (appendix 1), 
· pedagogical stations which give an X-ray-like display of the internal behavior of the 
NSSS (appendix 2), 
· the SSA station - a replica of the one in the power plants - to link the simulation on 
SIPA to the display facilities available to the SSA's on site, 

- a software workshop SWORD (Software Workshop Oriented towards Research and 
Development), [3], whose purpose is to produce and manage simulation configurations. 

The objective of the study and training simulator SIPA ("SImulateur Post-Incidentel, Post-Accidentel 
ou Pré-Accident-Grave") is to provide, by means of training for engineers and operation managers, 
crisis scenario simulations and advanced studies, better understanding of, and therefore better 
control.over, incident or accident situations in order 10 prevent them from degenerating into a "severe 
accidellt", with core meltdown and its consequences. 

We would state firmly, the n, that SIPA does not pretend to siQlulate severe accidents, 
despite a six-equation model of the NSSS ... al least not for the time being. 

II. FIRST EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK FROM TRAINING 

The developmental phase of the SIPA simulator is over. The simulator has been operation al for more 
than a year and all its specifications have been met with. The following is a report on the training of 
EDF Shift Safety Advisers and Operation Managers. The IPSN (French Nuclear Protection and 
Safety Institute), which has a second SIPA simulator, is also setting up a training program for its 
engineers on the operation and safety of pressurized water reactors. 

II.1. 1992 

The main events of 1992 and the stan of 1993 were as follows: 

- December 1991: The simulator is installed and accepted at EDFlSEPTEN (LYON), with the 
PWR 900 MW configuration. The simulator is handed over to EDF. 
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- February 92: The second SIPA simulator is instaIled and accepted by IPSN (PARIS). 

- Early April 92: training of EDF instructors. 

- June 92: 2 experimental sessions are organized to fine-tune the EDF training on PWR 
9OOMW. 

- June to September 92: the PWR 1300MW configuration is installed and accepted. 

- September to December 92: 8 EDF training sessions on the PWR 900 MW configuration, for 
a totaI of 43 trainees (4 to 6 per session). 

- December 92: an experlmental1300MW session. 

- From January to mid-April 93: 12 training sessions, 7 of which are with the 900 MW 
configuration and 5 with the 1300 MW configuration. 

In total, 35 sessions wiIl be organized in 1993 (2 of which for crisis teams: see § II.5) 

II.2. Pedagogical approach adopted 

A training session, lasting one week, is a sequence of studies of topics, (or scenarii). Each topic is 
studied in three consecutive phases: a preparation phase, a simulation phase and an analysis phase. 
Each phase lasts for a different amount of time depending on the scenario being studied and the 
behavior of the trainees. Questionnaires targeted on each scenario are used in the preparation phase 
and the trainees fill them in during the simulation phase to provide the course teaching material. The 
analysis phase can be carried out by playing back the simulated scenario on the simulator, the results 
having been recorded with this end in view. 

This "active" pedagogical.approach gave full satisfaction to the trainees. 

The topics dealt with are conventional ones (LOCA, SLB, SGLB, ... ) not only because they are an 
integral part of SIPA's field of simulation, but also because the SIPA course is intended to be a visual 
approach with realistic hypotheses of the topics dealt with during the Operating Safety Training. The 
trainees recognized that the SIPA simulator enables them to acquire new knowledge and a better 
understanding of physical phenomena, particularly through the display of the internai 
thermohydraulic behavior of the NSSS on the pedagogical station. 

II.3. Evolution observed between the initial idea and the effective implementation of 
the training course 

Both in organizational and material terms - the two being related - a marked evolution between the 
preconceived idea of the training on the SIPA simulator and the way it actually turned out was noted. 
Behind this evolution were two requests from the instructors: 

- to have a "post-analysis" configuration to play back the results recorded during the interactive 
simulation in the form of images on a control station and on a pedagogical station, 
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- to have an Instructor Station inside the simulator proper for more effective work adapted to 
the reactions of the trainees. 

The diagram in appendix 3 shows the difficulty of predicting how a Il:al prototype training simulator 
will be used. 

Il.4 Trainee satisfaction and expectations 

The questionnaires filled in at the end of each session show that 74% of the trainees were entirely 
satisfied with the course and 26% were fairly satisfied. No trainee came away from the SIPA training 
week unsatisfied. 

Although the topics dealt with were conventional ones. 98% of the tra:inees felt them to be interesting 
and claim to have learnt something new. 

SIPAis also seen as an effective and user-friendly tool which it is easy to learn how to use. The 
SIPA pedagogical station fully performs its pedagogical functions and the trainees would even Iike to 
have more pedagogical slalions in Ihe simulator room (Ihere are IWO in the current training layout: this 
number could be increased). 

Il.5 Contribution to crisis drills 

One of the objectives of SIPA is 10 be used by EDFs crisis teams (an objective shared by the IPSN 
crisis leams): 

- for preparing crisis scenarii. 

- for crisis drills proper. SIPA being used as a simulator of damaged power plant and 
transmitting information via a telephone link to the National Crisis Center in Paris. 

- for training crisis team members. 

To date. two crisis drills have been prepared on SIPA (at EDF and al Ihe IPSN): Ihese gave full 
satisfaction. Everything is technically ready for the simulator to perform a real-time simulation of a 
crisis drill. As far as the training of EDF crisis leam members on SIPA is concerned. specifications 
are being drawn up and two weeks have already been planned for November 1993. 

Another application of the Iink between SIPA and Ihe National Cri sis Center could be to IransmillO 
the SEPTEN crisis team members information deriving from the damaged pianI unit (simulated or 
otherwise). This information could be displayed on the KIT. KPS (900 MW) and TCI (1300 MW) 
diagnosis aid stations. which are pan of the SIPA simulator and which are a replica of the same 
equipment installed on units in the control rooms. 
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II.6 Other training perspectives 

Apart from the Shift Safety Advisers and the Operation Mangers - who belong to the operating tearns 
of French nuclear power plants, for whom the current SIPA training sessions apply - and apart from 
the crisis tearn members mentioned above, other populations are interested in appropriate training on 
SIPA: 

- SEPTEN design engineers and those of EDFs Direction of Equipement, who would like to 
see certain full-scale simulator courses currently on offer adapted to SIPA: full-scale simulator 
courses can be adapted to SIPA so that the trainees can concentrate on the functional aspects of 
control without being hindered by control with the real interface of the control room, 

- ail the instructors of EDF training centers, especially those in charge of operating safety 
training, 

- the engineers of the DEPT nuclear facility operating departrnent in charge of writing up 
procedures, 

- other electrical utilities (in addition to the Belgian trainees already signed up). 

III. SHORT- AND MID-TERM DEVELOPMENTS PLANNED FOR SIPA 

The SIPA simulator, currently in an operating phase, is also in evolution, with a number of 
perspectives for new short-terrn and mid-terrn developments, certain of these being already in an 
advanced state. 

111.1 Use of SIPA for the design,development and validation of control procedures 

The validation of control procedures requires long and costly inspections to guarantee the quality of 
the rules and instructions, given their criticality in terrns of safety. On the 900 MW and 1300 MW 
plant series of French units, the procedures exist only on paper, but they are going to be transcribed 
onto computerized data files to improve validation, arnongst other things. In the context of the N4 
1400 MW plant series, the control procedures will be computerized as soon as CHOOZ BI is put 
into service. 

A tool for systemizing procedure tests is being developed. This tool, known as SCOOP, from the 
French "Simule le Comportement d'une équipe d'Opérateurs appliquant une Procédure" (simulates 
the behavior of operators applying a procedure), will be coupled up to the SIPA simulator to enable 
control rules to be developed and validated by automatically applying them. 

Mock-ups have been made to demonstrate the feasibility of coupling up in this way and the 
development of the final product is under way. 
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1II.2 New codes 

111.2.1 
A new version of the CATHARE design code is being finalized. It is being brought into !ine with 
SIPA standardization. This version. CATHARE II vIA. will enable the: field ofphysical validity of 
SIPA 10 be extended. providing: 

- the contribution of 10 years of work by the CATHARE team on physkal phenomena (considerable 
improvement in the constitutive relationships of equations). which will make it possible to cover the 
whole field of normal. incident and accident operation of the primary and secondary circuit, 

- greater flexibility in topology definition (the parametrable topology of drcuits and the choice by the 
user of the related meshing. 

- 3D model1ing of elements (downcomer. primary pump •... ). 

- solving equations at the junctions between elements by a totally implidt method which will enable 
calculations of transients to be made with a greater time step. 

- modelling the secondary circuit with six equations. like the primary. based on a notion of an 
exchanger with an implicit behavior between circuits. 

- taking bto account incondensables in the primary or secondary circuits (up 10 4 per circuit). 

- water functions covering a very wide pressure range (below atmospheric pressure up 10 the pressure 
of the critical point). 
This should make it possible to widen the spectrum of guillotine break (double ended rupture) 
accidents (2*100%) and accidents with the vessel open for maintenance. 

111.2.2 
A new kinetics-neutronics calculation model will also be installed in SIPA. the aim of which is to 
satisfy the objectives of both studies and training. In-depth analysis has been carried out around the 
choice of the new kinetics-neutronics to be introduced. which will offset the imperfections of the 
current kinetics-neutronics and meet with the functional requirements: 

- description of all the states of nuc1ear power units. 
- choice of progress in the cycle. 
- choice of the control mode (A.G,x). 
- better physical relevance in terms of a more fine-tuned description of the core. 

The new model will be integrated in two parts: 

- SIPA's new neutronics will initially be a temporary kinetics included in CATHARE 2 vl.4 coupled 
with an axial neutronics (code LffiELLULE) giving the form of flux and the differential coefficients; 

- in paraUe1 with this. the code COCCINELLE ID (axial kinetics-neutronics). currently being 
developed by EDFs Studies and Research Department will be set up in SIPA. for the "studies" 
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objective, given that it will replace LIBELLULE as soon as the real time perfonnance levels are 
anained to satisfy tmining requirements. 

1II.3 Severe accident calculation 

SIPA's field of simulation currently covers accidents such as the loss of primary coolant (small or 
large break), steam line breaks outside the containment, secondary breaks within the containment, the 
break of 1 to 120 tubes for 900MW (150 for 1300MW) in the steam generator, the inadvertent 
(homogeneous) dilution, the loss of back-up cooling water, the total 10ss of steam generator 
feedwater, the (total or otherwise) loss of electrical power, of emergency panels and of diesels. These 
accidents can be simulated whatever the state of the unit, from normal cold shutdown, with the 
primary circuit vented to full power. They can occur one on top of the other. 

The SIPA simulator cornes initially within the scope of sever accident prevention. It is not designed 
today to simulate phenomena brought about by core meltdown. such as: 
- c1adding oxidation, 
- hydrogen effect, 
- release of fission products, 
- corium concrete intemction, 
- direct containment heating. 

The introduction of codes to simulate the se phenomena into SIPA is an important objective. This 
simulation of severe accidents may be based on design codes such as the well-known American 
MAAP code, or ESCADRE, a system of codes developed by the IPSN, which aims to detennine and 
to analyze the mdiological consequences of a severe accident. The IPSN intends initially tO introduce 
the VULCAIN (thennohydraulics of the primary circuit. core degrddation and the emission of fission 
products) and JERICHO codes (thennohydraulics of the containment), derived from EDFs PAREO 
code. 

111.4 Incorporation of new data sets 

A new data-package will, in the near future, provide a version which is representative of the units of 
the N4 (1400 MW) plant series, as a prelude to a specific N4 simulator, still more specific. devoted to 
engineering and training. Ultimately, a PWR 2(x)(} project data-package is planned, a recasting in 
accordance with SIPA standards of the BUGEY simulator and the production of the FESSENHEIM 
(CPO) simulator. 

HI.5 MisceIIaneous improvements or developments 

III.S.l 
A development of the SIPA pedagogical station is currently under way. It mainly concerns the 
improvement of the quality of the imagery (reworking of cenain geometries and modifications of 
certain representations) .. 

For various applications, EDF also plans to develop an automatic pedagogical image configurator 
(A PIC, Automatic Pedagogic Image Configurator) which will be applicable to future N4 
configurations, to the BETHSY test loop model and even to the VVER's. 
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111.5.2 
A new interface configurator, in the same way as the control stations and the pedagogie al stations, 
will be integrated into the SWORD workshop. This is a conventional interface configurator (CICL), 
which will be used for the new full-scale simulators of the CPO plant series and which can then be 
recuperated for updating other existing full-scale simulators. CICL will also be a product that is likeIy 
to interest other countries. 

Il 1.5.3 
With a view to exponing simulators based on the SIPA concept (control stations on work stations) 
but with man/machine interfaces that must be more representative of the real environment of a control 
room, a RITO interface configurator has been specified. The term RITO, standing for "Répliques 
Intégrales en Trompe l'Oeil", is more commonly known as "sofl panels". A product such as this, 
which will also be part of the SWORD workshop, can be used 10 represenl any type of power plant 
(PWR, VVER, ... ) and will probably also he used, outside exportation, to make "full-scope 2D" 
simulators on each of the EDF sites. 

All these developments of the man/machine interface will he compal:ible wilh the present or future 
lreatment of (severe) accidents. 

IV. CONCLVSION / LONG TERM PERSPECTIVES 

The S/PA simulalOr, the fruit of studies and thinking on the prevention of severe accidents carried out 
after the TMI accident, meets fully, as witness the first repons for the previous training year, with its 
initial objectives. ln its operational phase for more than a year, it's evolutÎons will he numerous, 
involving physics (neutronics, thermohydraulics, severe accidents), data-packages, man/machine 
interfaces and organization (new types of training, use during crisis drills and modemization of data
processing architecture) 

Used currently as an "off line" simulator, SIPA is also one of the bases for thinking which may lead 
to the production of 'lll "on-line" simulator, which, when connected up to a power plant may one day 
be a lOol for assistance in the "real time" control of an accident. But EDF and the IPSN are not really 
gÎving thought to this for the moment. 
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MATERIAL EVOLUTIONS OF SIPA FOR TRAINING 

Original prevision (1987) 

revolving ___ -\_ 

\i DASP/SSA (8 CRT's) 

\) OASP 

~
PPOG ( Pedagogical 
Stations) 

-2 

Initial prevision (from 1990 to df{'fmhfr 199]) 1 f':::--.., 
1 ~ (Instructor Station) 

~~,,« •• ~ ~-------
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 ~PPDG 

Aftllal "se 

Q DASP/SSA (6screens) \.:J 
D DASP 

\\ DASP 

~I/ "'
\\ -

\....-1 r 

1 Operators 

PPOG 

B Training Simulator 

* These two stations are often used to perform a second simuJator running 
simultaneously on the training network. 
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A TRAINING SIMULATOR TO SUPPORT THE LOVIlSA VVER-440 
SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME 

R. Sairanen 
Technical Research Centre of Finland 

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory 
P.O. Box 208 

SF-02151 Espoo, Finland 

ahstract 

A simulation tool for trammg of operators and technical suppœt personnel for severe 
accidents is being developed at VTT. The system will be accompli shed by implementing 
severe accident models into the APROS -Advanced Process Simula':or- environ ment. which 
already includes a model of the Loviisa VVER-440 plant. The system development is closely 
coupled with the plant severe accident management programme. 

The Loviisa severe accident management programme consists of four high level actions: 
primary system depressurization, retention of molten core within the pressure vessel, hydrogen 
control and containment external spray cooling. The training system will at the first stage 
simulate in simple tenns the key phenomena associated with these adions and their effect on 
the plant response. The paper desnibes the system objectives, outline and modelling 
philosophy. 

A paper to be presented at the OECD/NEA/CSNI Specialist Meeting on Operator Aids for 
Severe A<.:cident Management and Training (SAMOA) 

Halden, Norway Xth to IOth June, 1 YY3 
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1. lNTiWDUC1'tON 

A comprehensive severe accident managerilent (SAM) strategy is being developed by Imatran 
Voima Oy (IVO) for the Loviisa nudear power plant [1]. The basis of the strategy lies in 
identification of the conceivable plant core melt scenarios and the associated phenomenology 
by a Level- t PSA. The PSA results have been used to formulate a highly plant-specifil: 
approach, that takes advantage of the plant favourable features and tries to eliminate the 
identified weak. points and uncertainties by ditecting the accident progression into a safe end 
statè. The concept has resulted in a SAM plan that inc1udes plant hardware changes and a 
limited number of high level accident management actions. 

Successful implementation of the SAM programme requires that the operators and the 
technical support personnel understand the plant severe accident behaviour, and are trained to 
conduct the SAM actions. ln addition to properly diagnosing the accident progression and 
applying the recovery actions, the operators and the support personnel must also be familiar 
with possible negative side effects and with the key indicators that can be used to verify the 
success of the actions. 

The objective forlils the framework for deve10pment of a simulation tool for severe accident 
training and demonstration purposes, recently commenced at the Technical Research Centre 
of Finland (VTT). Instead of directly developing the system on the Loviisa training simulator, 
It was decided to utilize the flexible APROS simulation environment and the Loviisa nuc1ear 
power plant analyier built with il. This is thought to simplify and speed up the development 
work so thilt a system for demonstration purposes can be at:hieved within a reasonable time 
frame. A training simulator can be later built based on the APROS system. Alternatively, the 
APROS modular structure enables transfer of the developed severe accident routines into the 
training simUlator environ ment. 

2. T",,: PLANT SPI<:ClnC "'I<:ATURI<:S 

The Loviisa plant comprises two Soviet-designed VVER-440 PWRs furnished with ice
condenser contaimilents. Figures 1 and 2 give a schematic view of the Loviisa containment 
and primary system. The plant has several unique charat:teristics that determine the plant 
behaviour in a hypothetical core melt accident: 

The reactor operating power is lo.w: 465 MW(e), 1375 MW (th). 

The primary circuit incorporates ft horizontal steam generators and a large pressure vessel 
lower plenum. The water inventory in the primary and secondary sides is large in relation to 
the low reactor power, which implies very long response times for core degradiation in station 
blackout, loss-of-feedwater and small break accident~ (See Table 1). The horizontal steam 
genemtor design, in wnjunction with loop seals, prec1udes countercutrent flow natural 
circulation of hot gases in the hot legs and the associated thermal loadings to the steam \ 
genemtor tubes. 
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Figure 1. The Loviisa ice-condenser containment. 

HPI core 

Figure 2. The Loviisa primary circuit. 
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The fuel bundles are hexagonal and surrounded by shrouds. Instead of typical PWR control 
rods. YYER-440 reactors have control assemblies of the same cross section as fuel bundles 
consisting of a boron steel absorber tube attached on top of a nearly standard fuel bundle. The 
control assemblies markedly influence the early stages of the melt process. Upon core heat-up 
the steel portions of the control assemblies are assumed to melt before major core 
degradiation, creating an open core configuration. The subsequent core melting occurs in 
sm ail individual pools gradually relocating to the lower plenum. The large coolant inventory 
of the lower plenum assures quenching and an additional long delay before dryout and 
remelting. 

The pressure vessel is located in a small, dead-end cavity. The design eliminates concerns for 
direct containment heating, but has a disadvantage of low tolerance for energetic melt ejection 
from the reactor pressure vesse!. The cavity design together with the water flow from the ice
condensers ensure that the reactor vessel will be submerged in almost ail conceivable severe 
accident sequences. Due to the long response times the decay heat of a melt pool located in 
the pressure vessel lower head is low (See Table 1). 

The free volume, 57 000 m', of the ice-condenser containment equals that of a large dry 
containment, and has hence a high free volume to power ratio. The design pressure of the 
containment is, however, low: 1.7 bar, and the structural pressure capability against a gross 
failure has been estimated 3.25 bars. A significant feature from the hydrogen control 
viewpoint is that no air return fans exist. The ice-condenser geometry insures well-mixed 
containment atmosphere for non-energetic releases from the reactor vesse!. Due to the 
vulnerability of the containment shell to collapse under negative pressures, filtered venting 
has been considered as a non-viable pressure control alternative. 

The secondary circuit consists of two turbine units, which makes the secondary side 
complicated. Many secondary side auxiliary systems have a large effect on the early stages 
of the plant accident behaviour. 

Table 1. Typical delays tram accident initiation to core melt for the Loviisa VVER-440 [1] 

Lower plenum Decay heat level 
Beginning of heatup ta melt in lower plenum 
core melt temperature corium pool 

Translent (h) (h) (MW) 

Station blackout 9 12 8 
Loss-of-feedwater 7 10 9 
Small Break LOCA 2-6 4-8 10 
Large Break LOCA 0-1 3-4 11 
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3. THE LOVIISA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ANALYZER 

The Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant Analyzer (NPPA) [2) has been developed by VTT and IVO. 
It i.~ based on the Advanced Process Simulation Environment (APROS), also developed by 
IVO and VTT. APROS provides physical models for a variety of process design and analysis 
applications and tools for easy defining and updating of the entire power plant. 

An up to date description of the APROS simulation environment is presented in Ref [3]. 
Hem.:e, only the basic thermal hydraulic modelling is described here. The APROS thermal 
hydraulic library con tains four different models for one dimensional water/steam flow and one 
for three dimensional flow. The models utilized by the Loviisa NPPA are ail one dimensional, 
charaterized below: 

1) Homogeneous model (3-equation model) 

Water and steam are assumed to have equal velocities and temperatures. The model is based 
on the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations of the mixture. 

2) The 5-equation model 

The model is based on the conservation equations of mass and energy for the gas and liquid 
phases, and on the momentum conservation of the gas-liquid mixture. The system is fitted 
with empirÏl.:al correlations for the two-phase phenomena. A separate drift flux model is 
solved to give the mass flow rates of the phases. No iteration is needed during the solution. 

3) The o-equation model 

The model describes behaviour of one-dimensional two-phase flow. The model is based on 
the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy for the two phases. The equations 
are coupled with empirical correlations for two phase phenOlm:na, like wall friction, 
interfacial friction and interfacial heat transfer. Pressures, velocities, volume fractions and 
enthalpies of each phase are solved from the discretized equations by using an iterative 
procedure. 

The Loviisa NPPA is constructed of the APROS modules. The analyzer has gradually evolved 
from a simple pilot system to the present extensive plant description. Continuous validation 
has been performed during the model building process. Three versions of the plant model are 
currently available, differing on the level of the thermal hydraulic modelling (3-, 5- or 0-
equation models). The main characteristics can be summarized as follows [2J: 

System Model description 

Reactor core neutronics One-dimensional 2-group model with 0 clelayed neutron groups, 
calculation for xenon and iodine. 



Primary system 
thermal hydraulics 

Secondary side 
thermal hydraulics 

Containment 

Automation system 
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Ali six loops are modelled separately. 3-, 5 or 6-equation models 
are used for ail parts except for the safety injection system, where 
the 3-equation description has been considered sufficient. The 
thermal hydraulic description of the primary system consists of the 
following subsystems: 

- reactor core and pressure vessel 
- pressurizer with a relief valve and two safety valves connected 

to the bubbler tank 
- primary loops includin!? the hot and cold le!? loop seals 
- steam generator primary sides 

safety injection systems in the low and hi!?h pressure modes 
chemical and volume control systems 

SOth turbine units have been modelled separate!y. The secondary 
side excluding the steam generators has been described by using 
the homogeneous thermal hydraulic mode!. The steam generator 
model is based on the 5- or 6-equation thermal hydraulics and has 
boundaries with the homogeneous model at the beginning of the 
steam line and at the inlet of the vesse!. The secondary si de mode! 
includes the following subsystems: 

steam !?enerator secondary sides 
steam !?enerator safety valves and ADVs 
turbine by-pass 
superheaters 
hi!?h and low pressure turbines 

- condensers 
- low pressure pre-heatùl!? systems 

feed-water tanks and lines 
emer!?ency and stand-by feed-water systems 
hi!?h pressure pre-heatill!? systems 
auxiliary steam systems 

The Loviisa containment has been divided into four volumes: the 
lower containment, the dead-end volume of the lower containment, 
the ice-condenser and the upper containment. The containment 
main heat structures and thé' spray system in the upper containment 
have been taken into account. 

Ali the main plant control systems have been modelled according 
to the real control diagrams. These control systems include: 

reactor control 
primary system pressure control 
pressurizer water level control 



Protection systems 

Electrical systems 
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plant and turbine load control 
turbine by-pass control 

- steam generator level control 
- selected secondary side auxi/iary control systems 

The reactor protection systems have been partly modelled. The 
objective is that the reactor and turbine shut-downs can be 
simulated either by. the user or by the protection system when 
certain limits of the process values are exceeded. 

The electrical system mode! contains the most important plant 
systems. It has two identical sides with a common external grid. 
Both sides have a generator, a main transformer and an auxiliary 
electric system. The reactor coolant pumps, the emergency water 
pumps and the feed water pumps are connected to the busbars. 

4. THE LOVnSA SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The focus of the Loviisa severe accident management (SAM) plan is çontainment integrity 
[4]. A quantitative risk goal used for the plan formulation is a conditional containment failure 
probability of less that 10-2 for each severe accident sequence not considered "negligible". The 
level for a negligible sequence is taken as 10-6 per reactor year, asserting an additional 
criterion that the negligible status is obtained in terms of fundamentally sound reliability and 
accident management considerations. Based on the plant key characteris.tics, the overall plant 
SAM approach is structured around the idea of demonstrating in-vessel melt retention, 
absence of energetic events, and reliah/e long-term containment coo/ing [5]. 

0) Prevention of Containment Bypass 

Contribution of containment bypass sequences is comparatively high in the present plant risk 
profile. This is mainly due to the horizontal steam generator design, which gives rise to high 
frequency of large primary-to-secondary leaks. The main emphasis has been put on preventing 
the potential of primary-to-secondary leaks from leading to core melt The approach is to 
rapidly reduce the primary system pressure near the secondary system in order to minimize 
the inventory loss from the primary circuit. The planned hardware chanl~es include upgrading 
of the pressurizer spray system by using the HPI-pumps and installation of an additional 
1000 m' borated water tank. 

1) Primary system depressurization 

A decision has been made to eliminate the possibility of high pressure meJt ejection by 
installing a manually-operated depressurization capability by power·-operating the safety 
valves. Once installed it may also positively contribute to the management of pressurized 
thermal shock and induced steam generator failures. Activation of the pTimary system 
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depressurization starts the severe accident phase of the plant emergency response. 

2) Lower head coolability and melt retenti on 

The possibility for in-vessel retention of molten core in the lower head of the reactor vessel 
constitutes one of the comerstones of the Loviisa SAM plan. The possibility arises due to 
several favourable features of the plant. Water melting from the ice-condensers will flow to 
the reactor cavity and the reactor vessel is submerged in up to the level of the cold legs in 
most severe accident scenarios. A typical decay power level at the time of melt heatup in the 
lower plenum is about 10 MW (See Table 1). As a result of this, the local heat fluxes and 
vapour velocities are moderate. Theoretical and experimental work is heing conducted by rvo 
to verify the viablity of the concept. 

3) Absence of Energetic Events 

Probabilities of energetic reactor vessel failure and vessel melt-through are reduced to 
negligible level by the primary system depressurization and lower head cooling. Thus, the 
only energetic event of real concem for the Loviisa plant is due to hydrogen combustion. 
Because of the low containment design pressure, the concem involves ail large scale 
combustion events that are rapid enough for an essentially adiabatic hehaviour. G1ow-plug 
igniters were installed in 1982, and possibiIities for increasing the igniter reliability are 
currently heing studied. rvo has also constructed a linearly-scaled (1: 15) containment test 
facility that will provide data for testing of the ice-condenser effects and hydrogen 
distribution. 

4) Long-Term Containment Cooling 

If retention of the core meIt within the reactor pressure vessel can he guaranteed, production 
of non-condensible gases from the melt-concrete interaction will he avoided. The only major 
source of non-condensible gases will therefore he hydrogen, which is going to bum. 
Stabilization of the wntainment pressure can he achieved by condensing steam on the 
containment inner walls. An extemal spray system has heen installed on top of the inner 
containment to provide the necessary steam condensation rates. A total wetting of the dome 
surface can he expected by the system, as demonstrated by full-scale tests conducted in the 
HDR-facility in Germany. 

5. DESIGN OF THE APROS BASED TRAINING SIMULATOR 

The objective for adding severe accident analysis capabilities into the APROS simulation 
environment and into the Loviisa NPPA is in the first phase to develop a tool for training and 
demonstration purooses. This general objective has implications that to a great extent 
determine the scope and organization of the development work: 

1) The objective is not ta produce a (still another) code for detailed prediction of severe 
accidents. Rather, the xoal is ta produce a code that replicates the Loviisa main severe 
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accident sequences, as they are expected to progress. This k/lOwledge is available or can 
be obtained from ca/cu/ations with specific severe accident codes. 

2) The first statement implies (hot simple models can be used mut thot the phe/lOmena 
cO/lSidered can be Iimited to (hase judged to be of primary importance. A prerequisite for 
this kind of approach is a tharough understanding of the plant key ~evere accident events. 

3) The present objective is on training and demanstrations. ft means thot the development 
effort must be focused on targets that have a direct Iink with the utlïity training needs. An 
obvious choice ù to base the system development priorities on the plant accident 
management plan. 

It should be pointed out, that the objectives desaibed above are not without negative side 
effects. Forcing the simulator to replicate predetermined accident progression simplifies the 
code development work. It may, however, lead the trainees to have excessive confidence on 
the al:l:ural:y of the system response. Room for parametric variations and alternative 
progression paths must be provided in order to give a realistic view of the existing 
uncertainties. 

The I:hoice of focusing the APROS extension into severe accidents ta a limited plant specifie 
application is in conflict with one of the main objectives of APROS development, i.e. that the 
system should be general and easily applicable to arbitrary plant process simulations. 
Because of the unique features of the Loviisa plant, description of the systems modelled and 
the phenomena included certainly differ from ail other nuclear power plants in the world. A 
cautious programming approach is needed in order to avoid hard-wiring specifie Loviisa 
features into the code. The confliet can be solved by asserting to physically sound general 
models in the model development and by accounting the Loviisa accident management needs 
as a priorization guide. 

Four high-Ievel Loviisa severe accident management actions currently form the framework for 
the system development. These are: 

1) Primary system depressurization 

Primary system depressurization will be manually activated from the control room by opening 
the pressurizer safety valves. The action is to be initiated by indi.:ation of superheated 
temperature at the core exit thermocouples. The system response wil: be monitored by the 
primary system pressure measurements. 

Simulation of the primary system depressurization is a good starting point for the training 
simulator development, because it is believed to be near the upper limit of the present 
APROS Loviisa plant analyzer capabilities. Comparison of the APROS results with analyses 
previously conducted with detailed thermal hydraulic codes will gi ve an insight of the 
immediate needs for improvements in the primary system modelling. 
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2) Extemal cooling of the reactor pressure vessel lower head 

Ensuring the extemal cooling of the reactor pressure vessel requires lowering of the lower 
head insulation and neutron shield blocks, shown in Fig. 3. 

Lowering of the insulation will be 
performed manually based on the 
information obtained from the reactor 
cavity liquid Ievel measurements. 
Additional information of the success of 
the measure may be obtained from the 
cavity temperature measurements. The 
training needs conceming the action 
itself are rather simple. More attention 
should be paid on ways of verifying the 
success on the action. 

The objective requires realistic 
description of the melt residing on the 
reactor pressure vessel lower head. The 
basic boundary condition for it is an 
estimate of the relocated melt mass, 
composition and superheat. This requires 
calculation of the core heat -up and 
degradiation process. The practical 
deve\opment effort will consist of 
expanding the APROS heat structure 
mode\ to allow heat-up to extreme 
temperatures and eventual melting of the 
structure. The present approach is that 
the complex intermediate stage of liquid 
pool formation at the core area can be 
omitted. Instead, the corium melt is 
assumed to relocate to the lower plenum 
immediately after melt formation. 

STEAM FLOW EXIT 

NP.====:?~ 

FULL MET ALUC "SULA TIOtI 

FLOW PATH 

NEUTRON SHIELD 

i i ':"'n. FLOW INUT 

Figure 3. Location of the lower head 
insulation and the neutron shield. 

The calculation stages and new routines to be added into the APROS system to calculate the 
extemal cooling of the RPV lower head are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

The next step after calculation of the core heat-up and melting is transport of the melt and 
decay heat from the core area to the lower plenum. The task may appear easy, but 
experiences from detailed mechanistic severe accident codes have shown unexpected 
difficulties for this phase. This is due to the loose coupling of the reactor physical and 
thermal hydraulic parts of the codes. A minimum requirement for ensuring that a transport of 
active material also implies transport of decay heat is to c10sely keep track of the mass a'ld 
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energy balances in different parts of the RPV. 

APROS neutronics -7 Core heat-up Key parameters: 
MeHlng of core • me" mass 
materJals • me" composition 
MeHlng of otller RPV · me" superheat 

APROS thermal -7 structures • relo,::ating decay heat 
hydraulics +- Hydrogen production 

Zr oxldatlon 

-7 .J.. 
ructures +-

Immediate transport of 
melted material into 
the Iower plenum 

Transport of a 
proportional fraction of 
decay heat into the 
Iower plenum 

.J.. 

Melt quench in the 
lower plenum 

[Steam explosions) 

~.m"_ Melt reheating thHrmal hydraulics 

.J.. .J.. Î 

Melt pool heat Œ'''t",~1 production. +- hydraulics 
Pool temperature. -7 (water level, 
Heat transfer upwards water temperature) 
Heat transler la RPV 
walls 
Heat transler Irom 
RPV walls ta cavity 

Fig. 4. New routines to he added into the APROS system for caIculation of the external 
cooling of the pressure vessel lower head. 
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After relocation to the lower plenum, the hot melt may quench. A complete quenching can be 
expected for the Loviisa case due to the very large coolant inventory at the lower plenum, but 
this may not be the case for an arbitrary RPV geometry. The quenching produces steam and 
hydrogen and is eventually followed by reheating of the core debris. Experimental studies are 
available for descibing this phase semi-empirically. A more detailed model aimed for example 
to simulate steam explosions may be of sorne interest for training purposes, but is not 
included in the present development plan. 

The ultimate configuration of a corium melt pool residing in the lower plenum is a quite weIl 
defined subtask. The physical modelling necessary for simulation of this phase includes: heat 
transfer from the melt pool (upwards/to RPV walls), heat transfer from the RPV walls to the 
water in the reactor cavity and containment thermal hydraulics (calculation of the cavity water 
level and temperature). Structural calculations of the RPV integrity are considered to be 
beyond the scope of the APROS system development. It should be borne in mind that the 
containment thermal hydraulics will have an equal importance on the realism of the model 
and should be paid an even attention in the system development. A considerable support 
cornes from the detailed experimental and analytical studies that IVO is conducting. 

An additional item of interest is conditions prevaling in other parts of the primary circuit 
during the prolonged residence of a hot corium pool at the RPV bottom. Once the lower 
plenum model is available, the present APROS thermal hydraulic model is believed to be 
adequate for studying of the se aspects. 

3) Hydrogen control 

As with the pressure vessel external cooling, the operator actions involved with the hydrogen 
control are simple. The hydrogen igniters are to be activated immediately after commencing 
of the primary system depressurization. To produce a good mixing of the containment 
atmosphere, operation of the ice-condenser lower doors must be ensured. Monitoring will be 
done by hydrogen concentration measurements. These are, however, supporting information 
and are not necessarily required to successfully carry out the action. 

Hydrogen aspects are key phenomena for ensuring the integrity of the Loviisa containment. 
Hence, considerable effort will be assigned to them in the system development, des pite of 
rather simple accident management procedure. Simulation of the hydrogen behaviour includes 
three major subtasks: 

estimation of the in-vessel hydrogen production. 
estimation of hydrogen distribution within the containment and 
estimation of possible hydrogen burns and the loads produced by them to the containment 
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Most of the hydrogen generated in a Lovüsa severe accident will be due to the in-vessel 
zirconium-steam reaction. Arresting the corium melt into the RPV lower plenum prevents 
hydrogen formation from the core-concrete interaction, and the pOltential of other in-vessel 
hydrogen producing reactions is much smaller than of the zirconium oxidation. The present 
APROS heat structure modelling does not take into account the Zr-steam oxidation reaction. 
Implementing of a zirconium oxidation model is not assumed to be a too formidable task. A 
plenty of validated empirical models are available, and the mathematical formulations used 
in the correlations are simple. A more demanding task is to ensw'e that correct boundary 
conditions are used for the steam supply, and that the energy transport within the core, 
including the additional heat produced by the oxidation reaction, is correctly accounted for. 
The minimum requirements for this include: 

realistÏl; estimate of the steam flow into the core, 
feedback of the oxidation heat into the core heat-up calculation, and 
hydrogen removal implying a physically weIl defined treatrnent of non-condensible gases. 

Hydrogen distribution and buming within the containment will be modelled by relative simple 
terms. The lower compartments of the Loviisa containment may be steam inerte<! in most of 
the severe accident sequences, and hydrogen buming in them may be inhibited. The key 
system is the ice-condenser, which is the only way from the lower compartments into the 
large dome area. Ice-condensers will remove steam from the steam-air-hydrogen mixture 
flowing through them. and flammable hydrogen concentrations may be formed at the ice
condenser outlet. Calculation of the hydrogen behaviour within the containment should 
therefore have at least the following models: 

a hydrogen transport model. 
a detailed model for the ice-condensers. 
a model for the hydrogen igniters. and 
a general. simple model for hydrogen bums. 

An ice-condenser model is already included in the Loviisa NPPA. In the present form it is, 
however. not capable of realistically describing the role of the ice-condensers on the hydrogen 
distribution. The experimental tests being performed at the IVO containment facility will 
provide abundant data for the system development and validation. 

A schematic of the various additional routines to be included are depicted in Fig. 5. 
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APROS neutronics ~ Core heat-up Key parameters: 

Melling of core - in-vessel hydrogen source 

materials - oxidation heat 
melling of other RPV 

APROS thermal ~ internai structures 
hydraulics f- Hydrogen production 

Heat production from 
Zr oxldatlon 

APROS heat ~ 
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Hydrogen distribution 
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Hydrogen burning f- Il 

.j. 
Il 

Containment response 
to hydrogen burns 

Fig. 5. New routines to be added into the APROS system for calculation of hydrogen 
behaviour. 

4) Containment extemal spray 

The long-term <.:ontainment pressure <.:ontrol is based on the heat removal by the containment 
extemal spray system. The system will be activated manually from a separate control panel 
after the <.:ontainment pressure has reached a predetermined level. Success of the action will 
be surveilled. by monitoring the containment pressure detectors. 

The action involves a series of automatic auxiliary system demands that are presently not 
modelled with the APROS Loviisa plant analyzer. They consist, however, of conventional 
process <.:ontrol operations (starting of pumps and diesel generators, etc.) and their inclusion 
does not involve additional model development. The actual modelling effort will consist qf 
refining the <.:ontainment model. The phenomena to be considered include: condensation of 
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steam within the containment due to the dome cooling, heat transfer from the containment 
atmosphere into the steel shell and heat transfer from the shell to the external water layer. A 
preliminary model for the containment external spray system has already been included into 
the Loviisa NPP A. 

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Development of a simulation tool for severe accident training has b~en commenced at the 
Technical Research Centre of Finland. The system will be accompli shed by implementing 
severe accident models into the APROS simulation environment. The primary objective is to 
produce a simple system that can be used to familiarize the Loviisa VVER-440 nuclear power 
plant operators and technical support personnel on the plant most important severe acddent 
sequences, and to train them in conducting the planned accident management actions. The 
premiss has resulted in an approach that takes advantage of the knowledge existing at Imatran 
Voima Oy of the plant key severe accident events. The simulation system is not required to 
predict the plant behaviour in ail conceivable accident sequences. Rather, it should be able to 
reproduce the main sequences as they are expected to progress. TItis implies that simple 
models can be used and the phenomena considered can be limited. 

The system development will be at the flfst stage focused on the four main actions that 
constitute the Loviisa severe accident management plan: 

primary system depressurization, 
external cooling of the reactor pressure vessel, 
hydrogen control, and 
containment external spray. 

An addition al objective is to develop the APROS severe acddent analysis capabilities in 
general. This objective is to sorne extent in conflict with the limited plant specifie application 
described above. Caution should be taken in order to avoid hard-wiring specifie Loviisa 
features into the code. The objective implies also, that the program development can not be 
entirely based on parametric modelling. Parametric models will surely be needed, but the 
target is to avoid them, if a reasonably simple physically founded formulation can be chosen. 
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Abstract 

An advanced real time severe accident simulation code, ARTSAS, has been developed to 
ex tend the simulation capabilities of nuclear training simulators and workstations to beyond 
the reactor design limits and through the severe accident scenarios. The results of code for 
simulation of severe accident and core melt down following a total station black out in a 
B&W designed reactor is presented and compared with the results obtained from application 
of MELCORE and STCP code for a similar scenario. 

Introduction 

RET ACT'" has been developed by S3 Technologies for real time si mulation of thermal 
hydraulic phenomena in the primary and secondary systems of powl~r plants. In the common 
terminology of the thermal hydraulic codes, RETACT code can be categorized as a 5-
equation nonhomogeneous and non-equilibrium drift-flux based code. The five basic 
conservation equations used in RETACT consist of two equations for mass conservation (one 
for gas phase and another for liquid phase), two equations for energy conservation (one for 
gas phase and another for Iiquid phase), and one momentum conservation equation for the 
two-phase mixture. The code also applies additional conservation ec:uations for tracking 
boron and radioactive materials around the system. In RETACT methodology, the system is 
divided into a number of fluid cells (nodes) where all of the above conservation equations are 
applied to each of the fluid cells. The RETACT code provides a coherent numerical 
simulation, based on first principle laws of physics, for simulation of ail types of PWR and 
BWR Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS), including the primar)' coolant system, 
secondary side of the steam generators (V-tube, OTSG as weil as steam generators with 
horizontal tubes used in Russian designed nuclear reactors) and the main steam suppl Y lines. 
RET ACT has been used on more than 30 full scope nuclear training simulators. The code 
has been installed on repli ca simulators of ail major types of nuclear power plants including: 
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Westinghouse designed PWRs, Babcock and Wilcox designed PWRs, General Electric 
designed BWRs (BWRl4 BWRl6 and BWRs with a steam drum separator), ASEA (Sweden) 
designed BWRs (with external and internal recirculation pumps), C-E designed PWRs, and 
Russian designed PWRs (VVER-1000 and VVER-440). In addition, RETACT has been 
chosen and adapted by US-NRC as the code used on the NRC full scope training simulators 
(BWR and PWR) used for training the NRC staffs and examiners. RET ACT has been 
validated against the results of major test facilities such as 19-Tube, FRIGG Loop, FIST test 
system and plant results such as TMI turbine trip, Peach Bottom turbine trip and other plant 
data. 

RETACT code has been designed to simulate thermal hydraulic phenomena within the 
reactor design limits. However the physical phenomena occurring during severe accidents in 
nuclear reactors may exceed the design limitation. In order to extend the simulation 
capabilities of RETACT for simulation of phenomena beyond the reactor design limits, S3 
Technologies has designed ARTSAS (Advanced Real Time Severe Accident Simulation) 
code. ARTSAS simulates the severe accident phenomena including core melt down and core 
degradation. The development and validation of ARTS AS code has been scheduled in 
multiple phases to achieve the growing needs of training emergency operation managers and 
reactor operators during severe accident scenarios in various stages. Sorne of the ARTSAS 
objectives inc1ude: 

Support accident management and emergency drills for simulation and analysis 
of emergency scenarios. 

Support individual Plant Examination (IPE) 

Train reactor operators for controlling the plant behavior during and beyond 
design base accident. 

Train reactor operators to mitigate the release of radioactive materials to the 
environ ment. 

ARTSAS can be executed to operate on both workstations (eg; PCs) as weil as on full scope 
simulators. Because the interactive symbolic debugged (ISD) system used for execution of 
ARTSAS/RETACT on a work station is similar to the system used on a full scope simulator, 
therefore, it is possible to continue the full scope training scenarios leading to a severe 
accident conditions on the work station. That is, in the case ARTSAS is not executed on the 
full scope training simulator, the user can run a scenario on a referenced full scope simulator 
for transients/accidents within the domain of reactor design limits and snap the conditions (an 
IC) prior to exceeding the plant design limits, then the IC can be transferred to the work 
station for use by ARTS AS/RET ACT models and continuation of the simulation beyond the 
reactor design Iimits for simulation and training of the severe accident phenomena. 

The ARTS AS/RET ACT workstation application inc1ude, preparing best estimate plant 
performance data, teaching core/thermal hydraulic and severe accident fundamentals, 
emergency drill scenarios development, development of operational procedure and individual 

\ 
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plant examination (IPE), [1). In addition the work station provides graphical capabilities 
which incIude schematic of core, reactor coolant loops, steam generator secondary and 
primary sides with colorful indication of parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow rate, 
void fraction and coolant level. Sorne of the ARTSAS code results for simulation of reactor 
core severe accident have been compared with the result of severe accident analysis codes 
such as MAAP code [2] and reported in reference [3]. 

Simulation Results For a Station Black out Transient 

A) Boil off Phase Before Reactor Core Uncovery 

Severa! key events such as sudden reactivity insertion malfunctions OHMS) or core uncovery 
malfunctions can cause a severe accident and core degradation in nuclear reactor [4]. 
However, the simulated events presented in this paper follows a sustained station black out. 
The simulated referenced reactor is a Babcock & WiIcox designed PWR [5] with two once 
through steam generators (OTSGs) with geometry/design and operating conditions similar to 
Oconee reactor. RET ACT code was used for simulation of thermal hydraulic phenomena 
within the design base conditions. For real time simulation, the secondary side of each steam 
generator were divided into 8 hydraulic cells (nodes) which incIuded separate cells for the 
downcomer and riser section of the steam generators secondary sides .. The heat transfer 
across the tubes was caIculated by dividing the tube wall into 12 heat slabs in the axial 
direction. The primary side of the reactor including the reactor coole.nt loops, core and the 
pressurizer was simulated through introducing 38 hydraulic cells. The rate of heat transfer in 
the active reactor core was caIculated by dividing the fuel rods into 18 heat slabs. Therefore, 
for this simulation a total of 54 fluid cells as weil as 42 heat slabs were used in RET ACT. 
The simulation software included software for simulation controlllogic systems and operation 
of ICS (integrated control system) in the primary and secondary side systems. Therefore the 
feed flow, steam flow, safety valves, pumps and other systems were controlled the same way 
they are controlled in the actual plant. For the simulated test, it was assumed that the 
primary system safety valves were connected directly to the containment for flow discharge, 
and the containment pressure and other thermodynamic properties remained constant during 
the test. 

The simulated transient started from 100% initial conditions at time zero. The station black 
out transient started by simultaneous loss of power to feedwater pumps, reactor coolant 
pumps and initiation of a reactor trip. The loss of off site power scenario was initiated with 
simultaneous failure of emergency feedwater system and high head auxiliary feedwater 
system followed by loss of off site power conversion system (including diesel generators). As 
a results, the feed and bleed method which could be used for establishment of the decay heat 
removal was not available. 

The simulation software calculated the actual pump speeds and the flow rates during pump 
coast downs properly. For description of the scenario, the results for sorne of the key 
parameters are presented. The calculated results for steam generator water level in the 
downcomers showed that the steam generators were dried out at time about 1110 seconds. 
Figure 1 shows the calculation results for water level in the pressurizer. Figure 2 shows the 
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calculation results for the primary system pressure and Figure 3 shows the results for steam 
void fraction in the reactor upper plenum. 

The results of Figures 1 and 2 show that primary system pressure reached the safety valve 
set point at time about 1300 seconds where pressure started to fluctuate around the safety 
valve pressure set point and the pressurizer became full of single phase liquid water shortly 
after that at time about 1600 seconds. However, pressurizer level started to decline after the 
system mass depleted due to discharge of coolant through the safety valves on the top of the 
pressurizer. The results of Figure 3 show that at time about 4220 seconds the reactor upper 
plenum became empty of water and as a results the reactor core started to uncover. 

B) Core Heat Up and Degradation 

The ARTSAS code was executed for simulation of the reactor core behavior from the onset 
of core uncovery continuing through the core melt down. 

For simulation of severe accident phenomena in reactor core, ARTSAS divides the core into 
72 nodes (12 axial by 6 radial nodes). Each node consists of solid or molten material 
including the fuel and cladding components as well as fluid which may consist of liquid and 
gas (vapor and non-condensibles). Mass and energy conservation equations are solved in each 
node to calculate the mass, temperature and other properties within the fuellcladding material 
(solid and molten) as weil as the fluid temperature, density and other thermal hydraulic 
parameters. 

The heat transfer coefficient between the solid material or molten material and fluid is 
calculated within each node to calculate the rate of heat transfer between fuel rods and fluid 
within each node. The heat transfer calculation within each node considers all modes of heat 
transfer including radiation as weil as forced and natural convection heat transfer. For 
accurate calculation of heat transfer during a severe accident scenario in reactor core, 
ARTSAS calculates natural gas circulation due to elevated temperature and large hydrogen 
generation in the core where the gas density in the central region can be lower than that of 
the gas in the upper plenum. Therefore, the natural circulation phenomena within the core 
where the colder gas flows down through the outer region while the hotter gas rises through 
the center region of the core is simulated. Sorne of the main phenomena considered for fuel 
heat up model includes: 

- Fuel Material heat up 
- Ballooning and rupture of the cladding 
- Cladding oxidation 
- Liquefaction of fuel material 
- Relocation 
- Refreezing and blockage formation 
- Changes in power distribution 

As it was mentioned earlier, ARTSAS uses the simulator data base global for data storage 
and consequently ail the variables and constants used in the programs are accessible for plot 
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or display by the Interactive Symbolic Debugged (ISO) system, however only plot of selected 
parameters in the central zone for the above transient are presented. In the present 
caJculation, the entire core axiallength is divided into 12 nodes, where node one is at the 
lowest and node 12 is at the highest elevation. Figure 4 shows the calculated two-phase level 
in core as a function of time after start of the core uncovery. Figun~ 5 shows the average fuel 
temperature as a function of time for each of the axial node within Ithe central channel. As 
shown, at the beginning of the core uncovery, temperature of node 12 at the top of the core 
started to increase, however temperature of node number 7 which is located in a lower 
elevation (about 7/12 of the height of the core) started to increase a"bout 430 seconds later 
when the two-phase level declined below the node elevation but this temperature increased at 
a faster pace (due to higher decay heat generation in node 7 relative, to decay heat generation 
in node 12) and temperature of node 7 exceeded above temperature of node 12 in about 740 
seconds after start of the core uncovery. As can be seen, for each of the nodes the rate of 
temperature increase accelerated after the exothermic chemicaJ reaction between steam and 
zircaloy cladding started when temperature of the node exceeded 1200 Deg K (the onset of 
oxidation reaction). The results of Figure 5 shows that the actual ce,re melt down started first 
from node 7 at time about 6420 seconds (2200 seconds after the start of core uncovery). 
Figure 6 shows the calculated results for nodal fuel mass as a function of time. As can be 
seen, following the start of meltdown in node 7 the molten material relocated from node 7 
into node 6 and as a result, the mass in node 7 decreased but the mass of molten material in 
node 6 increased. A comparison between the results of Figures 5 and 6 shows that the sharp 
temperature increase in node 6 at time about 6720 seconds corresponds to the time that the 
molten materials from node 7 started to fall into node 6. A comparison between Figures 5 
and 6 shows that mass of node 6 continued to increase until node 6 started to melt at time 
about 6750 seconds. A process similar to above mentioned process can be observed within 
the other nodes as weil. Figure 7 Shows the results for total hydrogen mass generated during 
the transient. As can be seen, a total of 235 Kg of Hydrogen was generated during the 
simulated event, compared with 250 Kg calculated by MELCORE in reference [6]. At time 
about 6960 seconds node number 2 which is located at the bottom (If active core started to 
melt which indicated a core slump, and therefore the simulation scenario was concluded. 

Table 1 - Timing of Key Events 

MELCORE STCP Present Study 

Key Event Time (SECONDS) Time (SECONDS) Time (SECONDS) 

Steam generator 804 834 1110 
dryout 

Core uncovery 3462 3498 4220 

Start of melt 4500 4986 6420 

Core collapse 8334 (Ring 1) 7050 6960 
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Table 1 shows the predicted timing for key events for the simulated black out. For 
comparison the results of two major severe accident codes (MELCORE and STCP) from 
reference [6] are also presented. The referenced results were obtained from simulation of a 
postulated station black out event at Oconee nuclear reactor, however the simulated results of 
present work were obtained from application of RETACT/ARTSAS code to Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit-I (ANO-I) reactor which is a B&W designed reactor similar to Oconee. 
As can be seen the time of core melt down event from ARTSAS is in close agreement with 
the STCP code results than with the results from MELCORE code. However, the time of 
steam generator dry out predicted in the present work is different than MELCORE results 
reported in reference [6] due to improved model of steam generator secondary side including 
the feed pump coast down effects which were not considered in MELCORE and STCP 
calculations. 

Conclusion: 

The simulation results obtained from application of ARTSAS code to nuclear reactors for 
simulation of severe accidents show the possibilities of extending the simulation domain of 
the current and newly designed full scope training simulators and work stations beyond the 
design limits and into the severe accident scenarios where it may include a complete core 
melt down. The comparison between the ARTSAS code results with the results obtained from 
application of MELCORE and STCP code applied to a similar scenario shows that ARTSAS 
code can capture the main events and can simulate the major key events at the times 
comparable with STCP code. The application of combination of ARTSAS and RETACT code 
for a station black out at a B&W plant showed that detailed simulation of steam generator 
(which has been taken into consideration in RET ACT but not in MELCORE) may become 
deterministic in prediction of the time of core uncovery since a steam generator dry out event 
and the timing can significantly affect the core heat up rate. Future development work 
includes the incorporation of models for the lower plenum melt water interaction and lower 
head failure. 
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energiteknikk, OECO Halden Reactor Project 
staff has collected and paginated the original 
rnanuscripts as submitted by the authors. This 
document was reproduced on the basis of the best 
available copy. 

Reference to the Proceedings of this meeting 
should be made as follows: 
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Severe Accident Management a.'Id 
Training (SAMOA), Halden, Norway, 8rh
JOthJune, 1993. 


